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PREFACE 

This work is set in France, 1913. 

It is a discourse on Humanity and the sense of Reason that would soon disappear 

following the Great War. 

The Age of Discovery with it’s incumbent colonialism was come to an end; the Age of 

Industry, which had begun the great poisoning of Earth, would flourish under aegis of 

the Great Colonialists until destruction of their colonies, would set upon their own 

nations. La Belle Époque would cease.  

The first state of this tale began when principle characters and a fundamental plot-line 

with sparse vignettes were written in Los Angeles, 1991. It was fraught with the archetypes 

and tableaux established by Donatien Alphonse François, Marquis de Sade, who, it must 

be remembered, wrote his polemics and verse during the Age of Enlightenment, as did 

Jean-Jacques Rousseau and Immanuel Kant, in his 120 Days of Sodom.  

This first state displayed Humanity in the continuing form established by Marquis de 

Sade with scenes of cruelty, torture and murder; and was presented in the tone of 

François Rabelais.  

Plot, characters, themes, arguments, places, structure and type styles had been fully 

established; and, the first five chapters were individually published in dime-novel form 

during 1993. 

 [ LC No. 94113942 ] 

It was abandoned. 



x 

A second state begun in 1995 was subsequently ignored a few years later after returning 

to writing poetry and verse. 

Ten years later, the Tale began to be written from the voluminous notes accumulated 

over that decade. The original characters, themes, arguments, places, and structure 

remained; however, Rabelaisian humour and scenes of cruelty, torture and murder were 

abandoned when plot and tone were changed suffused with an untethered Realism. 

The Infernal Clock, collected by David Shakes and Stephanie Ellis, was published in 

2017. It contains my short story, The Infernal Clock, set in Hades, where Humanity’s 

invention of time does not exist, from which one may read scenes with several characters, 

from this Conte de fée, including Themis Grey-Witch, and when the Ferry-boat 

Captain—Charon—first met Fille on the banks of the river Acheron. 

This edition is the final state. 
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APOLOGIA 

This Conte de fée is a discourse on Humanity, and though Dénoûments are made, for all 

things of Myth and all things invisible, they may be found lacking: the four mouvements 

of this work are not necessarily in accordance with the passing Seasons; the standard 

width of the text is written chronologically whereas the two narrower widths may signify a 

different Place or a different Age; the Latin, as translated by the Author, may be a 

previously unthought-of translation; all events and dates in the annals of Humanity 

important to this Conte are accurate but significances may not be. 

The common paragraph structure is from the early 1900s. The sentence structures are 

archaïc in that different structures were liberally taken from 1880—1920s works that made 

use of the rhetorical figures and linguistic schemes which have fallen from use in this 

Modern Age. Different meters and cadence may be noted. Many words use their rare or 

obsolete spellings, e.g., encyclœpedia or encyclopaediæ; or, English spellings are 

employed, e.g., grey. Latin is used as an ethereal language spoken with greater 

significance of meaning. French was used for interpretative variances and elegance. 

Lastly, this Tale should not be considered a fable and, since it is neither morality play nor 

allegory, it has neither moral nor conclusion. 

All interpretations are sôlely left, by the Reader, to be made. 



“We cannot assent to a rook or a crow: Thoughts which suspend the sense of Reality 
illustrate that the state of Existence often resides in the different realms of Chronos.” 

—Sean Fraser 
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1 

Notre-Dame-de-Grâce 

L’Ancien Régime: France, 1913 — Modern vicissitudes in les Belles Époques had 

ascended in a progressive era which begat the Machine Age. Presidents, Lords, 

Kings, Courts, Parliaments and Congresses and Leagues were belaboured against 

the Senses of Reason and Logic as they indulged with the Seven Deadly Vices: 

Sloth, Jealousy, Greed, Ignorance, Intolerance, Despair and Fear; and, in the 

intrigues performed, they would be sent forth on that voyage where all are 

passenger. 

It was late-Night: ascensions had been set by the Dawn-Goblins. The sky had erected 

towering cumulonimbus through which betwixt and beneath altocumulus meandered in 

the Skylands. 

It had rained but slightly as vernal cumulus are wont in deed and it was raining beneath 

darkened maëlstroms leagues afar. 
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The Moon was ensconced on Morpheus’s helter-skelter at the Edge of the Earth and was 

set shining through the clouds over Notre-Dame-de-Grâce. 

† 

The illuminations from the streams of Boötes were come in the Night sky passing over 

Zoë as she walked on the High Road. 

† 

Zoë walked on the High Road. Zoë was eleven. She had grey eyes. She had blonde 

hair. She had opalescent skin. She was dressed in a lavender dress that fell to her knees 

with a delicate lace apron made from white silk. She wore white cotton stockings and blue 

leather shoes. 

† 

Zoë walked on the High Road in the silences Nature deigned. 

† 

Zoë came to a reflecting pool one league in length and fifty feet by breadth. The 

pool had a column set on the North-end. Zoë stood at the reflecting pool and the Moon 

appeared set on the column from where Zoë did stand. The column had a titulus and 

inscribed on the titulus,  

Who so seeth majesty Moon that hath descended 
from Night’s vault shall thence blessèd be  

for this shall be done but once 
 in thirteen-years Fall. 

“Majesty,” Zoë said as she curtsied beneath the Moon and did exit from the 

reflecting pool. 

† 
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Zoë had seen errant illuminations in the Grand Bois des Corbeaux as she had 

walked on the rue du Paradis. 

The errant light did come from the Phare du Déluge. The Phare was a lighthouse set 

on an imposing cénotaphe and so Zoë had walked from the High Road and through the 

Woods toward the Lighthouse. She could not come to the Lighthouse because of the 

Lake. The Lake was twelve nautical miles in length and one by breadth where she stood. 

 Zoë stood on the shore. 

The Ferryman 

The Ferryman had a Ferryman’s house which set on the far side of the Lake. 

The full Moon was reflected on the water. Zoë stood at the Lake’s edge where a small 

pier was erected. She pressed an electrical bell-push appareil. A light was lit in the 

darkness on the far side of the Lake. 

She spied his shape in the river-wherry as it was sculled across the Lake. The 

Ferryman was rowing in his river-wherry. The figurehead had a woman’s head with blonde 

hair and the body of a raven with it's wings on either side of the vessel. 

“Providence! By les Neuf Sylphes!” the Ferryman bellowed. 

Zoë waited for the Ferryman. 

“Good Evening, sir,” Zoë said. 

“We hence know this,” said the Ferryman in a deep and hallowed tone. 

The river-wherry came to the pier. 

The Ferryman was large. The Ferryman had a white beard that fell on his bosom. He 

wore an Eighteenth-century Admiral’s uniform and he wore an Eighteenth-century 

Admiral’s hat. 

Zoë entered the boat. They did proceed across the Lake. They sat in silence and Zoë 

peered at the Moon’s reflection over the stillèd depths beneath the Lake. 

“Your lake appears beautiful, sir,” she said as the Ferryman rowed with his eyes 

closed. 

“Oft-whiles,” said the Ferryman with a profound sigh but he did not open his eyes. 

† 
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 Zoë was sculled across the Lake in silences. 

 
† 
 

 “Sooth. My Admiralty—My Charon task—on the Lake de la Mer-Tombeau offers safe 

passage. My passengers spy the ether strands on their voyages but serpents nor the Edge 

of the Earth are spied. The water’s neither weak nor palsied. Aye, my dreadnought on the 

Lake offers safe voyages. Dreadnoughts on Sea offer but death because on palsied 

waters dreadnought vessels have fallen beneath the stillèd Sea where abysses may be. 

Abysses that be vaulted by weak waters which cannot support iron-weights on it’s bosom 

and huge flames ‘twere issued from fell maëlstroms in the Sea that did then make storm-

cumulus be steam whence dreadnoughts fell,” the Ferryman said. “Les Somnambules de 

la Mer are but those that be not drowned.” 

 Zoë smiled. 

 “My preferences are those of sculls on waves of gravity,” said the Ferryman.  

 “Over darkness,” Zoë said. 

 “Aye, ‘tis they,” he replied solemnly. 

 
† 
 

 They silently went over the Lake in the Night. 

 
† 
 

 They silently went over the Lake. The Moon was reflected on the surface of the Lake. 

The Ferryman’s oars marred not the Moon’s reflection for the oars could not mar the 

farther depths stilled where the Moon’s pure reflection did lay. 

 “How lovely it is to see Mare Imbrium on your Sea,” Zoë said. 

 “Pure and absolute,” the Ferryman said: “The Moon’s luminescences are pure and 

absolute as they are collected beneath the Lake’s surface.” 

 The river-wherry came to the mortared stone and wrought-iron landing. 

 “Acheron Quay,” said he. 
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 The Ferryman tied the vessel on the iron ring secured in the mortared landing as Zoë 

ascended the steps of stone.  

 The Ferryman ascended the steps and strode to his Ferryman’s house. 

 Zoë curtsied and said “Thank you, sir” but the Ferryman did not speak. He went into 

his house and extinguished the electric lamp as Zoë went on the Lane to the Lighthouse 

in the Woods. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë followed the Lane as the forest lane became a garden-avenue of glass bricks laid 

in the turf. She found stereoscopic glasses suspended by a silver bullion thread from a 

branch of the Sorbus aucuparia stationed at that entrance. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë was come to the Lighthouse in the Woods. It was three-hundred feet in height. 

The Lighthouse was fashioned of polished basalt. The base was two-hundred and fifty 

feet in height and squared. The campanile was fifty feet of iron and glass. It had oriels 

and portholes. The phare had exterior stairways that circumvallated in a fashion of 

trellised atropa belladonna of wrought and cast iron as did the campanile railings. The 

Lighthouse stood on a plynth that had a grand staircase. The Lighthouse in the Woods 

was fashioned by Gothic hands in the Art Nouveau style. 

 

The Lighthouse-Keeper 
 

 She had come to the plynth of the Lighthouse and she was about to step on the 

staircase to address the electric megaphone suspended by patinated filaments beside the 

large iron doors set in the Lighthouse’s pedestal when she heard screeched: “Never!” 

 Zoë peered heightwards. The Lighthouse-Keeper stood at the campanile’s railing. 

 “You ca’n’t stand on the plynth-stone!” the Lighthouse-Keeper shrieked. 

 The Lighthouse-Keeper descended on the iron staircase. He held a dark lamp. He 

wore prusse-glass goggles of platinum and filigreed black calf-skin. He had a thin face 

with a long aquiline nose. His hair was hoar and long over which he wore a powdered 
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peruke. His carriage was tall and thin. He wore a black leather waistcoat and he wore 

thigh-height black India-rubber boots. He wore naught else. 

 Zoë stood and waited on the garden-avenue. The Lighthouse-Keeper arrived. 

 The Lighthouse-Keeper peered at Zoë and said, “Wither’re ye?” 

 Zoë curtsied and said: “Good evening, sir.” 

 “Aye,” the Lighthouse-Keeper said as he waved absently at the phare: “My 

luminescenes’ve brung ye.” 

 “My promenade has brought me,” Zoë said. 

 The Lighthouse-Keeper peered about and said: “My child, you must be lamenting 

unremembered about your promenade: ‘tis gone.” 

 He extended his cadaverous hand. He hurriedly and frightenedly poked Zoë on her 

shoulder with his finger. 

 “Fie,” the Lighthouse-Keeper said. 

 “Please, sir, may I see the Virginids from in your phare,” said Zoë, “as they are taken 

by the currents of Night.” 

 “Darkness at Night falls,” intoned the Lighthouse-Keeper. “Les Illuminations 

majestueuses and l’Illusion majestueuse are all that remain to be seen to be.” 

 “Night appears as the sun assisted by wraiths and wights descends,” said Zoë: “It was 

in a folio illustrated with steel engravings that I had seen once.” 

 The Lighthouse-Keeper stared until the Moon had descended over Vers; and, all he 

said was— “Perhaps.” 

 “The lamp appears gone from your tour du phare, sir,” Zoë said. 

 “Of course, you cannot spy it,” the Lighthouse-Keeper said with grand contempt: 

“Some lighthouse lamps are lit by incandescence and some lighthouse lamps are lit by 

reflected illumination; others are not. And, those which are not lit, are by dark lamps lit. 

However, my lighthouse luminescences are ascended pure and absolute after Moon’s 

fluence has been cranked. And, after Moon’s gone, my lamp ‘tis lit by the Moon’s-light 

fuliginous that in me votive batteries collected be.” 

 “The Ferryman said that Moon’s light was pure and absolute, too,” Zoë offered. 

 The Lighthouse-Keeper spat. 

 “His mare clausum ‘tis dark looking-glass that merely reflects that Orb; my lamp 

harbours that Orb whose luminescences fall and disinfluences that lux. My lighthouse 
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‘twas fashioned in preparedness for the one-hundred years Déluge. And, by year’s-end, 

they art come.” “I believe it is longer,” said Zoë to which he replied “Fie!” Zoë smiled. 

“Les Lumières radieux,” said the Lighthouse-Keeper, “la Lumière lunaire, la Lumière 

pâle, les Magnificences sublimes, and les Ténèbres pâle are shown and be seen by them 

what all of that knows these things of voyages in the Lucidity by Essentiae transgressing 

Pâle in the Past returning. Noblesse d’Existence, Noblesse d’Existentia, Noblesse de 

l’Illumination, Noblesse des Ombres, Noblesse de l’Obscurité, Noblesse du Pâle. Les 

Ténèbraes des miroirs noirs: la Femme opiacé et l'Homme. La luminescence oculaire, les 

Illuminations majestueuses, and les Lumières radieux.” 

 “Night has ascended,” Zoë said. 

 “Nigh!” the Lighthouse-Keeper vehemently replied as he began marching toward the 

iron doors. 

 “My lighthouse ‘tis for them one-hundred years before in the Déluge. 

 “Ténèbellae l’Illusion majestueuse.” 

 “Please, sir,” Zoë said. 

 The Lighthouse-Keeper paused at the doors. He slowly but furiously turned towards 

Zoë. He strode until he stood on the lower-most step and he was standing before her. 

“For them what are not wont in wandering promenades at Dark,” the Lighthouse-Keeper 

said with feigned pleasantness. The Lighthouse-Keeper bent and peered closer and 

closer at Zoë as he craned on either side of her head. “You are not for given 

permittednesses for ascending,” he screeched: “No goggles!” He stamped and entered 

the lighthouse and closed the door.  

 Zoë curtsied and said: “Good Night.” 

 Zoë turned and as she did so she heard tinned hissings from the gramophone bell-

horn set over the doors and then, 

 

“Dark at Night and Pâle at Light 
Anges rise in raven-flight; 

Pâle in Prusse and Prusse in Pâle — 
Chaos ever thus.” 

 

 There came static-pause, then— “Be gone!” 
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 Zoë turned, and curtsied; and, Zoë did exit from the le Phare sur le Cénotaphe de la 

Lumière. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë was come to a stone column shrine where was set a box of transparent 

photographs printed on opaque glassine which had been hand-coloured on the reverse 

so that when viewed with stereoscopic glasses the colours were seen when placed against 

a source of Light.  

 

L’Illusion majestueuse 
{ Collections Stereoscopiques } 

 
A Fine Collection of Scenes of Clouds Representing the Many Divers States  

of Light 

 
† 
 

 Zoë wandered on the High Road with one-hundred ravens following her as they were 

seen as black shapes against the parade of Virginids in Celeste. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë did continue as she went strolling viewing the cartes of Light. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë heard a small brass band performing from in the forest. The band performed an 

Overture taptoo. 

 
† 
 

 They stood at l’Obélisque du phare on the Palisades. 
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 “The poignancy of remembering shared memories befell me and 

there—from those ancient Souvenirs by emanation—stood before me 

Vénus blanche. 

 “Those Souvenirs of Mysterium Magnum—Orbis infernum, Orbis 

terrae, Orbis elisium—staged since Chronos engaged by All: la 

Luminance sublime, les Ténèbres pâle; les Lumières pâle, les Obscurités 

pâle, Spirit-immortalis and Ghost-spirit and Spirit-objet, and Spirit of 

Existence; Noblesse d’Existentia, Noblesse du Pâle, Noblesse de 

l’Illumination, Noblesse des Ombres, Noblesse de l’Obscurité; and, all 

for those in Essentiae:— 

  but ‘twas thee.” 

 
† 
 

Night ascended: the clouds did abound leagues afar; and, all was as of agèd and ancient 

effulgences vertiginous nor were cumulonimbus bereft of incandescences nor errant 

striae from stratus hid by the reflections from arcane automaton of l’Aube naissance fell 

over the land of the darkened prusse vault of the sky.  

 
† 
 

 Zoë did continue as she went strolling viewing the cartes of Light. 

 
† 
 

All was silent. 

 
† 
 

 And, Zoë came to the High Road that went to the city of Vese. 

 
 

 
† 
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Vese 
 

 

 

L’Âge Moderne: France, 1913 — Statesmen, Chancellors, Ministers, and Lords 

sought the divine virtues of Imperialism and Colonialism under the Arguments 

presented by agents of the Nine Cardinal Virtues: Divinity, Honour, Justice, 

Melancholy, Piety, Prudence, Sovereignty, Temperance and Transcendence for the 

States mired in Panic and Depression; and, injustices remaining from the 

Napoleonic and 1870 Wars. 

 

It was Night-ascended: the sky was prusse darkened; the clouds were grey darkened as 

they were suspended before the Night sky and the clouds on the horizon were lightened 

bright by the set-Orb’s incandescences. 

 

The darkened maëlstroms in leagues afar had found Notre-Dame-de-Grâce and les 

Alpes-de-Haute-Provence but were still and silent over Vese. 
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All was submerged beneath for fogs and brumes were descended. 

 
† 
 

Vese. It was a large and ancient city, Vese. It had been le Grand Ville des Écrivains 

automatoniques from l’Ancien Régime. The buildings in the 1880s had been modernized 

by the Public Consuls and so, Rococo-style had fallen on the Gothic architecture. The 

Exsanguinous Years and the Ages of Peste and Pestilence had murthered all but few 

from the Citizen-Populace. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë went on the High Road, rue de la Providence. It was deserted. 

 
† 
 

 The Lighthouse-Keeper lit his lamp. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë passed a gentleman walking on the rue de la Providence. The gentleman did not 

have kneecaps. 

 “Where ye a-going?” asked that gentleman. “I myself am on my way to Minerve and 

then visiting Montpellier before taking to the sea.” 

 “I myself have come from them,” Zoë replied, “on my Northwards way.” 

 The gentleman stately bowed and went. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë walked on the rue des Enlumineurs. It was sparsely populated by commons as 

they trafficked with the deserted libraries and bouquinistes. 

 
† 
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 Zoë walked on the rue des Oubliettes.  

 
† 
 

 A funereal-weeded dwarf was approaching from the far end of the avenue. He was 

pulling an owl with long legs standing on a cart with wheels; the owl was statue-like. 

 He approached Zoë as she mused: “The Great Prince wears not his crown.” 

 
† 
 

 A dark figure watched Zoë as it stood on the flying buttress of the ruins of the 

cathédrale, Notre-Dame des Ténèbraes Vierges. 

 
† 
 

 The dwarf stood beneath an unlit street-lamp. He stood with the owl beside him and 

the owl with long legs was as tall as he. Zoë stood beside the owl and the owl with long 

legs was nearly as tall as Zoë. The owl stood with one wing in bandages. 

 The dwarf bowed. “Monsieur Corveille, your service,” said Monsieur Corveille. 

 “Sir,” replied Zoë as she curtsied. 

 Zoë heard funeral music as written by Charles Baudelaire. She spied a funereal 

bedecked phaeton on which a Conductor was conducting a Victrola. The phaeton had 

an elaborate under-carriage of springs and balances so that it would not bump. The 

phaeton was pulled by eight plumed black stallions in funereal livery. 

 “I’ve met Devil,” said Monsieur Corveille in a harsh whisper. 

 Zoë smiled as she watched the Parade funéraille. “How did you know that it was His 

Dark Majesty?” 

 “He showed me His Identity Papers!” stammered the dwarf with grand indignation. 

 Zoë nodded sweetly. 

 The dwarf gave Zoë a small prusse flag. Zoë waved her prusse flag and the dwarf 

waved his small black flag as the phaeton passed.  

 “Please, Miss, my services are offered for this Tragedy but my niçoise cannot attend 

with me,” Monsieur Corveille sobbed. 
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 Zoë smiled and Zoë took the leather pull-strap that Monsieur Corveille proffered. 

The dwarf doffed his hat and hurried after the phaeton as Zoë followed slightly. 

 The phaeton continued on the rue des Oubliettes but Zoë turned on to the 

Boulevard Héméralopie. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë went on the boulevard. She passed a large advertisement papered on the wall. It 

was for the Bonae Dominique Company of Prophylactic Rubber Articles for the 

Prevention of Contagious Diseases. It was illustrated by a voluptuous fairy gaily 

displaying white and blue striped lamb intestines embedded with thorns and thistles. 

 Zoë stood at the bottom of the inclined avenue. She spied a large gentleman 

silhouetted against the Night-sky as he stood on the hill watching as the Virginids parade 

was passing. She watched as the large gentleman fervently lifted a ponderous globe 

against his bosom. He let the object fall. The object rolled down the hillock. It was a 

mortar ball. 

 The mortar ball rolled slowly and slower down the avenue until it paused and 

delicately struck the Owl as it came to rest. 

 The Astronomer hurried after his mortar ball. 

 

The Astronomer 
 

 The Astronomer bowed before the Owl. “My pardons, Sirrah,” implored the 

Astronomer. 

 The Astronomer stood at common height. He was bald with tufts of hair on either 

side of his head. His head was large and his hands were large from acromegaly. His face 

was given by pox. He had neither beard nor eyebrows nor eyelashes. His flesh was 

spumescent and his flesh was as soft as it was cadaverous. He wore a darkened suit of 

clothes over which he wore a speckled great coat and his shoes were leathern with long 

pointed spiraling toes. 

 “My corporeal experimentations,” began the Astronomer in a ponderous tone as he 

laboured to raise the mortar ball. He tossed it and it rolled several feet but ceased. He 
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continued, “as regards the Earth’s edge: the ball does not roll by itself, therefore, the 

Earth cannot be spherical and, therefore, it is flat. If the Earth were spherical, then, the 

Moon may have been suspended on the magnetic fields between Earth-orb and Heaven-

vault.” 

 “North,” Zoë replied when asked by that gentleman, “Where ye a-going?” 

 “He has laboured this ball all of his life: he has neither been able to prove spherical 

or plane,” said the Astronomer as he slowly gyred on his heels. 

 “But, if North’s — by Earth’s — then North would be.” The Astronomer pointed 

upwards. “Northwards but you do not appear to be ascending — Northwards.” He peered 

at Zoë and he peered at the Night-sky. “Still — you voyage Northwards.” 

 “Perhaps, sir, it could be expressed in a parabolic manner,” offered Zoë. 

 “Diabolically or parabolically — it all remains the same,” said the Astronomer with 

grim indifference. 

 “Or, perhaps, sir, your naval ordnance’s weight? This then could be the deflection of 

moving objects by magnetic fields,” offered Zoë. 

 “Perhaps, my child,” began the Astronomer with a ponderous tone: “but then should 

not the object which has been moved parallel-wise with the field and inertia-bound which 

has continued to make the object transpire in the direction of the field therefore result in 

a spiral motion.” 

 The Astronomer paused and slowly gyred on his heels. 

 “Gravity may be found to exist as simply Earth’s magnets applied in faith of the rules 

of Nature,” the Astronomer said. 

 The Astronomer paused and slowly gyred on his heels. 

 “It has not traversed spiral-wise,” the Astronomer said. 

 “It would as you would have traversed Earth’s sphere at oblique,” said Zoë. 

 “Verily! Verily, verily indeed! but you’ve not imbued Napoleon Villehardouin’s 

Premier Law of the Candela-Magneto so presented by myself in l’Institut divin de 

l’Alchimie scientifique wherein Mystères lunaires of wraiths and wights are made 

unfounded!” 

 “Oh?” Zoë replied. 

 “My Premier Law states, ‘Objects not suspended nor bound by flight are but 

reflections of things unremembered!’” 
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 “I’ve read a large broadside illustrated by salt prints from calotype negatives where 

the Moon remains beautiful at Night regardless of the Laws of Nature,” said Zoë. 

 The Astronomer paused and slowly gyred on his heels. 

 “The Moon is beautiful in the Night, isn’t it?” said the Astronomer with a wistful sigh. 

 “Yes,” she replied. 

 “The Moon remains as the skeletal remains of the Sun after the Sun falls into the 

Sea,” the Astronomer continued with his ponderous tone. 

 “I had believed that the Moon and the Sun were two separate orbs,” said Zoë. 

 “‘Tis common for that belief,” said the Astronomer as he studiously and slowly gyred 

on his toes. 

 “Occasionally we see both in the skies at afternoon,” Zoë offered. 

 The Astronomer peered at Zoë and he peered away from her. 

 “Of course,” the Astronomer said: “because the Sea reflects the absolute truth of all 

celestial objects. The Moon’s reflection ‘tis that truth absolute of which that fiery-globe 

ain’t.” 

 “Oh,” said Zoë. 

 “My circumvolutions are completed,” said the Astronomer as he laboriously raised his 

mortar ball. He tossed it and it rolled several feet but ceased.  

 He bowed before the Owl: “My pardons, Sirrah.” He spoke to Zoë in tremulous 

tones: “My Deuxième Law states, ‘Death occurs for objects not suspended nor borne by 

flight and thus occurs as truth absolute.’” 

 He bowed and labouriously strode to his mortar ball. 

 Zoë curtsied and left the Astronomer as he very slowly gyred on his heels. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë turned on to the rue Prosper Mérimée. 

 The fellow dressed in seafarer’s foul-weather clothes stood waiting; he held a large 

umbrella. 

 “Might I assist?” he asked with cordiality. 

 She assented. 
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 He set his plague mask on his face; he unfurled his umbrella and then he held it over 

Zoë; and, nodded he. 

 They began walking. 

 Chamber-pots of shit and piss were emptied from the windows above for it was 

morning as they passed beneath them. 

 “Wither are thee bound?” asked that fellow conversationally. 

 “Lyon,” she replied. 

 “The Montgolfiers are sending globes aérostatiques aloft these days,” said he, “I’ve 

heard tell.” 

 “Perhaps, I should ride one,” she replied. 

 They had reached the boulevard where he thanked her and went strolling back from 

whence they came. 

 Zoë curtsied. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë spied the Lamp-Lighter. The Lamp-Lighter stood three lamp-posts from the 

corpse of a young gentleman. The shadow caused from the Moon was rendered leprous 

in palsied movements from relucent remanences by the illuminations artifices. 

 

The Lamp-Lighter 
 

 The Lamp-Lighter bowed before each réverbère before he placed his ladder against 

the post and ascended. He held his Lampe tromperie. He had a thin face with a long 

aquiline nose. His hair was hoar and long. He was of common height but stout in his 

carriage. He wore a black leather waistcoat and he wore a great coat of blackened 

leather; and, clochards.  

 He wore naught else. 

 
† 
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 The boulevard was deserted but for the Moon-fallen and the shades performing from 

illuminations artifices. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë silently went to the Lamp-Lighter as he lit the streetlamp. 

 “How well falls Night,” the Lamp-Lighter said but then he replied to Zoë’s smile: 

“Eye-holes’s diffractions, merely.” 

 She nodded kindly. 

 “Shades induced in pale by Sun are but pâle sepulchres,” said the Lamp-Lighter: 

“Shades induced at Dark by lumières artifices are but hid in artifices éternels from 

Lampes passed beneath. Ah! but shades induced at Night by Dark are les Ténèbraes du 

Paradis.” 

 The Lamp-Lighter descended from his ladder. 

 “He despises darkness at Night!” began the Lamp-Lighter: “All things are shown as 

pure and absolute! but Moderne deigns artifices for that fiery orb shall ever be 

extinguished beneath Ocean’s shroud and here myself toils as shall be e’ermore.” The 

Lamplighter paused and then said, “Man’s vanity. 

 “The Four Elements — Earth, Water, Air, and Fire — were first proposed by 

Empedocles; and, if one includes Aristotle’s element, Æther — ‘air’ as ‘wind’ — there are 

five. However, as fire was of Nature before Man achieved use, there is a sixth element—

Lightning—from which Man has replicated electricity by invention. All divisible.” 

 They walked to the streetlamp of the young gentleman. 

 “Mademoiselle,” said the Lamplighter as he bowed before the réverbère. 

 “The ancients spoke with candles but in this modern age of Enlightenment, modern 

man speaks with electricity,” said the Lamp-Lighter. “My becs de gaz shall become agèd 

by autocracy and intolerance.” 

 The lamp-post had become the young man’s gibbet. The Lamp-Lighter placed his 

ladder on the lamp-post. He read the note pinned on the lapel beneath the pin of a pearl 

with horns that extended underneath it’s opera-hat— 

 

  “My Life cannot continue further since my Death waits 
    for me.” 
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 He lit the lamp and descended. “Mortality Brigade’ll come after Lights come; they’re 

skeered of the dark,” said the Lamp-Lighter. 

 “Myself merely illuminates grands lucifers for Man’s vanity offers that all absolutes 

artifice are to be,” said the Lamp-Lighter: “Pâle ‘tis but la Peste noire des lumières.” The 

Lamp-Lighter spat on the Boulevard. He paused and said: “It is but Empire souvenir 

pinned on Night’s bosom and here be Man seated on the Pâle by votive-batteries that are 

latent combustibles for the Lampes on the Avenues.” 

 The Lamp-Lighter and Zoë had come to the bridge of the Boulevard over the river.  

 “Perhaps, les Rossignols may mend your Pepperbox,” said the Lamp-Lighter absently 

as he stared at the sky. “Lampes à incandescence traversing emanating from the 

constellation of Virgo as Nature’s wont whilst we are lit by Lucifers grands.” 

 Zoë curtsied as the Lamp-Lighter placed his ladder against the first réverbère on the 

bridge; and, Zoë did exit. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë went on the dark by-streets and alleys where low coffee-houses and thieves were 

secreted. She had come to an arcade where stood leaning against the wall of the arcade 

was the Proprietor. 

 

Les Sept Arts interdits 
 

Omnis Cognitionis iacet donec est Inventa 

 

 “Scourged and accursed in the ages of Renaissance were these secrets of Immortality 

known hidden in reflections, refractions, translucencies, and luminescences of all things,” 

exclaimed the Proprietor with his carnival barker’s voice. “Behold them and marvell!” 

 “The four elements of Scrying are of Nature,” said Zoë; “but Hydromancy is 

dangerous, isn’t it?” 

 “Indeed, young Miss!” the Proprietor exclaimed: “It enchants the Scryer and seduces 

him or her so they may give their self-told fortune and not that Fate of those who seek 

their own.” 
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 “Geomanteia as foresight by earth or science of the sand is most stable and least 

dangerous,” said Zoë. 

 “It’s dull,” replied the Proprietor. 

  “Æromancy is fickle,” said Zoë. 

 “That which includes Austromancy, Ceraunoscopy, Chaomancy, Meteormancy, and 

Nephomancy,” offered the Proprietor, “I believe superior.” 

 “Pyromancy perhaps but Pyremancy would be difficult, would it not?” 

 “I believe so.” 

 “If a great tree is afire would the voice heard be Pyremancy?” 

 “Trees cannot speak,” he replied. 

 “Oh?” said Zoë. 

 The Proprietor crossed his arms over his bosom and nodded emphatically with a 

single burlesque nod. 

 “Necromantiais of the Spirit and Shade,” said Zoë; “come from Æther and Vocitus. 

Why are they included?” 

 “Wise Renaissance knowledge of all things,” said the Proprietor. 

 “Chiromancy and Spatulamancy are fanciful?” 

 The Proprietor shrugged.  

 “I suppose so,” replied Zoë; “There do seem far too many silly methods of 

divination.” 

 “I could not say,” said he. 

 “Astragyromancy with bones as dice would serve intent for divination but, a throw of 

the dice will never abolish Chance, as has been written; and, Æluromancy would be 

interesting to watch those things foretold by their mysterious nature following and 

chasing them in their scheming during all hours of the Night.” 

 “I would not either do,” replied the Proprietor. 

 Zoë saw a black cat and watched it walking on the pavement across the rue from 

where she stood strolling in the direction she was going. She did a courtesy for the 

Proprietor and she did cross the rue following the black cat on it's course of mystery. 

 
† 
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 Zoë was standing on rue François-Marie Arouet reading a letter a small messenger 

had ceremoniously presented her.  

 

Les mystères de la Nature confondent toujours ceux qui ne peuvent pas 

voir. 

All was still: the translucent Moon was shining, and, in that stillness, on 

the day of Fête solsticiales, the trees of the forest had waited submerged 

in the dark of Night; they rose—floating skyward to view o’er all of that 

which Nature was; and, they were content having remembered that their 

weariness soon would in the silence fade as Sun did rise; and, Thus - on 

one Springmas Day, Naïads and Ondines, Lake-Nymphs and Sylphides 

went ice-skating: for Neptune, in a magnificent fit of whimsy, froze 

Subterranean arteries of rivers and stream-capillaries of that lake; and, 

the North Wind Sylphides froze the risen brumes until the Forest of the 

Lake was filled of snow and ice. 

 

Light illuminates the aureolesphere on a Winter’s day and light reflected 

by the ice-bound lake thence does the Helios iris show. 

 

The Cloud Nebula was seen at Night as the Moon translucent became: 

Dark severed. 

 

      —ʭĤƺ_ 

 
† 
 

 Zoë had come to the decayed la Grande Cage des Pies — le Grand Hôtel Dieu de 

Vese — as it was named by the citizens. 

 The structure was large and imposing. The façade was funereal with it’s decayed ivies 

and withering trellised roses. The interior was fashioned as a greenhouse-nursery of 

blossomed flowers amoungst the florae in putrefaction. 
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 Zoë entered the main entrance with the Owl. The Owl was behind her but the Owl’s 

shadow appeared in the length of the rotunda and the main hall. 

 Three Doctors entered and stood in the rotunda. They were clothed in white 

starched shirts and blue trousers with great black capes. They were wearing early-

Nineteenth Century doctor’s headwear with beak-like apparatuses wherein were kept 

medicaments for purifying the air. 

 They approached Zoë but ceased several feet from her. 

 “We wear these apparatuses because we do not wish the Plague to seep into our 

breathings. Strong-smelling medicaments which are prophylactic against pestsäule are hid 

therein,” said the first Doctor. 

 “I believed that the Plague was flea-borne,” said Zoë. 

 “The ancient surgeons had knowledge that the Plague was taken on vapour-

carriages,” said the first Doctor. 

 “And, even though modern surgeons — Indeed! — may have found that order 

Siphonaptera were carriages of the Plague,” said the second Doctor. 

 “History may not be forgot!” shrieked the third Doctor. 

 “Forgotten often ‘tis,” Zoë replied. 

 “Le Peste pneumonique! Breathing-exhalations of the decayed and diseased filled 

carriages of Man,” said the first Doctor smugly. 

 “Further, exhalations of decayed flowers offer,” began the second Doctor as the 

third Doctor shrieked: “Pasteurella pestis!” 

 The Doctors spied Zoë’s Owl. 

 “He’s death-held!” they shrieked. 

 “We must and shall have the feathered shade!” shrieked the Doctors. 

 Zoë nodded. Zoë kissed the Owl on his pate. “Perhaps, they shall find thy crown.” 

The Doctors ran away with the bird. 

 “You may escort yourself elsewhere,” they shrieked. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë wandered in the Grand Hôtel Dieu de Vese. 

 
† 
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 Zoë met a Doctor who stated: “Some of the commons may die in infirmaries; all 

things in Hospital are infirmed; therefore, all things in Hospital shall die.” 

 The Doctor shrieked and ran in the hallway from Zoë. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë wandered in the Grand Hôtel Dieu de Vese. It was deserted except for 

shriekings that appeared as from leagues afar. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë passed a chamber where a Doctor dressed in noble gowns and a member of the 

Aristocracy ceased whispering, staring at her as she walked in the hallways. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë passed deserted wards before she came to a ward where a Petite Fille, dressed in 

a long-sleeved black cotton dress that fell to her knees with a white pinafore; and, black 

cotton stockings and black leather shoes, was brushing a long but simple lock of hair of a 

decayed Fille soumise seated in the shadows. 

 “You’ll be happier after I’ve finished braiding your hair,” she said. 

 A Doctor was standing in the doorway and was reading her records as Zoë 

approached: “This woman — twentyish — was grievously overwrought on having realised 

that natures mortes of the memento mori were for all and she could not bear her life with 

that tragic and imponderous knowledge.” 

 The Doctor slowly walked from Zoë in the hallway and, as he turned at the hallway 

transverse, he shrieked and ran. 

 Two Nurses were walking towards Zoë. They were speaking as they passed. 

 “Failed suicides are terribly tragic,” said the Nurse. 

 “Yes,” replied the Nurse. 

 “Sadly so,” the Nurse consoled as they passed Zoë. Zoë stood in the doorway as the 

Nurses passed. 
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 The Little Girl turned the Fille soumise into the light that fell through the windows. 

The Fille soumise was full-necrosis burned on her head and arms and shoulders. She had 

a few patches of beautiful hair. 

 The Little Girl saw Zoë. The Little Girl continued her pleasantries and nodded 

pleasantly at Zoë as Zoë stood in the doorway. Zoë sadly smiled; and, then continued 

her wandering in the Hôtel. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë exited from the Hôpital. She walked in the courtyard. She passed several 

buildings: “Le Bureau de la Putréfaction” and “Les Trépasses Contagieux” and “La 

Commission Médicale des Amants Paranoïaques Syphilitiques liés par la Lune” and 

“L’Académie des Pathologies Morbides” as two Pies carried a stretcher on which was the 

corpse of a Doctor-Citizen whom had expired in the throes of Extase vénération 

resveries. 

 The member of the Aristocracy she had ignored in the chamber Venus anamorphic 

was waiting on the steps of the final structure, “Fou et Folie.” 

 

The Aristocrat 
 

 Jean-Guillebert-Gadifer de Grévillers was dressed in a cutaway morning coat, a white 

high-collared starched shirt with an ascot, a high-buttoned waistcoat, creased fly-front 

trousers and black polished shoes. He carried his top hat, gloves and walking-stick. 

 “Death and Mercy come with Naught!” said de Grévillers as he waited watching Zoë 

expectantly. 

 “Enslavement is the grand time-honoured tradition for domestication of savages and 

Lilliputs. 

 “Bulletin de la Bouche de Fer was the origin of ‘Quand le dernier des rois sera pendu 

avec les boyaux du dernier prêtre célibataire, le genre humain pourra espérer être 

heureux,’ by Denis Diderot. 

 “If one finds Contentment, Hope ceases to be a crutch. If one has lost their crutch, 

we cannot give them salvation. 
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 “The magnificent illusions of Liberté, Égalité, and Fraternité.” 

 Zoë paused. She viewed him with a slight frown as she shook her head. 

 “You have not read la Bouche de Fer, Mademoiselle?” 

 “No,” replied Zoë. 

 “If they did not wish to be slaves,” de Grévillers continued, “they would have fought 

for their freedom such as we have done against those who have tried to cross our 

borders. All great Nations had slaves. All through history, if you were to read history, as I 

do, you would know these things and by so doing you would know of the tradition of 

slavery. I can see you have not. Tragic really that you yourself are as ignorant as those 

enslaved. One cannot always discern heathens from Aristocracy, if heathens are dressed 

fashionably.” 

 “I’ve read about the Society of the Friends of Truth, yet I do not remember they 

believed slavery beneficial for Humanity,” Zoë replied; “Nor that one could discern 

intelligence from a person fashionably dressed.” 

 “I doubt that. Aristocracy has the very highest of intelligence; or, else how would they 

have attained that state of Grace in their ascension into the realms of Nobility.” 

 “Are you from the realms of Nobility, sir?” 

 “Verily,” said de Grévillers unabashedly. 

 “Are you familiar with Constantin François de Chassebœuf, Comte de Volney? He’s 

noble,” said Zoë, “from all I was told by others.” 

 “He is not a member of my club,” said de Grévillers after pondering: “No.” 

 “Why did you want to converse with me?” said Zoë. 

 “All persons come to this place,” said Jean-Guillebert-Gadifer de Grévillers who 

would have spoken further but was cast down the staircase and rendered comatose by a 

frail gentleman who frantically alighted from the rear entrance shrieking, “Allez! 

Dépêchez-vous!” 

 The rear entrance was set on the lawns of the cité’s largest garden, Grand Parc de 

Luxembourg. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë watched as the frail gentleman trod over the Grand Parc. 
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The Chancellor 
 

 Ambroise-Gustave-Hippolyte Grandeville was dressed in a large black velveteen coat 

with large side-pockets, a pair of black trousers, boots and a chimney-pot hat as he 

walked in the Park with his umbrella. He strolled at about eleven in the forenoon until he 

came to the Obelisk fashioned in alabaster and ivory and iron; and, stood. 

 Chancellor Ambroise-Gustave-Hippolyte Grandeville stood and peered at his 

pocketwatch. He replaced his pocketwatch and peered about the Park. He spied Zoë. 

 “Allez! Débandade!” shrieked Chancellor Grandeville. 

 Zoë went and curtsied before Chancellor Grandeville. 

 He gave Zoë a Memorandum. “Imperative Memorandum! Ministry! Débandade! 

Allez! Allez!” 

 Zoë took the envelope with a ribbon sealed. The Chancellor peered at his 

pocketwatch as Zoë walked from the Park. 

 Zoë exited as thirteen statuesque Women dressed in elegant prusse ball gowns with 

long trains that followed on the lawns approached him; they stood eleven feet in height. 

 They stood over him and he unfurled his umbrella as they had begun pissing on him 

and he cried, “O! Le Déluge hath come! ô! Le Déluge hath come for my Life!" 

 They finished after several minutes and he paid them thirteen gold sovereigns. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë passed in the vicinity of the railway station. She heard the shrieks and shriekings 

of locomotives and Pies-Carriages that appeared as from leagues afar. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë walked on the rue de la Providence. 

 
† 
 

 She walked passed the arcade. 
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Autochthones and Wights  
Toute Connaissance ment jusqu'à ce qu'elle soit a trouvé 

 

 It was lit by candles. The figures were seen and the shadows were seen through the 

two large glass plate windows but all were embraced in the dark and silences of the Night. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë walked on the rue de la Providence. 

 
† 
 

 Two dark Gentlemen were standing in Parcul Târgului—the Park of the Fair—with it's 

amusements, arcades and Salles d’exposition of the Modern Age—speaking with a figure 

clothed as Il Dottore but wore the mask of Pulcinella. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë walked passed an affiche. 

 

 

ONEIROLOGIA 
 

Of Night-horrors wakened in Dreams are escaped about in the World breathing;  
 

They are coming 
 

Spirit-immortalis and Ghost-spirit and Spirit-objet, and Spirit of Existence dans un 
voyage  

du Rêve éternel 
 

Mysterium Magnum 
 

 She paused. She watched as evanescence of les Ténèbres pâle was seen from leagues 

afar as she herself beneath the dark of Night her radiance shown. 
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 She smiled sweetly. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë had come to a small cabinet-vitrine at the side of the rue de la Providence as it 

wended through nemorous passages. She saw it was a small collection of printed works by 

François Rabelais, Voltaire and Swift. She selected Micromégas and she did read the 

inscription above his signature — Voltaire's — on the half-title page: 
 
   Le paradis terrestre est où je suis. 
      1736 

 

  She replaced it on the shelf. She glanced at random pages of the other works before 

she noticed a loosely stitched manuscript prestigiously hid behind on a shelf; and, she 

took Mémoires du Symbolisme d'Outre-Tombe by Anonymous; and, she read random 

pages delightedly; and, she read that tome as she did continue on her High Road 

promenade. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë was seated playing chess with Archimedes le Noir, who between his moves 

glanced at pages from Mémoires du Symbolisme d'Outre-Tombe, on the Palisades. 

 
† 
 

 Night ascended: the maëlstrom-clouds did abound leagues afar; and, all was as of 

agèd and ancient illuminations nor were cumulonimbus bereft of pale incandescences 

nor errant striae from strands hid by the dark reflections from arcane automaton before 

the darkened prusse vault of the sky; and, Night ascended over Vese and, as all became 

Pâle: of eidetic remembrances, did Zoë come to the High Road. 

 
 
 

† 
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Grand Canyon du Verdon 
 

 

 

Alliances and Ententes: France, 1913 — England, France, Italy, Russia, Serbia, 

Montenegro, Albania, Greece, Portugal and Rumania; the German Empire, the 

Austro-Hungarian Empire and the Ottoman Empire. 

 

It was late-Night: Moon was set o’er Pandæmonium; the sky was cloud-covered; the 

clouds were grey but small stillèd vortices in the clouds showed cobalt skies as the Sun 

struck the foundations of the clouds with pearlescences and brilliances. 

 

The pâle shade was fallen over the Grand Canyon du Verdon and the Grand Canyon du 

Verdon was filled of the prusse and divers blues fallen from the sky. 

 

Virginids, Centaurids and the Great Meteor Procession were at play. 

 
† 
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The cadaverous luminescence from the Croix du Déluge struck the huge glass orb filled 

of water held by the iron-works of the water-tower on the trépas-zones of Asphodel and 

Elysium. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë did exit from the coach as four persons were standing waiting at the stage.  

 They stared at her confused in eidetic remembrance. 

 “Do I know you, cher fillette?” asked Louise d’Évreux. 

 “No, Mademoiselle Louise d’Évreux,” she replied. 

 “Do I know you, gamine?” asked Henry Gules. 

 “No, Henry Gules,” she replied. 

 “I know you?” asked Gustav Gilles Delille. 

 “No, Gustav Gilles Delille,” she replied. 

 They seated themselves waiting for the last person to enter the coach. They stared at 

her through the open door as she stood at the step. 

 “I did very much enjoy your Lake tales,” Zoë said before she turned and departed. 

 Chloris Delilas Sasa-zamani apologised for her lateness. She was dressed in various 

hues of lilac. 

 The coach departed. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë went on the High Road as the procession of the Cyrillids was performed on the 

rue de la Providence. 

 
† 
 

 Baron M— was waiting at the crossroads as Zoë passed. The Baron peered at his 

wrist-strap watch. 

 “How odd! Monsieur Thomas Olney and le Duc des Esseintes are late!” said the 

Baron. 
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 He doffed his hat to Zoë. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë came upon a wounded magpie. She placed it in her apron. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë went on the rue de la Providence and, as she was walking with the bird on the 

meadow, Marcel Thrône was carrying an elegant Rococo chair for the Empress Regent 

of Lumière and Light as he carried a large wooden altar apparatus on his back.   

 
† 
 

 Zoë approached and passed a gent walking from the opposite direction wearing a 

wooden signboard on which was nailed an affiche for Virgil’s Fabulous Tours. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë took the magpie to the large Flamboyant mansion that was set on the hill. It was 

a foreboding structure beset by decay. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë went to the large door set in the ivy-shrouded portico. The electric bell had a 

carte: A. Abyss. Zoë pressed the button.  

 
† 
 

 The door was opened by Judge Antonin Abyss. 

 

The Judge 
 

 The Judge was tall and magnanimous and he leaned on a single crutch. He wore on 

his thin and pallid face his spirit-gummed van Dyke beard and a pince-nez of darkened 
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glass. He was bald-headed and he wore a lice-ridden powdered wig. He wore dark 

magisterial clothes and his robe with it's long train. 

 “All persons come to this place,” said Judge Abyss. He spoke with a foreboding lilt. 

He bowed his Statesman’s bow: he bowed from his waist and he bowed his head at his 

neck and his reliquary pate would have toppled were it not that his neck was fastened by 

his starched high shirt-collars. 

 The Judge was gleeful at seeing Zoë but he regained his composure.  

 He attempted to touch her with both his hands but he vaguely hesitated and withdrew 

his hands. He had become slightly frightened and shivered beneath the hoary light that 

descended from the Moon. 

 He convinced himself that he should not touch her. He stood.  

 “My Girl-cherubim!” said the Judge: “How delightful that you are come by 

happenstances. Nay! Cherubim are portly agèd fellows! And, angels are boors! Be you 

an seraphim! of Mercy! Or, be you not! Nay! Gads! — Mercy comes with Naught and 

Death comes with the Imperiled!” 

 He peered at Zoë and shuddered. 

 “Either!” said the Judge as he turned and entered into the chateau. “You may enter 

by your will and desire,” he said over his shoulder: “It’s not un Maison de Tolérance.” 

 Zoë entered the mansion. 

 “Neither!” He was delirious from Zoë’s entrance over his threshold. “You may reside 

in my manse. However, you must offer your solution for my simple query,” said Judge 

Abyss with pompous condescension. 

 He furiously turned and he attempted to touch her with both his hands but he 

violently hesitated and withdrew his hands. He had become grandly frightened. He faced 

the glass in the girandole and arranged the beard-hairs of his goatee until they had 

become forked. The Judge regained his composure. He spied the wounded magpie as 

Zoë held it in her apron. 

 “May’n’t I take that wingèd Invalide,” said the Judge. 

 Zoë offered the Judge the magpie. 
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 “Aye,” said the Judge. The Judge gently gathered the bird. “Take you pleasures in the 

library for your amusements whilst I perform my ministrations on this fowl wight,” said the 

Judge as he did hold the magpie to his bosom and exited. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë wandered into the library as the Judge hurried into the living room. 

 
† 
 

 The library was huge. It had white-washed walls with pale violets hued in the wash. 

The library was set with shelves that raised unto the thirty-foot-high ceilings and on the 

shelvings were set paper-labeled glass carboys filled with ashes from the tomes of Law 

and Justice. And, but for the large glass and ebony case, the library held no other 

furniture pieces. And, set in the large glass and ebony display case in the center of the 

library, was a double Emperor folio: the Illustrated Tome. 

 Zoë read the title of the Illustrated Tome, Les Simulachres et historiees faces de la 

Mort de la Lune. The work was bound by Trautz-Bauzonnet of an inlaid mosaic of black 

and prusse leathers with blind tooling and platinum stamps of calvariae on the black 

diamonds and blind stamps of the fallen Moon on the prusse diamonds.  

 Zoë opened the cover and she read the publishing page: the publishing page stated, 

Lyon 1538. She delicately pressed the cover so that the fore-edge painting was spied. It 

was the map of Solaris that was but fiery sea with clouds of dark smoke, fire vortices and 

evaporations. Zoë smiled and she delicately pressed the cover so that a second fore-edge 

painting was spied. It was the map of Luna with seas and mountains and eruptions of 

water.  

 Zoë smelled burnt perfumes as fragrances serpentined from the living room. She 

delicately closed the cover and followed the fragrances into the living room. 

 
† 
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 The living room was erected as a passenger waiting-room as would be found in 

railway-stations: all furniture pieces were covered by dust-encrusted shrouds; the 

chandeliers were covered by dust-encrusted shrouds and appeared as withered cocoons. 

 The Judge was toasting the magpie between a toast-appareil over the fire in the 

fireplace. The bird was neither removed of feathers nor bones nor offal. 

 Zoë did stand and watch the Judge from the doorway. 

 The Judge took the bird from the screen with a fork. He began consuming the bird — 

feathers and bones and offal. 

 He noticed Zoë. 

 “Come,” mumbled the Judge as tail feathers were stuck from his mouth. 

 Zoë went and stood beside him as he dined. 

 “All Ministers are well versed in the methods of Logic,” said the Judge: “Do you wish 

my game?” 

 “Please,” said Zoë. 

 The Judge led Zoë from the living room and descended into a dank and charnel 

chamber supported by columns. 

 The Judge pointed to two doors. 

 “You must choose,” began the Judge: “one chamber has a tiger and one chamber has 

a seraph.” 

 The Judge handed Zoë two cartes. The cartes were large and were of layered papers 

on which on the reverse was a silver embossment of a tiger standing on a calvarium. Zoë 

turned over the cartes and read,  

 

Tiger doth in this Chamber lurk 

 

 and  

 

Tigers in both doth be 

 

 Zoë smiled. 
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 The Judge continued: “That a seraph in the left hand room means the carte-de-visite 

which should be on that door is true and a tiger in it means that the carte-de-visite should 

be false and that the reverse is true for the right-hand room.” 

 Zoë thought and she placed the cartes against the doors so that the reverse was seen 

and she entered the second room. 

 The Judge was gleeful but he did not understand why she was not shrieking. He 

opened the Judas-door: Zoë was asleep with the tiger.  

 The Judge was furious and opened the chamber’s door for it was not two chambers 

but two entrances for a single chamber. 

 The Judge entered the chamber shrieking as the white Siberian tiger leapt on to it’s 

feet and stood beside Zoë as she delicately raised herself in standing. 

 “Ye mock me my pieties!” wailed the Judge in his lilting tones.  

 The Judge attempted to strike Zoë with his cane but the tiger leapt on to him and 

murdered him by severing his throat. 

 Zoë did exit from the chamber as the tiger was dragging the Judge from the chamber 

and upwards on the servants staircase; the Judge’s head held by the flesh of the back of 

his neck displayed a face set in terror.   

 Zoë wandered through the library and entered into the garden. The garden was but 

ten foot height rose-hedges that were as a maze. She entered into the labyrinth: she 

amused herself and wandered unerringly until she had come to the Court of Miracles. 

On the Court was found a large cabinet with an obelisk and glass spheres which 

contained tin-plate figures of lithographed appearances and in each skeletal-figurine 

were secreted magnets. 

 The figures were operated by the handle that worked the large magnet beneath the 

cabinet. And, by operation of the large magnet, the figurines performed at their danse 

macabre. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë was concluded in the maze and returned to the library and ascended the grand 

staircase. Zoë entered the cabinet de toilette. She found that the Judge’s clothes were 

neatly folded and pressed and they had been laid on the couch. 
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 She returned from the cabinet de toilette and descended on the grand staircase with 

brushes as the tiger had satiated himself and wandered from the salle de billard. The tiger 

purred as he walked into the grand salon.  

 She brushed the tiger and his purring rumbled through the house thunderously as 

she brushed him. The tiger fell on to his side and then rolled on to his back with his arms 

and legs in the air. He finally rolled on to his side. Zoë laid beside the tiger with her head 

on one of it's arms and the tiger placed it's second arm over her. 

 They fell asleep. 

 
† 
 

 When Zoë awoke the tiger was gone. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë walked on the serpentine High Road that led amoungst the woods which led 

towards the Grand Canyon du Verdon. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë stood at the roadside and waited as the horse-drawn voiture Balayeuse passed 

and the driver tipped his funereal-hat as he passed Zoë as she stood at the roadside. 

 
† 
 

 The Gentleman stood at the edge of the Grand Canyon du Verdon. 

 
† 
 

 He had pâle colour; his goatee-beard was black and pointedly trimmed and his 

mustaches were black and waxed; he had light grey hair which was streaked with white; 

and, his eyes were violet. 

 The Gentleman was wearing a black silk suit, a black silk waistcoat embroidered with 

various silver and prusse bullion threads over a stiff-starched white shirt with a high 
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celluloid collar and black boots with black spats. He wore black leather gloves. His cravat 

was of prusse and mauve laces and he held an impeccable 1820s beaver-fur opera-hat in 

his left hand. 

 The Gentleman held with his right hand an ebony cane on which was fastened a 

raven’s calvarium by sterling-work and threads of iron. 

 The Gentleman waited viewing the High Road: the radiance of Lumière pâle 

appeared in the farthest of distances. He returned his stare over the Grand Cascade du 

Verdon. 

 
† 
 

 “Thou dost still remind me of that painting where the Gentleman is standing above 

the Sea of Fog,” said Zoë. 

 “My dear Fée verte,” Guillaume Nicodème Merle said as she approached. He did 

not take his stare from the Grand Cascade du Verdon. 

 “Monseigneur,” said Zoë as she stood beside him. 

 The Gentleman stated: “The Lunatic stands in grace and so standing in guileless 

cotillion with Nature becomes exultantly content.” 

 
† 
 

 They went a-promenading on the rue de la Providence. 

 
† 
 

 All manner of Sorcerers and Titans, Demons and Elders were in 

attendance at l’Odéon. La Commission Exemplaire de Treize were 

seated in the gallery. All were come to this Conseil by Merle’s request.  

 Merle stood on the stage with another Gentleman standing beside 

him. 

 “On this date—20 Ventôse 1793—the Reign of Terror begins,” said 

Merle, “and this Terror shall continue until end in the waning days of 

1913: one-hundred twenty years by their calendar analogous with Sade’s 
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prescient 120 Jours; and for which Monsieur Hooke could address. He 

spoke On Dream Embodiments in the State of a Life in Madness and An 

Improbability of Sleep by Death Dying.” 

 
† 
 

 They had come to blackened marble dalle funéraire whereon was inlaid with ivory, 

 

Sistor - pallida Mors 

 

 Merle peered at his watch as he stood at the Grand Canyon du Verdon and Merle 

peered at the Sun as it stood suspended over the Grand Canyon du Verdon. 

 “‘Tis where it should be,” Merle said as he replaced his watch. 

 Zoë stood amused. 

 
† 
 

 Guillaume Nicodème Merle followed Zoë as Zoë went and stood before the Grand 

Canyon du Verdon. 

 
† 
 

Clouds against pale cobalt skies had descended on Earth as vaulted-ceiling over all; and, 

all of the Earth appeared as submarine lands beneath the Sea and the Grand Canyon 

appeared as rille filled of translucent waters. 

 
† 
 

 “Life’s but a single half-league thread,” Merle said: “A single half-league thread that 

‘tis fastened at either end and you unravel that thread to find it as a wound-up spider’s 

web and each strand in that spider’s web is made from but a single half-league thread.” 

 Merle paused and pointed to the North with his cane at the edge of the Earth: seven 

radiances appeared in the Night sky; five were faintly seen with one brightly shown before 

they faded. Zoë faintly smiled. 
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 They continued. 

 
† 
 

 “How fares thy plot with compass and roses?” asked Zoë. “It has been three years, has 

it not?” 

 “‘Tis done,” said Merle. “My intrigues and plots are known by all!” 

 “Not all,” she replied smiling. 

 
† 
 

 Guillaume Merle and Hieronymus-Baleberithe-Seere ad-Din al-Jinn 

were standing on a plain. 

 “Here,” said Merle. “All of the compass roses are to be aligned with 

the Staff and the Lighthouse at the Edge of the World. Dominus 

l’Alchimiste agrees to let his staff be stolen by a thief.” 

 “Who do you wish?” said al-Jinn. 

 “Someone who is interested in these things,” said Merles as al-Jinn 

studied and made a sketching of the location. “How you do so is your 

design.” 

 “That fellow with his opera gloves could be given a map with ancient 

albeit cryptic design,” said al-Jinn; “He could lead the thief to this place, 

if the thief were to be introduced to him.” 

 Merle smiled. 

 “An hour?” 

 “It is for him to decide but during Floréal in the third year hence.” 

 “Rossignol then,” said al-Jinn. 

 “A fine day,” Merle affably replied. 

 Hieronymus-Baleberithe-Seere ad-Din al-Jinn was set by a fit of 

laughter as they took their exit. 

 
† 
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 Zoë and Merle promenaded on the High Road beneath the over-waned Moon. 

 “‘Moon at Night reminds me of the seraphs and goblins that are seated on the 

shoulders of the caryatides at Sea which support the Sky’ or ‘Moon at Night remembers 

me of the seraphs and goblins that are seated on the shoulders of the caryatides at Sea 

which support the Sky,’” Zoë said. “What should be said: ‘Night reminds me?’ or, ‘Night 

remembers me?’” 

 Merle smiled and gently said: “For you, Ma’am, Night does each.” 

 
† 
 

 “And, thence,” began Merle: “what was begun 1900 shall become but fin-de-siècle — 

Thirteen-Year Century. 

 “Of all things in history two are given as fin-de-siècle: the Ages of Enlightenment and 

of Pandæmonium. The Age of Enlightenment in History begat Pandæmonium and the 

Age of Pandæmonium begat Folly and Frailty.” 

 Merle laughed softly but with magnificent malice and continued: “Sentimentalities of 

Death: suspended on filaments of ice as shrouds of Lampe’s temptation of illumination 

o’er despairing dark. O! musée infernale! ô musée pâle! ô musée de l’ange morbide!  

 “How odd, of Sixteenth Century voyages in Ecstasy, that those in ecstatic throes 

would be a-searching Mistresses of the Queen and fertility of fields. Wars in Ecstasy 

would be fought by persons and villages and kingdoms against those they believed were 

held by crops and bounty. Modern Age comes; and Modern Man shall suffer Ecstatic 

Wars. 

 “And Nature shall thence play it’s cartes de Mort: Man shall excavate trenches for 

Justice and Liberty in Springtidemas and be drowned: rains as déluge shall fall and 

thence submerged shall those graves be and drowned on Earth:— Man; Man shall 

excavate trenches for Justice and Liberty in Winter and be transformed as kirkyard 

seraphs: snow and ice shall fall and thence embraced on bosom those graves and frozen 

on Earth— Man. 

 “My sentimentalities,” said Merle: “All wars are begat by Ecstatics; all Ecstatics are 

seated on an armillary sphere with clockworks in orbits; and, after orbit-completion, 

Ecstatics take the gold-ring proffered by the automaton of Mars. Perhaps, fin-de-siècle 
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should be: Seventeenth Century offered Virtues; and, Eighteenth Century offered 

Dominions; and, Nineteenth Century offered Thrones — all centuries have offered 

knowledge and knowledge of History and all Epochs of Progress that have followed have 

deemed it foolish. 

 “All things are Past returning as it shall be in this year of 1913.” 

 Merle laughed with ponderous mirth, “Fin-de-siècle!”  

 
† 
 

 The Observatory de L’Éclipse de Lune set on the farthest end of the Grand Canyon. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë and Merle were come unto a gentleman standing beside a chess table on which 

pieces were in play. The table was from the court of Duc de Richelieu and the pieces 

were turned by François Barreau from relics of Saint Jean de Baptiste. 

 

The Chess Player 
 

 The Chess Player was wan and disease-induced frail. He wore an elegant but faded 

suit of clothes from the First Republic. 

 Merle remained where they stood as Zoë approached the Chess Player. 

 “My opponent’s play falls from Kingdom Come,” said the Chess Player as Zoë 

approached. 

 “How so?” Zoë replied. 

 “Madame Aisa has come with her cards and she sorts them,” he said as he shrugged. 

 “When last was she here?” Zoë asked. 

 “1896,” replied he. 

 The Chess Player bowed before Zoë and was thence performing at his absolutions: 

he took a glass from a large wooden box marked with a varnished label— Absynth. He 

took a bottle. He poured an inch of pale green liquor into the glass. He placed a sterling 

silver perforated trowel balancing on the glass. He took from his vest-pocket a lump of 

sugar which he placed on the balanced trowel. He took a second bottle from the box. He 
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slowly poured water over the sugar lump and the lump of sugar dissolved and dripped 

into the glass as the liquor became a clouded green. 

 “She’s late,” said he. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë and Merle departed from the Chess Player as he pondered the pale emerald 

opalescence in his glass. 

 “Dark ascended and Lumière in luculent ascensions set on clockwork apparatuses,” 

said Zoë, “are not unlike the meteor shower in the constellation Centaurus was made 

earlier as it has forever done.” 

 “As Virgo’s,” said Merle as he stared from beneath the Ocean that was the Grand 

Canyon du Verdon. “My Existence shall but cease diluculo.” 

 They strolled in silences; and, then Zoë said: “At Diluculo of Dark and Lumière, we 

are.” 

 
† 
 

 They parted: Zoë went Northwards; and, Guillaume Nicodème Merle descended into 

the Grand Rille of the Sea from Antiquity. 

 
† 
 

 The dark Shade sat on the roof of the Théâtre de l’Opéra des 

Ténèbraes du Paradis as the seven gargoyles took their true form and in 

flight radiant ascended against the Skylands in the light of the Moon 

beneath the confluent tides set in Chaos. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë had come to the crossroads which led to Nevers and Nîmes. The Prostitute—

Luxuria—was seated on a league-stone beside the hedgerow. The Prostitute was of long 

blonde hair, of the fairest skin, of voluptuousness and long legs. She was naked but for 

her high-heeled shoes of black leather and ankle-straps. 
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The Prostitute 
 

 The Prostitute was holding a large painted blue earthenware jar with a painted label 

— SANGUINEUM — on her lap. 

 Zoë stepped from the High Road. 

 “How do you come to be seated at the league?” Zoë asked. 

 “Modern Man has fondness for menstruating women,” said the Prostitute. The 

Prostitute sighed and said: “Madame De Magny had allowed me my sojourn from my 

wares and, so — I allowed my fleurs du sang had begun my twenty petits vampyres — 

Twenty are prescribed — their cove. My medicaments do cease my effluvia. 

 “Maîtresse Thérèsa entered my chamber with a large Minister. The Minister was 

entered naked except for his very tall black silk stovepipe hat.  

 “This gentleman had paid handsomely more than usual for a girl in my state but when 

I attempted protestations, Madame slapped my face so that I fell over and she sat her 

huge buttocks over my shoulders and head so that I would not speak. 

 “Monsieur had begun. He had finished amongst his screams de grand mort but these 

screams — I cannot tell you what they actually sounded as for Madame’s large flesh had 

become suffocating — It seemed that they became terror and horror — He had begun 

grand Mal! 

 “Madame fell over and she too had begun screaming. The Minister was screaming 

more shrill than Madame — for there on his small appendage were fastened numerous 

medicaments. 

 “Madame allowed but me my shoes and jar,” Mademoiselle Luxuria stood and 

sighed: “She would not allow me my errant larvae. And, here you’ve found me.” 

 “How do you come from the affiches murales that I have seen on the cathédrale 

walls?” Zoë said. 

 The Prostitute smiled at remembrances of the circus posters wherein she stood naked 

on the trapeze as tigers sulked on the high wires.  

 “Ursule Lemaire,” began the Prostitute: “she was once the fairest Trapéziste in the 

most famous of circuses. Ursule Lemaire has ceased to be and Luxuria’s become me. 
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 “Mademoiselle Ursule had become an epochal Belle but because of her 

menstruations, the tigers would become aroused during her blood by fragrances and 

their pure bestiality was aroused unlike women who must suckle blood before that state 

occurs. She left because she feared of rape by tigers.” 

 “Tigers are about but they shall not come to be unless they art become Tu,” Zoë 

said. 

 “Do Magdalene Asylums exist in the farthest city?” asked the Prostitute to which Zoë 

shook her head and said unknowing, “Perhaps.” 

 Edgar Gélis came from the far end of the crossroads and passed. He paused and 

turned. He stood slightly over five feet tall. He wore an astrakhan cap. He wore a black 

overcoat with a broad collar and very large cuffs of sealskin over his suit of clothes. He 

stood pad with the letter-pressed panels of advertisements over his shoulders. The panels 

stated: 

 

La Sainte Vénus Mutoscope Arcade 
 

A 
Delightful — DISTINGUISHED — Delirious 

Absolutely Unequaled 
ARCADE 

It relieves Distresses from Mental and Physickal Exhaustions 
& 

'tis warranted to be indispensable 
Sensational Display 

at Every Individuals Performance 
of 

Moving Entertainments 
 

3c 

 

 “How you must have been befouled in violence as a seventeen-year-old child for thus 

seeking solace as racoleuse,” said the gentleman in vapid tones. 

 “No, I did it for the sovereigns so that my brothers and sisters could be sent to 

university,” said the Prostitute. 

 Edgar Gélis was aghast. “That’s far greatest evil: you performed these blasphemes 
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with your disgusting Venus-box — Knowingly!” 

 The gentleman exited backwards away from Zoë and the Prostitute towards the far 

end of the crossroads from whence he had come as Guillaume Nicodème Merle 

reappeared. 

 The Prostitute became frightened and she curtsied before Merle and she did exit to 

the city of Lyon. 

 “‘Tis femme by l’artiste Pénot’s La chauve-souris,” Merle said watching as Ursule 

Lemaire the fairest Trapéziste departed. 

 Zoë and Merle went on the rue de la Providence. 

 
† 
 

 They had come to the carrefour. They paused. 

 “They are sent,” said Merle pointing to the full Moon as dark and large winged 

shapes were passing in silhouette before that lamp. “L’Émissaire maléfique comes and so 

shall l’Obscurité dans l’Ombre de la Rêverie find their passage from the oblivion of 

Sleep.” 

 “Night Horrors,” said Zoë to which Merle nodded gravely. 

 Merle bowed. Zoë did curtsy; and, Zoë did watch as Merle parted from her. 

 
† 
 

 The Sylphide-Collector—Jean-Baptiste-Tempérance Rule—stood at the passage that 

was erected by bent trees. He stood reading his girdle book. He hastenedly mumbled his 

mementoes as he spied Zoë and shuttered his small tome. 

 

The Sylphide-Collector 
 

 “I’ve met Devil,” said Jean-Baptiste-Tempérance Rule as he crossed himself as Zoë 

approached. 

 “How did you know it was Devil?” said Zoë. 

 The Sylphide-Collector was aghast. He stepped further into the shadows and 

conspiratorially gestured at Zoë. Zoë stepped into the passage. The Sylphide-Collector 
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furtively backwards-stepped further into the shade and, after performing the sign of his 

absolutions, said: 

The Sylphide-Collector's Tale 
 

 It was late-Night: ascensions had been set by the Dawn-Goblins. The sky had erected 

towering cumulonimbus through which betwixt and beneath altocumulus meandered in 

the Skyland. 

 It had rained but slightly as vernal cumulus are wont in deed and it was raining 

beneath darkened maëlstroms leagues afar. 

 The Moon was ensconced on Morpheus’s helter-skelter at the Edge of the Earth and 

was shining through the clouds over Notre-Dame-de-Grâce. 

 At that métropole, where my journey had led me, my voyages as collector of femmes 

sylvicoles that lure innocents on Night-rides on spoons, I had come upon the square. 

And, as I had journeyed for many leagues, I sought sustenance of victuals — so, I 

entered the bistrot at the sign Le Soleil mort d'Argent. The grand Empereur des Lumières 

was dressed in dark clothes and he was seated in the far booth of the bistrot in the 

shadows. 

 He was speaking to the citizens in the overly crowded café. 

 ‘As devil’s-teeth cast,’ began that grand Empereur des Lumières: ‘Beauty seated with 

blue eyes and raven-tresses, of that elegance in fairest laughter, delighted seduction on 

the avenue: of lesser women, of lesser seraphs in seductions by dangerousness in Night. 

O! Night! 

 ‘The ancient enigma of mystery and desire whither by magnetic dreams albeit the 

dreams of arcane piety which shall become the dreams of prusse Passions. The fragrances 

of Melancholia are reflected on the cobalt glasses beneath the blonde sex of Desire. 

 ‘How shall this fille become but bride in marriage with ghost and geist?’ 

 He paused and he stood. 

 ‘Please, sir,’ said he as he gestured magnificently at me. 

 I sat. 

 ‘My company,’ he continued as he offered me a cigarette from his case: ‘has become 

detained in preparation of the Archduke’s Fête.’ 

 ‘How tragic that you should miss the Fête,’ I offered in polite response. 
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 ‘Fate often ‘tis Tragedy disguised,’ laughed he. He stood staid and bowed before me. 

‘My apologies, Sirrah. My card.’ He appeared—from rarified airs—a deck of tarocchi 

cards and, after extraordinary shuffling, bade me choose and take a card from the 

fanned deck. The cards were thick and ordinary cards with an Art Nouveau design on the 

reverse. 

 I chose: my card was Death. My card was replaced back in the deck and the deck was 

again shuffled in extraordinary manners. He gave me the deck and told me to find my 

card. 

 I placed the cards on the small round table: one after each I turned the cards but 

none was mine. 

 The gentleman was bemused. The gentleman offered that the landlady should season 

her rôti de veau with the cards. She singly placed each card of the deck in the tureen that 

set over the fire of the large chimney oven. She placed pastry shells over the tureen. He 

pleasantly bade the serveuse if he could have the object under the cover of the plate she 

was holding. She lifted the cover and gasped. She gave him the object. 

 ‘Mademoiselle,’ said the gentleman as he stood and bowed and doffed his hat.

 The gentleman was holding a large and hollow and stellated radiolaria of blue 

alabaster in his hand. It was as delicate as bone-censers and as large as ostrich eggs that 

I’ve seen in the Natural History Museum in Paris. 

 He offered me the object and a sterling commemorative Bastille spoon he had taken 

from beneath his lapel. 

 ‘Please,’ the gentleman said as he absently gestured over the object. 

 I tapped the egg as one would tap Sunday’s boiled eggs and I was astounded that 

the egg was hollow. 

 ‘Pale sepulchres offer but hallowed naught,’ said the gentleman at my dismayed 

expression. 

 The stellar-shells had minutely shattered and the gentleman carefully rearranged 

those pieces on the table in a delicate fashion into a rectangular shape. 

 The gentleman gave the Absinthe-Cadaver a Louis for her to fetch Madame 

Blanchisseuse and her iron. 

 The laundress came with her iron and he took the iron. He pressed the iron on the 

egg-shells. Steam rose over the table but not so much that you could not the table see. 
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 He removed the iron. The egg-shell fragments had become a gipsy card and it was 

the reverse-side of the gipsy card. The gentleman offered that the Landlady should serve 

me the rôti as my supper. 

 The landlady was pleased as she placed the tureen on the table and took a spoon 

from the pocket of her apron. 

 Miraculously — when I took the pastry-lid from the tureen — the potage had gone 

and a severed gentleman’s head remained. The gentleman took the head from the tureen 

and he carved the head and from the head — which was bloody — he took the gipsy cards 

— in a neat stack — from the bloody head — were the gipsy cards but they were not the 

gipsy cards because they were cards where on the reverse was a steel engraving of prusse 

and blue Antwerp of an angel ascending towards Earth at Night.  

 The cards were turned obverse-wise — they were Death. 

 He bade me take the card from the table. I took the card but as I took the card it 

burst into Catherine-wheel flames of blues and violets and blacks and disappeared. 

 Devil smiled and Devil bowed and Devil placed a finger beside his nose and Devil 

rose on the furnace-airs of the fireplace. He ascended in the furnace-chimney stack and 

was gone. 

 
† 
 

 The Sylphide-Collector had concluded. 

 He erratically bowed before Zoë and hurried across the High Road and did exit in 

the passage formed by the archèd trees. 

 “How odd that Devil should play at false illusions,” said Zoë.  

 
† 
 

 “So, it begins,” said the gentleman laughing with cruelty standing on the pavement in 

front of Saint Nicolas Tobacco Company, Ltd.; “and so shall we.” 

 
† 
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 George-Louis de Gérardmer had slit his throat. He was on a sloping lawn facing the 

Sea seated in a teak deck-chair. He had played a wax phonograph cylinder; it was Années 

de pèlerinage: Première année— Suisse. Merle was standing with the Mortality Brigade. 

Consul-Secrétaire Javelle handed Merle a note: 

 

            They are incessant in Agony. 

 

 “Guise,” said Merle as he held it for Javelle to take. 

 
† 
 

 It was a painting, by Anthony van Dyck, of two chess players at a game under 

candlelight with an observer standing partially in the shadows: an elderly fellow with a 

very long nose wearing a bowler hat seated naked at the table staring at the piece the 

second player played; the second player was an older fellow dressed immaculately in a 

dark suit and white shirt with his white thinned hair down to his shoulders; the third fellow 

darkly dressed in Decadent-fashion leaned in the corner with his arms crossed as he 

watched as he stood beside a statue of Selene. 

 
† 
 

 Zoe passed the rue which led to the arcade. It was a hectare in the woods of smaller 

arcades for all subjects invested with Natural Magick. The weathered wood signboard 

stated, 

 

Magia Naturalis 
Twenty arcades 

 
  1 Of the Causes of Wonderful things 
  2 Of the Generation of Animals 
  3 Of the Production of new Plants 
  4 Of increasing Household-Stuff 
  5 Of changing Metals 
  6 Of counterfeiting Gold 
  7 Of the Wonders of the Load-Stone 
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  8 Of strange Cures 
  9 Of Beautifying Women 
  10 Of Distillation 
  11 Of Perfuming 
  12 Of Artificial Fires 
  13 Of Tempering Steel 
  14 Of Cookery 
  15 Of Fishing, Fowling, Hunting &c 
  16 Of Invisible Writing 
  17 Of Strange Glasses 
  18 Of Statick Experiments 
  19 Of Pneumatick Experiments 
  20 Of the Chaos 

Where are set forth 

All the Riches and Delights 

of the 

NATURAL SCIENCES 

 

Knowledge abides 
 
† 
 

 Zoë had come to the many-signed indicateur des rues. She smiled as she 

remembered what was once told to la Vénus de la sorcellerie as she and Zoë stood at 

that place where Zoë was at present standing. 

 “Of the latitudes of undulous current streams of Hours one may slow a tableau of 

three years that may have included all things done in five while outside of that sphere ten 

years may have passed and those in that sphere have aged but three for Chronos 

interments in that Zone between them are Dreams: entanglements prosper for all; 

enchantments for those who would,” he had said before pallescent departing from her. 

 
† 
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 The shadow of a long dark shape passed on her as it flew over Zoë as she went on 

the avenue that led for the Théâtre des Comédies in the département Drôme.   

 
† 

 They were standing in a station where the ceiling was 

unimaginable in height and all of the common things one 

expects has waiting for locomotives à vapeur were of an 

immense scale while they stood as tall as the chess pieces of 

Hercule. 

 
† 
 

Night descended; Light augmented was in ascension. 

 
† 
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4 

 

Zone-Saint-Cloud 
 

 

 

Intrigues and Plots: France, 1913 — Statesmen, Chancellors, Ministers, Potestates 

and Lords conspire with Intolerance: Aristocracy, Timocracy, Oligarchy, Tyranny 

and enlightened Despotism were enlarged by the swift increase of their acts of 

Imperialism. 

 

It was Night: Pandæmonium was fallen; the sky was covered with the noctilucent clouds 

coloured by the reflected luminousnesses of Lac de Sainte Croix: the dark Prusse 

darkened behind the clouds as stars were filament-suspended from the Æther-Vault. 

 

The ground-fog had descended in the dark and all was submerged beneath the fog that 

stood two feet in height. 

 
† 
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 Zoë passed by a basalt water-marked obelisk encrusted with the remains of barnacles 

which ceased at the ten-foot height. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë promenaded on the High Road. The High Road entered into the ash forest, 

Forêt de Malfaisance in the Alpes-de-Haute-Provence. The ground-fog had descended 

in the dark and all was submerged beneath the fog that stood two feet in height but for 

there on the High Road where promenaded Zoë beneath the Virginids parading. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë walked on the High Road and the sky’s colour became pale grey-prusse as Zoë 

walked on the High Road which was become bordered on the eastside by a very tall 

hedge of blackthorn; and, as she went she said: “Good Evening, Monsieur al-Jinn.” 

 And was heard replied: “‘Tis.” 

 
† 
 

 Zoe walked on the High Road and she approached an arcade set at the side of the 

road. 

 

 Le Closet des Brumes 
 

 It had wooden signs of various sizes each painted with a single eye adorning the 

façade of the arcade. 

 A gentleman was approaching from the opposite direction. 

 She read the advertisements of the arcade which was closed. The proprietors were on 

Holiday. The signboard at the entrance read, 

 

The Heart Purloined 
By DESIRE 

The Thieving Airs spirit-dreaming 
of the Fairy's Kiss: 
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Spring arrived 
with 

 
Spectacular Specular Seeing Ghosts 

for all 
to 
 

Sea 

 

 “Brumes Closet?” said Claude-Gautier Rigault as he approached Zoë. 

 “No,” said Zoë. 

 “They Hypnos eyes?” 

 “No.” 

 “Sky is scarlet hued at Night? Sky is serene at l’Aube?” 

 “No.” 

 “Bastard Sun! L’Aube, pristine Night, pure and virtuous Dark: then Sun fiery seeps 

across all molecules are set afire until Night sets with darkened damp.” 

 “Oh?” 

 “How beautiful it must be where black snow and blackened ices fall from Night,” he 

said sighing as he went. “Alas.” 

 Zoë smiled; and, departing continued on the High Road on her promenade. 

 
† 
 

 Tempérance Hiolle came to the Lighthouse in the Woods. He was dressed in a 

simple dark blue suit. He wore pince-nez. 

 
† 
 

 He had come to the plynth of the Lighthouse and was standing waiting for the person 

who had been sent the Letter of Introduction. 

 
† 
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 Zoë went further. She spied a shrine: on the road-shrine on a post of polished ebony: 

the shrine on the post of thirteen feet height was Régence and delicately carved of 

polished ebony where slept the skeletal-carriage of a corvus articus; and, on the post, was 

nailed an affiche for the Théâtre de l’Opéra des Ténèbraes du Paradis which was 

presenting Les Tombeaux Séries by Edouard Gorie, Floréal, 1842. 

 
† 
 

 The gentleman was come. He was breathless for the promenade had been laborious 

and long. He was greeted by Consul-Secrétaire Hiolle. “Monsieur l’Astronome,” said 

Hiolle with geniality, “It is my pleasure you have arrived.” 

 Monsieur l’Astronome Napoleon Villehardouin stared stuporous at the magnificence 

of the Phare. He viewed the Cénotaphe; he stepped closer to the wall in his effort to read 

what had been written-scrawled: 

 

       I can calculate the motion of heavenly bodies  
                                                 but not the madness of people.  

 

 Napoleon Villehardouin woke from his disbelief; and, he bowed. “My honour! Jean-

Baptiste Delacroix.” 

 “My name is Tempérance Hiolle,” said Hiolle; “Jean-Baptiste Delacroix was departed 

these several days ago. I am acting as Consul-Secrétaire on behalf of one who had 

previously engaged Monsieur Delacroix many years passed.” 

 “O!” Villehardouin replied. “The gentleman who kindly sent those papers?” 

 “All is in preparedness,” said Hiolle as he nodded: “Furniture, trunks, crates, and all 

other items have been placed according to your request. All else is ready. You will find 

all needed mechanical instructions on the hall table. There are no locks so there are no 

keys to give you.” Hiolle gestured to the scripture. “Newton’s words but we have no 

understanding for whom may here have written it; it was centuries ago.” 

 “If I may, dear sir, ask how was my name chosen?” 

 “Your presentation at l’Institut divin de l’Alchimie scientifique wherein lunar mystères 

were made unfounded was witnessed by a benefactor who believed you to be the sôle 

person capable of replacing Delacroix.” 
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 Villehardouin was silently astounded. 

 “If you should have any questions, please telephone me at that number I have 

provided.” 

 Villehardouin remained standing with his stuporous silence. 

 Hiolle did exit. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë went further. She had come to a carrefour where standing was a gentleman of 

scholarly mien. He had watched Zoë approaching after he noticed her by the radiance of 

her white lace apron shown by Moon.  

 He was dressed in clothes of a Chef d’orchestre. He was standing beside his 

charrette drawn by a cob-mare. His cart had trunks, two chairs and a writing desk. 

 They spoke. 

 “Sir?” said Zoë. 

 “Mademoiselle,” replied Léonard Moulinet. “I stand in this carrefour and wonder 

which I should continue. I wander collecting Murder ballads from villages and towns 

unbesmirched by Progress. Do you know?” 

 “I progress Northwards,” said Zoë; “Perhaps, the villages and towns from this lane 

would have those ballads you wish.” 

 Moulinet peered at the Cardinal lanes before he said: “Perhaps.” 

 They began walking. Moulinet led his mare by the reins. 

 “Do you have a tale which may be told as we Northwards go?” asked Zoë. 

 He nodded. 

 “Odd ages ago," began Léonard Moulinet and said: 

 

The Scrivening Tale 
 

 The gentleman sat on the corner against the stone wall of the city arboretum beneath 

bordering oaks. He wore a very tall silk stove-pipe hat. He was dressed in a blue suit with 

a starched white blouse; black boots with spatterdashes of a dark blue hue and his 
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magnificent flowing cloaked cape of feathers from black-plumaged birds: Black-billed 

Magpies, Sable Swans, Jackdaws, Ravens, Crows, and Rooks as he had done for years. 

 He had a single Epithalamium written in his Life but that was years and years of Past. 

 At Night he collected his things and wandered in the dark to be gone until after, 

Nightsetting, he returned. 

 For years and years, he waited years and years. 

 He was by a cat befriended: a large black cat visited him one day from long ago and 

never one day did it not visit after chasing birds or sleeping on roofs or lurking in trees. 

 Weeks could flee while those who passed continued; some days those few who 

paused would request of him their rhyme; and, on those days when naught was asked: he 

composed thoughts in rhymes of them for those that passed; he conversed with those who 

would pause speaking of pleasant things; he cocked his head smiled and gracefully 

nodded to those who would honour him with their smiles; he would close his eyes 

remembering fondly sorrowed a particular fur muff handwarmer while stroking Jupiter 

who lay sleeping on his lap; he arguments of Logic had with himself; he eloquenced with 

Jupiter; and, he lightly slept. 

 For years and years, he waited years and years. 

 His clothes were faded frayed by damp. His top-hat was crumpled by Winter winds. 

His boots were wrapped with twine. His cloak had withered Seasons o’er. 

 Citizens would approach; he would by small observations deduce that which for them 

was borne Ills and Passions, Spirits and States, Ferments Cunnings Humilities Gratitudes 

and Follies; Probities Drolleries Buffooneries Infamies Usury Jealousy Defilements and 

Vices; Lunacy and Taints; and, he would a feather after grave circumspection select that 

stylus he: Magpies for Mirth or Merry, Faerie or Pomp; Swans for Somber or Titanic, 

Pompousness or Gravitas; Jackdaws for the honor of Rabelais; Ravens for Thoughtfulness 

Intelligence Illumination and Love; Crows for Commonplace and Wit; and, Rooks for 

Poignancies and Tragedies; and, would after paper taken from his silk stove-pipe hat, 

scrieve: Quatrains and Couplets; Tercets and Sonnets; Volvelles Threnodies Limericks 

and Lays; Tanka and Haikai and Senryū in a vertically single line; Ballades, Triolets, 

Dirges, Coronachs and Rondeaus; Elegies and Hymns; Idylls and Laments, Nonnets, 

Villanelles, Octaves, Terza rimas, Rimas, Sestinas and Verse. 
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 He his rhymes were written wrote in elegant flowing script and — as he wrote — that 

pen was wilting and — after — ashes.  

 He had written years and years. 

 One day, the frail gentleman appeared but Old Jupiter did not, and, by day’s end, 

his eyes were glassy red; his voice was hoarse and wavering as he spoke; his hands were 

softly palsied. 

 A young married couple approached and spoke the tragedy of their Life’s death. 

 He offered that he was unfit to write but they beseeched him in their grief. He 

grieving exhaled sighed. 

 He asked they return after. He took forty sheaves, and he a raven feather did select, 

and ten one-hundred stanzas did he write on those eighty sides. 

 They returned and gratitude enthused; he weary smiled. They left him in his 

deafening solitude. 

 Years and years he had written after those years of waiting writing until he had but 

one remaining plume: he took the last weathered sheaf from his silk stove-pipe hat; and, 

wrote. 

 He placed stylus and sheaf in the opened case on the pavement on the corner 

against the stone wall of the city arboretum beneath the eaves of the bordering ancient 

oaks; and, softly smiling, departed. 

 
† 
 

 Léonard Moulinet had concluded; and, he wished her well as they had come to a 

small road on which he led his mare to a village seen by him. 

 Zoë curtsied and thanked him for his tale before continued she. 

 
† 
 

 They were standing in the field between two armies who 

would begin next day their battle of Malplaquet. 

 
† 
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 Zoë went further until leagues afar she had come to a blind alley which led to a cul-

de-sac set a modest distance from the High Road. 

 Les Trois Magies stood in a row: they were fashioned of basalt foundations and 

carved white blocks of stone. The tituli were of wrought iron set above the gas-lit lamps 

above each door: that on the left was 

 

[ Theourgia ] 
 

and in the center was 

 

[ Maleficium ] 
 

and on the right was 

 

[ Spiritalis ] 
 

with the shadows from each sent skywards by those lamps; and, descending by the Moon. 

 She read each typeset tract, by the light of a single gas-lit lamp above the iron doors, 

which were titled Toute Connaissance ment jusqu'à ce a trouvé nailed to the left of each 

door; and, as she read, at each door a different voice was heard: “By Appointment to Her 

Majesty Only.” 

 She walked to the alley’s entrance, and she did turn to say “Cognitionis praestare” as 

she curtsied; and, the gas lamps darkened. 

 She then did her promenade continue. 

 
† 
 

 Merle was in the shadows strolling on rue Pierre Vive with a very large fellow; they 

were conversing on malevolence, hatred and horror. 

 
† 
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 Zoë went further. She spied a large affiche that had been pasted on to the wall of the 

cathédrale of ruins in the woods. 

 The large affiches-illustées were of a Gentleman on Devil’s and Skeleton’s arms 

between as they were over the Grand Canyon de Verdon and whose titulus stated: 

 

We are coming. 
 
† 
 

 Zoë was come upon a sylphide in pale voluptuous nakedness. The sylphide was set in 

the grasses beside the High Road. The sylphide had become fixed in anochlesia and in 

catalepsy-waxy rigidity remained in that position of Graces so placed. 

 

The Statesman 
 

 The Statesman stood beside the sylphide. He was dressed in a large mauve velveteen 

coat with large side-pockets, a pair of mauve trousers and boots and chimney-pot hat. He 

was carrying a large silver and silver-gilt sauceboat fashioned in the Rococo style. The 

cistern was held by black leather straps so as that the cistern was set at breast-height as he 

stood on the High Road. 

 The Statesman—Jean-Edgar-Honoré Croak—was at performing bows and 

circumvolutions and washings of his hands felicitously in the cistern. 

 “These absolutions shall prevent Earth from falling into the Abyss,” said Monsieur 

Croak as he was at performing gyres and bows and washings of his hands felicitously; he 

spoke with grand magniloquence. 

 “My water has come from le Petit Charenton,” said Croak the Statesman and 

hurriedly screeched: “Do not ye speak that water from le Petit Charenton has forever 

been cholera-ridden! and that the holy pools of collection are fœtid waste!” 

 Zoë smiled. 

 “Cholera is naturally occurring in Nature,” fumed Croak the Statesman. 

“Demoiselle!” 

 “Oh?” said Zoë. 
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 “Certainly. We find it in Nature,” replied haughty Croak. 

 Zoë did make a slight inclination of her head. 

 “We cannot cease it’s manufacture nor remove those sources and methods for which 

Nature creates it but we can mitigate it's effect on those who drink from it.” 

 Zoë stared. 

 “We have lye in precise scientific measures mixed with tinctures of opiates for the 

relief of symptoms induced by lye-infused cholera.” 

 “Perhaps, removing cholera’s source would prevent cholera,” said Zoë as Croak 

peered at the Skyland clouds. 

 “Heavens!” exclaimed Croak confounded. “You cannot remove Industry any more 

than you can remove water.” 

 “Sanitation?” said Zoë. 

 “Correlations studies were performed in Austria; no correlations could be found. 

Cholera naturally occurs in those places poor and destitute citizens have chosen to live. 

Iron works for instance. The benefits of iron consumption are readily known and agreed. 

Iron works on rivers are a triumph for all involved; Industry progresses, betterment of 

Life progresses, and, by using the rivers as portage, ground water wells are given a surfeit 

of iron for common use.” 

 “Iron poisoning?” said Zoë. 

 “Nonsense.” 

 “Yellow fever?” said Zoë. 

 “Mosquitoes. Those we addressed by the eradication of their surroundings.” 

 “Oh?” said Zoë. 

 “By fire and ordnances,” said Croak. 

 “It destroys other benefits of the lands,” said Zoë. 

 “All in the cause of Progress,” replied Croak. 

 “You are fond of the nostalgie de la boue,” said she as she shook her head with 

disbelief. 

 “Papers!” 

 “I have none,” said Zoë sweetly. 

 “Then you must be on the ledger of Dictionnaire Raisonné et Bibliographie des Fous.” 

 “Oh?” 
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 “By asking, you have informed yourself to be a member of Degenerates because 

Innocents do not inquire after themselves when noted by Public Safety to be in that 

Dictionnaire raisonné.” 

 “And?” 

 “Summons. By signing you accept this summons to appear regarding a matter placed 

before the reviewing Public Safety body.” 

 He presented her with a single sheet of paper folded in accordion fashion several 

inches tall. 

 She signed it. 

 “May I have one?” 

 “None are needed or given,” said Croak. “These nine-hundred and seven infractions 

and accusations of anarchy are the charges you have accepted to be accurate and true.” 

 Thirteen Dragonnades appeared marching on the High Road to Statesman Croak 

and Zoë. 

 “My summons!” 

 “Sniveling Poltroon!” shouted the Head Dragoon. “We go on insidious divergence.” 

 They marched passing as the Statesman Croak stood mortified. “They swore fealty to 

all that is the glory of munificence envisioned by the Council of the Ancient Law of 22.” 

 “They’ve gone,” said Zoë. 

 “The Suspects Law!” cried Croak feigned with apoplexy. “They lied!” 

 “As did you.” 

 “We lied for progress,” protested Croak. 

 “As do they.” 

 “‘In any country there must be people who have to die. They are the sacrifices any 

nation has to make to achieve law and order,’ as rightly spake by The Ugandan Président 

for Life,” said Croak. 

 “Ovis becry the ways of Corvus; Corvus becry the ways of Ovis,” said Zoë. 

 “That quote!” 

 “A Gentleman explained it to me,” said Zoë smiling. 

 “You are Treason-Guilty of the crime of obstinately persisting in opinions that are 

contrary to the fundamentals of the State,” shrieked Croak, “with depraving morals, 
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corrupting the public conscience and impairing the purity and energy of the beneficent 

government.” 

 Zoë laughed. 

 The Vice-Minister Jean-Edgar-Honoré Croak did not offer reply but said repeatedly 

“Death comes with Naught and the Imperiled come with Mercy!” as he performed at 

gyres and hurriedly frantic circumvolutions in the High Road beside the place where the 

sylphide who had remained fixed in anochlesia and in catalepsy-waxy rigidity thus was 

gone. 

 Zoë did curtsy and exit. 

 
† 
 

[It was the Eve before the vernal Equinox and all things were different, all things 

changed. Man was influenced: Common were all consumed of brightness of the day and 

baffled by friendliness ensuing; Fey-like were all of calmness, clarity of thought; and some 

found a return to Contentment. First-Citizens and Fey found resolution, resolve and 

purpose for on that day the Age of Nature which had become an engulfed cathédrale 

lucently was heard.] 

 
† 
 

 Merle and Belphegor were continued strolling—after having paused at  a newsstand—

on the rue de Vaugirard on their way to the Palais du Luxembourg for Belphegor as 

Ambassador to France was summoned in regards of the coming and waxing Wars. 

 “All other ambassadors are attending summoned by their nations,” said Belphegor. 

“Most unfortunate.”  

 “Oh?” 

 “I had hoped Le Père Duchesne would appear after forty years but, Alas.” 

 
† 
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 Zoë passed pages from a portfolio; and, the leaves were drawings from Garten der 

Aphrodite by de Bayros. 

 
† 
 

 The small gentleman had a hooked nose with a long and scraggly chin beard but he 

was not a dwarf. His suit-clothes were black silk and his shirt was white and starched.  

 He wandered on the High Road in soliloquy with himself as he passed Zoë who had 

slowed her steps waiting after she had heard from far behind him approaching. 

 “‘If you knew Time as well as I do, you wouldn’t talk about wasting it. It’s him’—so 

His Madness said—I was listening—unless—by means distinguished from aleatory and 

pallescent by—what was that?—Time—the Ministry of War denies all claims of negligence 

due in no small part to the government document on procedures and ethics which 

specifically states the Ministry of War is never negligent—that was’n’t it—Olympe de 

Gouges was quite correct—Time is an illusion created by lunatics, performed by idiots—

very clever—We are Coming—well! that was improvident on my behalf—of all things—hey 

there! lummoxes are’n’t allowed in the cloisters! after dark—so unless His Madness said 

all things are created pallescent by lunatics after dark Time—unless—I’d wager it.” 

 “L’Asile de Saint-Lazare de la Raison,” said Zoë as she watched him descend the hill 

in the distance far further on the road; “and, all places thereafter.” 

 
† 
 

It was Night beneath the vernal Equinox as Zoë went walking on the lane that led to the 

flat lands in département Drôme.  

 
† 
 

 She paused at the signboard: 

 

Tent Revival 
_______________________________________ 

First Wednesday 
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Wednesdays are dances of all types of dances and music are performed 
for your Enjoyment 

[ Morning ] 
Every month 

__________________________ 

Fourth Thursday 
Thursdays are reading and quotes and speeches; 

and, moving pictures entertainments 
for your Enlightenment 

[ Evening ] 
Every month 

 
All are Welcome 

 
† 
 

 Zoë had come to the flat lands. 

 Individuals, couples and small groups were standing as steles arrayed scattered on all 

of the flat lands, surrounding the pavillion which once had been a large pavillion-tent but 

had been constructed as a structure not unlike that of a dance hall in 1882. 

 It was Thursday. 

 

The Tent Revival 
 

 They placed food, clothes, and books in large wooden crates as they passed into the 

pavillion; these were for the infirmed and poor. 

 Those attending were seated on simple wooden chairs. 

 The Minister of Ceremonies appeared. He was tall. He was thin and slight. His face 

had been set by his ancient rictus frown. His white eyebrows were large and bushy. His 

black beard was tucked and fell forked from beneath his waistcoat of Gaulish designs 

embroidered with silver bullion threads. He was dressed in his finest Mourning clothes. 

He began speaking Professor Jung’s lines: 
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 “‘We should not pretend to understand the world only by the intellect; we apprehend 

it just as much by feeling. Therefore, the judgement of the intellect is, at best, only the 

half of truth, and must, if it be honest, also come to an understanding of it’s inadequacy.’ 

 “‘What is stirred in us is that faraway background, those immemorial patterns of the 

mind, which we have not acquired but have inherited from the dim ages of the past.’ 

 “‘Although our civilized consciousness has separated itself from the instincts, the 

instincts have not disappeared; they have merely lost their contact with consciousness.’ 

 “‘There is no Archimedean point from which to judge, since the psyche is 

indistinguishable from it's manifestations.’” 

 He concluded. 

 “By calm resolution with the patience of Nature we are bound. For is it not that in 

this tale we find the Three Moirae, the Three Graces, the Three Horae, the Nine Muses, 

the Four Seasons, the Androktasiae, the Erinyes, the Nymphae; and, the Thirteen 

Honorae: all in Nature are subject to the acts by them for Justice or Lies, Murder or 

Mirth, Mayhem or Merry, Amusements or Wars, Battles or Hymns, Anarchy or Peace, 

Disputes or Dance, Order or Ruin, Vengeance or Splendour, Starvation or Poetry, 

History or Forgetfulness; tragedy, comedy and astronomy; and, are so engaged, as by 

those three who spindle, measure and shear the threads of Life.” 

 He exited. 

 The Woman in Orange with the placard entered as all in the pavillion did stand. She 

wore an 1873-style ball gown in variant shades of orange. 

 All recited the words on the placard which read: 

 

      “Ô toi, le plus savant et le plus beau des Anges, 
         Dieu trahi par le sort et privé de louanges” 

 They sat. 

 The orchestra began performing Grande symphonie funèbre et triomphale by Hector 

Berlioz. 

 The placard the Woman in Orange held vanished in filaments of light. She stood 

with her hands crossed at her waist; and, she smiled. 

 A small gentleman with lime-tinged hair appeared on the stage wreathed in smoke 

and, after the smoke had waned, was seen standing holding a placard: 
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             Ignorance is the mother of all evils. 
                 —François Rabelais 

 

 “Darkness there, and nothing more,” said they. 

 He vanished. 

 There were some who applauded at this trick; some laughed with delighted surprise; 

some were astounded. ‘Oohs’ and ‘Aahs’ were heard. 

 The Woman in Orange receded into the dark at the back of the stage. 

 A venerable gentleman entered and, after adjusting his spectacles, began continuing 

from the previous Thursday revival speaking passages from Speculum Magnificentiae. 

 Zoë was standing beside the ushers at the back of the pavillion. 

 “This seems rather dour,” said Zoë; “I remember them to be joyful.” 

 “Wednesdays are but not lately on Thursday,” replied the usher. “It’s fear of looming 

war has done that, Miss.” 

 “Why do they repeat Edgar Poe’s words from The Raven?” Zoë asked. 

 “Reassertion.” 

 A different small gentleman with lime-tinged hair appeared on the stage wreathed in 

smoke and, after the smoke had waned, was seen standing holding a placard: 

 

Ignorance, the root and stem of every evil. 
                                  —Plato 

 

 “Darkness there, and nothing more.”  

 He vanished. 

 An other small gentleman with lime-tinged hair appeared on the stage wreathed in 

smoke and, after the smoke had waned, was seen standing holding a placard: 

 

                 Everything that deceives may be said to enchant. 
                                            —Plato 

 

 “Darkness there, and nothing more.” 

 He vanished. 
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 An other small gentleman with lime-tinged hair appeared on the stage wreathed in 

smoke and, after the smoke had waned, was seen standing holding a placard: 

 

           False words are not only evil in themselves,  
                but they infect the soul with evil. 
                    —Socrates 

 

 “Darkness there, and nothing more.”  

 He vanished. 

 An other small gentleman with lime-tinged hair appeared on the stage wreathed in 

smoke and, after the smoke had waned, was seen standing holding a placard: 

 

           If we believe absurdities, we shall commit atrocities. 
            —Voltaire 

 

 “Darkness there, and nothing more.” 

 He vanished. 

 An other small gentleman with lime-tinged hair appeared on the stage wreathed in 

smoke and, after the smoke had waned, was seen standing holding a placard: 

 

      The scales of intelligence are not by Ignorance 
        tilted but by cupidity bent. 
 
                   —William Hooke 

  

 He vanished. 

 The Woman in Orange stepped into the illumination of the stage. “Nevermore,” said 

she as she vanished. 

 The symphony was concluded. The Minister of Ceremonies entered. 

 “Aristophanes once said ‘Youth ages, immaturity is outgrown, ignorance can be 

educated, and drunkenness sobered, but stupidity lasts forever.’ These are true as we all 

do know. The Idée fixe we keep must be that of kindness when kindness is necessarily 

warranted for the safety of others so deserving. Kindness of sympathy; kindness of 
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empathy; kindness of morality; kindness of justice. Take that kindness you remember 

given freely extended to you by others and extend it so others too may give freely. 

Kindness in it's form of education may turn the Ignorant from Stupidity; educate them as 

you may. As Aristophanes said ‘Stupidity lasts forever’ but kindness may succor healing 

wounds caused from tragedy inflicted by those believing absurdities. Stupidity is learnt; 

Kindness is inherent. Know ye this! kindness for thy Self must exist; or, else— we are lost. 

‘Absolute silence leads to sadness. It is the image of death,’ wrote Jean-Jacques 

Rousseau. This silence we must not allow.” 

 They all agreed. The Minister of Ceremonies did exit. 

 The venerable gentleman did return and continue his oration by speaking passages 

from Speculum Magnificentiae until Moon had passed. 

 Zoë departed. 

 
† 
 

 Merle and Jean de Somme were standing at the Lighthouse of the Ancients 

skywatching in the Night beneath the vernal Equinox; and, they did so until the full 

Moon was raised—by Merle’s watch—two days later. 

 The lighthouse was a single monument of stone; an obelisk constructed before 

Chronos deigned reside.  

 They watched the Ocean of Dark in it's tumultuous calm as the waves were towering 

and deliquescent seen by illumination from the falling umbræscences of the sky. 

 The wall of the Ocean was ninety paces distant from the shore beneath the Palisade 

at the Edge of Nature immortelle; it stood one league in height. 

 “As you wished,” said Merle as they departed for Moon would be descending set. 

 “Peace comes,” whispered de Somme gratefully.  

 
† 
 

 Zoë went further in the woods of the Forêt de Malfaisance in the Basses-Alpes. 

 
† 
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 Zoë went unerringly in the woods for the High Road had ceased by slights beneath 

the leaves and bracken and heather and rose-branches. 

 
† 
 

The vernal Equinox was shining. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë had come to the flat mead in the forest of ash and agèd oak woods. The Théâtre 

was set on the meadowlands. The Théâtre de l’Opéra des Ténèbraes du Paradis was the 

architectural model for the Opera-Houses in Vienna and Paris. 

 
† 
 

 The dark Gentleman stood beside the wall of l’observatoire au Sommet du Puy-de-

Dôme. He held a dagger of extraordinary and exquisite design in his right hand. He had 

engraved: 

 

Soulevé à partir des vagues, Je voyant 
 
† 
 

 Zoë went to the ticket-booth set paces from the Théâtre structure. 

 The dwarf—Monsieur Gobelinus—stood on his chair beside the booth as Zoë 

approached him. He was dressed in his faded carmagnole. He wore his hat of the early 

1790s with Terror’s cockade. He wore a large gold earring. The dwarf did not have an 

eyeball in his left orb-socket. He was Major-Domo since 1609. 

 Zoë curtsied.  

 “How lovely it is to see Mare Ophælia in your Woods,” said Zoë. 

 The dwarf sighed and then said with naught of malice: “Piss off.” 

 Zoë smiled. 

 “If it’s entrance you’re after, then an Admittance you’ll needs have,” said the dwarf as 

he peered sternly at Zoë. 
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 “I have’n’t admittance-papers,” replied Zoë sweetly. 

 The dwarf he grumbled as he went into the ticket-booth. 

 “Three crowns’ll do,” said the dwarf as he stood in the window of the booth. 

 “Three crowns,” began Zoë with recitation tones: “One crown has Holy Ghost; one 

crown has the Emperor of Hell and of Paradise; and, one halo-crowned wreath has 

Queen Moon when aureoles of moon-rings are raised—but, none for me.” 

 The dwarf peered apprehensively at Zoë in silences as she smiled sweetly.  “What’ve 

you got?” said the dwarf as he leaned from the ticket-window and suspended stayed by his 

boots in the window. 

 Zoë placed the Chancellor’s epistle on the counter-ledge and, on the epistle-

memorandum from the Chancellor, she placed a glass eye. 

 “Foe!” quoth Master Gobelinus thoughtfully; and then, in half-soliloquy and a 

lowered voice, “Mercy.” 

 The dwarf placed a monocle over the hollowed orb-hole. “And, pray, Miss, where did 

you get this verre?” asked Master Gobelinus peering at his glass eye with his monocled 

orb-hole and viewed it. 

 The dwarf spied the Ministry embassage: he took the envelope and read the name 

and he screeched and gasped his screeches with his hands over his trembling mouth. The 

dwarf furtively handed her a carte d’admission. Zoë curtsied: she took the carte and she 

went from the ticket-booth. 

 “Old Bone Moe’ll seat ye,” the dwarf muttered as he stared intrigued with the terrors 

of the candle-greased epistle. 

 
† 
 

 Claude de Signy had slit his throat. He was on a sloping lawn facing the Sea seated 

in a teak deck-chair. He had played a wax phonograph cylinder; it was Années de 

pèlerinage: Deuxième année—Italie. 

 Merle was standing beside Consul-Secrétaire Javelle while the Mortality Brigade 

waited for Merle to read the note: 

 

They are incessant in Beseeches. 
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 “Guise?” said Javelle. 

 Merle nodded. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë went from the ticket-booth and Zoë did enter the Théâtre de l’Opéra des 

Ténèbraes du Paradis. 

 
† 
 

 The lobby was Régence and in dark resplendence as Sun was at settings beneath the 

ancient fortifications of clouds. 

 Zoë entered in the lobby-foyer as the Théâtre-Maestro stood in the silences of the 

gloom. 

 The Orchestra was seated in the orchestra-pit and they performed a triumphant 

Overture by Francis Poulenc as Zoë entered the lobby-foyer. 

 

The Théâtre-Maestro 
 

 He was tall. He was thin and slight. His face had been set by his ancient rictus frown. 

His white eyebrows were large and bushy. His whitened beard was tucked beneath his 

waistcoat and it fell from beneath his waistcoat. He was dressed in his finest habit of 

Evening-clothes. 

 The Théâtre-Maestro stood at Jean-Jacques Feuchère’s small bronze 1836 study of 

Satan that was to be erected as phare-colossus of three leagues in height in Paris. 

 Zoë went and stood before the small five-meter-tall study in bronze. “He pouts so,” 

said Zoë with mirth. 

 The Théâtre-Maestro took the carte d’admission: he read the lines scratched on the 

back of it and bowed. 

 Zoë was led by the Théâtre-Maestro. They ascended in the steam-operated elevator. 

He led Zoë to the Royal Box. Zoë entered her balcony box. The Théâtre-Maestro 

placed salt beneath the cushion; Zoë smiled and seated herself on the cushion. The 
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Théâtre-Maestro smiled weakly as the Théâtre-Maestro stood before Zoë and somberly 

bowed as he returned the carte-admittance. 

 He did exit. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë sat in the Royal Box: the théâtre lights were ceased; the footlights were shown as 

the Théâtre-Maestro stood on the stage before the Ferronnerie velvets curtains; and, the 

Orchestra concluded with solemn silences. 

 “Mirths! Merriments!” began the Théâtre-Maestro: “Merry entertainments! for our 

blessèd invited Guests! Enlightenments! we offer for all in attendances! Simple tales! 

Sacred tales! and we all know that sacred is merely scared variously spelled. 

 “Enchantments! Entrancements! we offer for all in attendances! Mirths and 

merriments and merry entertainments that are to be seen!” 

 
† 
 

 The curtains of blue silk Ferronnerie velvets were raised. 

 
† 
 

 “We offer the Méliès’s piece, La Manoir du diable” said the Théâtre-Maestro. He 

bowed and departed from the stage. The piece was projected. 

 
† 
 

 The Théâtre-Maestro entered on to the stage standing at the lime-lights after the 

féerie was concluded. 

 “We offer an obtained copy of Die Abenteuer des Prinzen Achmed by Lotte Reiniger 

shall be presented for your pleasure due to the unfortunate events of La Folie du docteur 

Tube having been misplaced,” said the Théâtre-Maestro. 

 He bowed and departed from the stage. The piece was projected.  

 
† 
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 The Théâtre-Maestro entered on to the stage standing at the lime-lights after the 

féerie was concluded. 

 “We offer an early copy of Felix the Cat in Fairyland for your pleasure,” said the 

Théâtre-Maestro. He bowed and departed from the stage. The piece was projected. 

 
† 
 

 The Théâtre-Maestro presented Zoë with delicacies from his serving tray: pickled 

hummingbird eggs; larks’s tongues in aspic; hard-candied lard; bonbons stuffed with 

marrow; sugar-powdered maggots squirming; and, grey marzipan confections wrapped 

with blue-foil papers. 

 “It is explained,” said the Théâtre-Maestro: “that the Confectionary Girl has taken a 

position in Lithe.” 

 Zoë declined sweetly. The Théâtre-Maestro smiled his crooked smile and bowing 

took his exit. 

 
† 
 

 The Théâtre-Maestro entered on to the stage standing at the lime-lights after the 

féerie was concluded; his shadows cast by the lights had grown with each return to them. 

 
† 

 

 “On this eve-Night,” began the Théâtre-Maestro: “Of eidetic remembrances, we offer 

thus.” 

 The Théâtre-Maestro bowed low and lower as the lime-lights were iris-done and the 

foot-lights were slowly extinguished. 

 The curtains were raised: the first Backdrop was of volcanoes-lands set in North-

Heights: all were frozen; all steam was become rime-encrusted fonts; ice-basalts were 

erected of ice made ashen by vents. 

 
† 
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The lands were set beneath the dark prusse skies where meandered clouds of brilliant 

whites. 

 
† 
 

 The Théâtre-Maestro appeared on the stage and stood at the unlit footlights. 

 The Nude stood in the limelight. The raven-tressed Nude of the palest flesh stood in 

black mule-shoes at the edge of the stage and held placards. She stood with the letter-

pressed panels of the work. The first panel: 

 

THE VAMPYRE 
or, The Arch-Lord on Holiday 

as  
given  
by  
the 

Théâtre 
des 

Ténèbraes 
blanches 

 

 The raven-tressed Nude with the palest of flesh curtsied and did exit from the stage 

as the curtains and portières were parted and raised. 

 The second Backdrop was set in clockworks by Praxinoscopique with pantomimes 

lumineuses projected by lens-and-glass apparatuses. 

 
† 
 

 The Théâtre-Maestro stood and said: “This then shall performed be from the folio of 

foul-papers printed Octobris, 1600.” The Théâtre-Maestro stepped forward and, as he 

perched on the edge of the stage, said: 

 

The Théâtre Tale 
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It was late-Night: ascensions had been set by the Dawn-Goblins. The sky had erected 

towering cumulonimbus through which betwixt and beneath altocumulus meandered in 

the Skyland. 

 

It had rained but slightly as vernal cumulus are wont in deed and it was raining beneath 

darkened maëlstroms leagues afar. 

 
† 
 

 The stage-settings were changed by illuminations and the Dramatis Personæ entered 

from a trap-door and were in the Woods at Night. The backdrops were fashioned of 

looking-glass and plate-glass painted with diverse and various illustrations and electrically 

manipulated things and celluloid-induced movements. 

 
† 
 

 The backgrounds were set. 

 
† 
 

 On the Zone des fortifications at the porte de Luxe and at the end of the rue 

Serpenter was l’Asile de Saint-Lazare de la Raison. 

 The gentlewoman wearing an 1873-style ball gown in variant shades of pink was 

holding hands with a boy of thirteen as they went walking passed. 

 The Party’s members were paying two sous at the main gates for entrance to the 

Asylum. The gay and blithe expeditionary Party were come for audience with the Mad 

and the Criminal and those bereft of knowledge of Reason. The Aristocracy and the 

Bourgeoisie were all come so that they could witness and have spied those that the 

Anatomy Act had removed from the streets. Madame Marie-Giselle Wreath was paused 

on her way toward the Ile-des-Brumes with her chauffeur and they were included in the 

early Neaps tour with the wealthy and privileged for their amusements. A gentlewoman 

dressed in yellow followed as they went. 
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 The Party was led by Link-Boys with their lanterns.  

 
† 
 

 The backgrounds were set. 

 
† 
 

 The gates were opened. The Party was led into the Asylum. The Porter led the Party 

to the chamber of the Messengers-Errants. 

 The first Lake of the Asylum: the whitened halls and passage-ways of alabaster were 

deserted; the floors were of black and whitened tiles; the halls and passage-ways were 

illuminated by bluish effulgences but neither lamp nor candelabra were to be seen; the 

light appeared by naught known nor remembered nor invented by Man. Renaissance 

locks were on doors and wrought-iron signs were on chambers over the halls and tunnel-

windows were in the walls between passage-ways and chambers. 

 
† 
 

 The Porter departed and the Messenger-Errant began wandering in the long halls 

and alleys with the Party. 

 
† 
 

 The backgrounds and stage-set works were set in mechanical operations by 

apparatuses. 

 
† 
 

 The Messenger-Errant began wandering in the long alleys and halls as huge beaked-

heads were seen in shade and cast in shadows as they marched in the halls; the shades 

and shadows were moved on the walls and ceilings as if reflected from Lake’s surfaces by 

the erratic workings of the gas-discharged electric lamps. 

 ‘Decrudescence!’ said the first Shade. 
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 ‘Not suffered decrudescence has he done!’ said the second Shade. 

 ‘Diminution nor abatement,’ began the third Shade: ‘of the intensity of the symptoms 

after his vision was had of Extase since he has not suffered in Extase!’ 

 They came to a wooden sign on the wall on which was painted a Rook riding a black 

Cat with bridle and reins. They paused before the door. 

 ‘Pale be Night where all be raised in graven-flight,’ said they. 

 They stood one on the other’s shoulders: the very highest peered through the opened 

transom. 

 ‘It he ain’t, ‘tis him,’ said the head of the Shade’s-Totem-Pole. 

 The personnage was straight-jacketed. The personnage was reclining on a large bed 

in the padded-cell. The personnage was sleeping pleasantly as he was seated and leaning 

against the wall. 

 ‘He shall be,’ began the first Shade. 

 ‘Affrighted and confounded,’ said the second Shade. 

 And, concluded as the third Shade said, ‘In Extase terrors!’ 

 The Shades tumbled as they stepped from the door. They were dwarves. They wore 

opera-hats. They were clothed in white starched shirts beneath black frock coats and blue 

trousers with great black capes. They were wearing early-Nineteenth Century doctor’s 

head-wear with beak-like apparatuses wherein were kept ether-medicaments for the 

preservation of Reason. 

 The first Surgeon-Dwarf scrambled on to the bed. The second and third did so as 

well and they wandered on the bed in sage confabulatories. 

 ‘He spied Extase! but he did not succumb!’ said the first Surgeon-Dwarf. 

 The personnage smiled pleasantly in his slumber. 

 ‘He does not stare! wide-eyed in the chaos of Maëlstrom-Oblivion!’ said the third 

Surgeon-Dwarf. 

 ‘Submerged violences!’ murmured the first Surgeon-Dwarf. 

 ‘He does not! since Pluviôse he has not succumbed! It is disbelief with frightened 

melancholia!’ stammered the second Surgeon-Dwarf with frightened disbelief. 

 ‘Horrors and terrors and violences must be his thoughts!’ the first Surgeon-Dwarf 

continued. 
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 ‘Be stillèd from frights,’ began the third Surgeon-Dwarf as he took an enameled tin-

typed placard from beneath his robes. The placard had embossed,  

 

Aveugle épouvantablement 

 

 They sagely coughed and did nod as they placed the placard moribundus about his 

neck. 

 ‘Thus!’ the second Surgeon-Dwarf croaked. 

 ‘He has become explained! for his afflicted absences of Extase by inducements from 

Celeste-Terrors!’ replied the third Surgeon-Dwarf. 

 They stood about the sleeping personnage and nodded with grieved and feigned 

sagacious pates. 

 ‘His anonymous existence remains since I was not officially informed by the 

Ministry,’ said the first Surgeon-Dwarf with petulance. 

 They creeped from the chamber and they exited as the Ministers-Doctors were 

wandering in the halls. The Surgeons-Dwarves were departed in the passage-way as the 

Ministers-Doctors descended on the staircase to the second Lake of the asylum. The 

second Lake of the asylum was white plaster over clay brick walls and the tiles were large 

squares of black and lavender polychromes. 

 The hats of the Ministers-Doctors of the Mechanicals physicks wore funnels as 

crowns and the hats of the Ministers-Doctors of Lunars scientifiques were closed tomes 

of blue leather bindings. The Ministers-Doctors of the Mechanicals physicks and 

Ministers-Doctors of Lunars scientifiques were clothed in white starched shirts beneath 

black frock coats and blue trousers with great purple capes that were nine feet in length. 

 ‘‘Twas le grand Mal idiopathique du merle blanc and ‘twas too confirmed to admit of 

remedy,’ began the third Minister-Doctor of Mechanicals physicks. 

 ‘Or, perhaps,’ said the first Minister-Doctor of Lunars scientifiques: ‘‘Twas naught 

but Conte merveilleux!’ 

 ‘The gentleman’s mistresses came and with them came their cousin-germans by the 

father’s side,’ concluded the second Minister-Doctor of Mechanicals physicks. 

 ‘They be abed,’ said the first Minister-Doctor of Lunars scientifiques and sighed: 

‘My brother went fool.’ 
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 ‘He was removed to the Seine,’ said the third Minister-Doctor of Mechanicals 

physicks. 

 They did exit. 

 ‘All things be abed: Sleep — Death — but! not birth are so noted! Sleep sleepy sleeps 

on the bosom of august remembrance,’ said the tall Minister-Doctor who was 

approaching. 

 A Surgeon-Dwarf poked his head from under the robes and spat and was hid again 

beneath the gowns. They were two Surgeons-Dwarves: one stood on stilts and the second 

stood on the first Surgeon-Dwarf’s shoulders. 

 ‘Sleeping orders?’ queried the highest Surgeon-Dwarf. 

 ‘She didn’t have any more made up,’ said the Surgeon-Dwarf from beneath their 

shrouds. 

 The Highest-Most Surgeon-Dwarf read the document-proclamation by the Privy 

Chamber Council on the wall beside the chamber of the gentleman. 

 
Remember thus! that this Personnage has sufferings from the most 
dangerous and insidious of insanities: Reason détachements! Visit and 
visitation between him and others pose incalculable fears and impended 
tragedies and for as much as his writings are no less damned and 
dangerous than his conduct or silences or ventriloquies: I therefore 
order: that this Personnage be placed in chambers as given as separate 
lodgings between Paradise and Inferno but dispatched from the realms 
of Earth pending silent death as we are merely servants of the Modern 
Age.  
     Signed, by the Graces of the Lord, 
 
          Ambroise-Gustave-Hippolyte Grandeville 

 

 The Orderlies-Mortuaires were clothed in black vulcanised-rubber over which were 

worn long leathern aprons and the Orderlies-Mortuaires were wearing helmets of iron-

grillwork and glass. 

 They carried a body covered with a white shroud but for which the face covered by 

the shroud was spotted and soaked with blood. 

 The Messenger-Errant-Attendant entered with a carte-placard which read:  
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Morgue’s filled. 

 

 ‘Self-murder by shotgun wound in the face,’ began the first Orderly-Mortuaire: 

‘because they grieved with knowledge that Hyacinthe Chantelouve would not be painted 

by J. W. Waterhouse nor by Félicien Rops in etchings nor gravures. This patient was 

under death-watch but succumbed.’ 

 They placed the body opposite the personnage and exited. 

 
† 
 

 Several Barbers-Orderlies were pushing The Echoe and Nimbe Electrolytic Device 

for Steroencephalatomy in the hallways. 

 
† 
 

 The Under-Resurrectionist led a gurney laden with corpses from the Plague and 

Hæmorrhagia Wards. The gurney was pulled by one Funéraille-Assistance-Auxiliaire in 

harness and livery, and the gurney was followed by one Funéraille-Assistance-Auxiliaire 

in harness and livery. 

 ‘Night watch!’ sang the first Funéraille-Assistance-Auxiliaire in his basso profondo 

voice. 

 ‘Dead watch!’ sang the second Funéraille-Assistance-Auxiliaire in his basso 

profondo voice. 

 ‘We takes them!’ sang the first Funéraille-Assistance-Auxiliaire in his basso profondo 

voice. 

 ‘And we bakes them!’ sang the second Funéraille-Assistance-Auxiliaire in his basso 

profondo voice. 

 ‘All for a penny’s worth!’ the Under-Resurrectionist sang in falsetto. 

 They wandered in the alleys and halls and sang for the dead as they went. 

 
† 
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 The blind Barbers-Orderlies silently led the personnage into the Ocean Chamber 

and seated him in the tiled and luminous tide pool. 

 They exited. 

 Two Ministers-Doctors stood on the observation-balcony and spoke. 

 ‘Citizen-Doctor des Essientes’s Ocean Cure,’ said the first Minister-Doctor. 

 The second Minister-Doctor mused and said: ‘Which included phosphorus water 

caused by Noctiluca, order Dinoflagellata as marine bioluminescent flagellates that often 

cause phosphorescence of the Sea.’ 

 The chamber became tide pools at Ocean-side in the Winter as Moon was given 

appearances and zephyrs were alighted from leagues. Moon was seen over clouds: pale 

alabaster on heights and prusse-blackened on beneath-sides with brilliant light of the full-

waxing Moon. 

 ‘His papers,’ began the first Minister-Doctor: ‘are imbued with sciences hid by 

Nature and the alacrity in his clarity echoes at understanding that Chaos which Nature 

allows us — mere supplicants — Knowledge!’ 

 ‘Knowledge!’ the second Minister-Doctor murmured in reverence. 

 The personnage stood from the tidal pools and over the Sea’s transgressions strode 

along the ice-rimed and snow-encrusted cove. 

 The two Ministers-Doctors staring stood beneath the Moon as the personnage’s 

shadow was transgressed across the strands and floes. 

 ‘Lunar flights,’ the first Minister-Doctor whispered. 

 ‘Lunacy shall be induced by Moon on opaque bodies in dormancy,’ replied the 

second Minister-Doctor in low whispers. 

 ‘Dévitrification,’ continued the first Minister-Doctor in lowered whispers: ‘of the 

elements of light and other transparent objects for that light which remains shall as 

transparent remains thus be seen.’ 

 ‘Idyllic Night-Terrors,’ began the first and was concluded by the second for the first 

had fallen stuporous: ‘‘Twould dévitrification be of the elements of the lunacy fallen on 

dormant and opaque bodies as we seen fit.’ 

 ‘All corpses are rendered lunatic,’ the first Minister-Doctor mumbled in susurrations. 

 ‘We art quiesfaisant become,’ said the second Minister-Doctor tearfully and spoken 

by the first Minister-Doctor: ‘Affrighted and confounded.’ 
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 ‘This employment shall require our Folly,’ said the saddened second Minister-

Doctor. 

 They fell asleep and they fell from the observation-balcony into the Ocean’s water 

and were drowned. 

 
† 
 

 Moon was fallen over the dormant and opaque bodies in the Sea as the lunacy of 

Night Horrors would be fallen over all who would so succumb. 

 
† 
 

 The chamber became tide pools in the coves and on the strands at Ocean’s-side in 

the Winter as Moon was given appearances and zephyrs were alighted from leagues 

beneath the North Sea as Moon was fallen over the dormant and opaque bodies in the 

Sea. 

 
† 
 

 The aristocracy Party were led wandering in the alleys and halls by the Messenger-

Errant.  

 
† 
 

 The Under-Imperial-Chamberlin was seated in his chambers. A Barber-Orderly 

arrived and spoke with the Under-Imperial-Chamberlin in his chambers. 

 ‘The personnage — the blessed grand Invalide who viewed Extase but! he himself was 

not succumbed — departed has gone!’ said the Barber-Orderly hurriedly. 

 ‘Lordy!’ exclaimed the Under-Imperial-Chamberlin. 

 The Under-Imperial-Chamberlin paled and exited hurriedly with the Barber-Orderly. 

 
† 
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 The Invalide stood on the cliff. The Invalide stood on the cliffs over the tide pool 

and bowed at the Moon. The Invalide promenaded across the fields as Moonlight fell in 

delicate billows. 

 
† 
 

 The Vice-Regal-Président of the Asylum was standing in the Anatomy Theatre with 

the Under-Imperial-Chamberlin and various Ministers and Surgeons and Barbers. The 

Vice-Regal-Président of the Asylum was furious. ‘Why did you not trepan?’ 

 ‘He was beyond Extase!’ said a Master-Chirurgien-Humpbacked-Dwarf. ‘It was 

believed that by cork-screwing his pate vapours would escape,’ continued a second 

Master-Chirurgien-Humpbacked-Dwarf. ‘And, finally, the corks that would’ve been 

hammered in those holes would be ejected by light from those orb-holes in his calvarium!’ 

concluded a third Master-Chirurgien-Humpbacked-Dwarf. 

 The Vice-Regal-Président of the Asylum sighed gravely. ‘His Royal Eminence 

Citizen-Président of the Asylum of Resurrections for Life must be informed.’ 

 They exited: the Barbers-Orderlies followed as the Ministers-Doctors followed as the 

Surgeons-Dwarves followed as the Masters-Chirurgiens-Humpbacked-Dwarves followed 

as the Under-Imperial-Chamberlin followed as the Vice-Regal-Président of the Asylum 

opened a large portrait-painting of Le Tombeau d'Edgar Poe by Arthur Rackham and 

entered on a small and damp passage-way that was lit by dark-lanterns. 

 They wandered in the damp and long passage-way in the dark. 

 
† 
 

 The gay and blithe expeditionary Party were wandered in the Asylum with the 

Messenger-Errant. 

 
† 
 

 The guests were wandered in the Imbecilitas Grand Ward; and, in the Consternatio 

Grand Ward with sub-wards of fever, delirium and catatonia; and, in the Grand Ward of 
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Aliento with sub-wards of dementia, alcoholism, love and jealousy, melancholia and 

hypochondriasis, St. Vitus’s Dance, and Satan’s possession.  

 The curious guests were parted from the gay and blithe expeditionary Party as they 

strayed with the thirteen Surgeons-Dwarves from the Messenger-Errant’s Processional in 

the Grand Ward of paradisiacal Extase. 

 They had come upon a singular door. They had come to a great door where the hall-

tiles at the door were hid by thin and damp turds in rivulets towards the grated-drain in 

the hall. They had come to a great zinc and chromium door in the Grand Ward of 

paradisiacal Extase where they heard a gentlewoman’s moans and murmurs and 

susurrations. 

 ‘Who’s there?’ Mademoiselle Maeve Ève asked as she stood on tiptoe and attempted 

to open the Judas-door and peer into the chamber. 

 The thirteen Surgeons-Dwarves said in chorus: ‘Of the Pure! Of the Chaste! Visions 

of Extase are illustrated and all that spy them shall thence fall in the Kingdom of 

Paradise!’ 

 ‘Sir, may’n’t we peek?' said Mademoiselle Ève with coy tones. 

 ‘Mademoiselle Ève,’ began the first Surgeon-Dwarf and the last Surgeon-Dwarf 

concluded: ‘May’n’t.’ 

 ‘Sir, may’n’t we peek?’ said Mademoiselle Sylvie Weary with coy tones as did all the 

curious guests beseech: the thirteen Surgeons-Dwarves stage-directed sadly shook their 

heads as they remained beside the chamber door; the thirteen Surgeons-Dwarves 

consulted pocket-watches. The first Surgeon-Dwarf stepped forward and said: ‘Blind-

Barbers-Orderies’ll hose her walls.’ 

 ‘Godliness’s near,’ said the eighth Surgeon-Dwarf. 

 ‘Thirteen Napoleons,’ the first Doctor said: ‘and Mademoiselles may peek.’ 

 Mademoiselle Ève placed one Napoleon in each of the thirteen Surgeons-Dwarves’s 

gloved hands and peered in the chamber-cell. 

 The chamber-cell had white-tiled walls that were smeared with the gentlewoman’s 

excrement. The beautiful blonde gentlewoman was exquisitely radiant by the brilliant 

light which entered from the iron-barred window. She was dressed in a gown of white-

gauze layers which were soiled by the excrement. 
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 ‘Miss Fanny,’ the thirteenth Surgeon-Dwarf read from the title-card and began: ‘had 

been placed into this hospital because she had gained knowledge of Paradise in her 

ecstatic visions. These visions were illustrated by her with the single gouache that 

remained after she had become transfigured by Extase. These illustrated works drove all 

whom did spy them to become transfigured in Extase.’ He paused as he exchanged title-

cards. ‘Her priest signed her papers. Attendants were caused to become bound in 

entrancement by her illustrations. They are occupied elsewhere in cells on this ward. 

None may spy her illustrated works for therein lies Pandæmonium and Oblivion.’ 

 Mademoiselle Ève swooned in catatonia of ecstatic fits and began frothing. 

 ‘Thirteen Napoleons,’ the first Surgeon-Dwarf said: ‘and Mesdames and 

Mademoiselles and Messeigneurs may peek.’ They placed one Napoleon in each of the 

thirteen Surgeons-Dwarves's gloved hands and peered in the chamber-cell through the 

Judas-door. They all fell in swoons of the catatonia of ecstatic fits and frothed. 

 The first Surgeon-Dwarf placed a finger beside his nose and said: ‘Devil’s-teeth and 

a-cunting are we!’ 

 The thirteen Surgeons-Dwarves pulled the bell-pull and the thirteen Surgeons-

Dwarves did scurry in exit from the Apartments of Delights as the Mad and 

Pandæmonium Voluntary Brigade had been summoned and blind Barbers-Orderlies 

were approaching with heavy canvas hoses. 

 
† 
 

 The gentleman had a hooked nose with a long and scraggly chin beard but he was 

not a dwarf. His suit-clothes were black silk and his shirt was white and starched. He 

wandered in the hallways. He paused. ‘Bordel!’ He violently tugged his beard which 

caused his head to be pulled forward. 

 He contemptuously said: ‘I have unremembered!’ He turned and went. 

 
† 
 

 The gentlewoman dressed in yellow did exit with Miss Fanny. 

 
† 
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 The Président paused and stood and waited as Madame Wreath approached from 

one passage-transept as Members of the Asylum did approach from the other passage. 

Le Président was dressed in a tall-collared white shirt with a wide burgundy tie; and a 

brown three-piece suit with wide lapels and pressed cuffed trousers. He wore white spats 

over his brown boots. 

 
† 
 

 ‘Good Sirrah!’ said the Vice-Regal-Président: ‘The honoured personnage—the grand 

Blessé-Invalide—that has undergone bloodletting by venesection and mercury fumigation 

and certification of troches of Theriac for him that Extase! does not for him exist as 

corruptible fluence which must be explained by the Ministers as that common 

meretricious cannot be feigned and, therefore— something must be terribly wrong with 

himself - s’Gone!’ 

 The Président waved his hand languidly. ‘Lunatic escape,’ said the Président: ‘Please 

offer attendance and escort discreetly all visiting guests—that may be taken from the 

Asylum—from the Asylum.’ 

 ‘All persons are to be escorted from the Asylum because He-Who-Walks-With-

Raven-Wings has departed,’ said sonorous megaphones. 

 The Most Resurrected Président de l'Asile de Saint-Lazare offered his arm for 

Madame Wreath and the Président and Madame Wreath went in the halls and passages 

as the Members of the Asylum followed. 

 ‘St. Lazare shall offer Man redemption from Death,’ began the Most-Resurrected-

Président: ‘St. Lazare shall assist Medical-Sciences and Ministry of War. War allows 

Medicine progress, but Man cannot allow progress it's natural progresses because wars 

are seldom performed as often as they needs must be done.  

 The 1832 Anatomy Act allowed that patients may be taken from the countryside and 

great metropolises as they are not missed; or, patients are allowed entry. They are 

promised State-allowances for their grandchildren and great-grandchildren.’ 

 ‘Do you pay?’ asked Madame Wreath. 

 ‘No; certainly not!’ laughed the Président. The Président continued after he ceased 

his laughter. ‘They are wounded or maimed mortally so that surgeons may effect cures. 
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You see — Man dare not wait for meandering Progress. The Murder Act allowed that 

some peculiar work of infamy should be amended to the punishment of murderers: all 

murderers must undergo compulsory dissections.’ 

 
† 
 

 The Président and Madame Wreath and the Processional of the Members of the 

Asylum descended on the third Lake of the Asylum. 

 
† 
 

 The little girl wandered into a Rubenesque harem-bath scene set amidst the tiled and 

chromium baths: steam languidly rose from the pools. The prostitute with dyscephaly sat 

in the pool.  

 
† 
 

 The visiting guests were taken from the Asylum and were driven from the Asylum in 

their large and chauffeured phaeton-automobiles. 

 
† 
 

 The Président and Madame Wreath and the Processional of the Members of the 

Asylum wandered into the ante-chamber of the Lake: several persons had shaved heads 

with twenty holes cut into the bone and skin for prefrontal leucotomy. 

 They entered and went from the first cloistered Ward. 

 ‘Homo tetranophthalmos,’ said the Président with a majestic wave over the naked men 

strapped on to their beds uncovered by bed-linens. 

 ‘Gentlemen,’ replied the Vice-Regal-Président: ‘with four eyes for observation by 

compass points.’ 

 They entered and went from the second cloistered Ward. 

 ‘Encephalocele,’ said the Président with a majestic wave over the naked men strapped 

on to their beds uncovered by bed-linens. 
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 ‘Gentlemen,’ replied the Vice-Regal-Président: ‘with hernia of the brain manifested 

by protrusions of brain substance through a congenital opening in the skull for persons 

that be wished when Ministers and Politicians are required with greater brain-pans 

whereby and wherein more intelligences would be inserted.’ 

 They went in the chamber grotto and descended. 

 ‘Paradis artificels,’ said the Président: ‘Change induced as Baudelaire has proposed 

‘twould be preferred by Science.’ 

 ‘Paradis absolus,’ said the Vice-Regal-Président: ‘does not exist only in Nature and it 

would not be preferred for Science.’ 

 They entered and went from the third cloistered Ward. 

 ‘Homo tetrotus,’ said the Président with a majestic wave over the naked men strapped 

on to their beds uncovered by bed-linens. 

 ‘Gentlemen,’ replied the Vice-Regal-Président: ‘with nearly two separate heads and 

two faces and four eyes and four ears.’ 

 They entered and went from the fourth cloistered Ward. 

 ‘Homo synophthalmia,’ said the Président with a majestic wave over the naked men 

strapped on to their beds uncovered by bed-linens. 

 ‘Gentlemen,’ replied the Vice-Regal-Président: ‘with the usual form of cyclopia, in 

which the two eyes are more or less completely fused into one.’ 

 ‘Medical Experiments performed in the honour of the security of the Republic,’ 

sobbed the Président reverently. 

 They entered and went from the fifth cloistered Ward. 

 ‘Homo ichthyosis congenito,’ said the Président with a majestic wave over the naked 

men strapped on to their beds uncovered by bed-linens. 

 ‘Gentlemen,’ replied the Vice-Regal-Président: ‘covered with thick, horny armour-like 

skin.’ 

 They entered and went from the sixth cloistered Ward. 

 ‘Homo ischiopagus,’ said the Président with a majestic wave over the naked men 

strapped on to their beds uncovered by bed-linens.  

 ‘Gentlemen,’ replied the Vice-Regal-Président: ‘congenital twins fused at the ischia: 

fused at their asses with a complete body and four arms.’ 
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 ‘Four arms are dangerous more so when given pistol and rifle,’ said the Under-

Imperial-Chamberlin with profound patriotism. 

 They entered and went from the seventh cloistered Ward. 

 ‘Homo cephalothoracopagus,’ said the Président with a majestic wave over the naked 

men strapped on to their beds uncovered by bed-linens. 

 ‘Gentlemen,’ replied the Vice-Regal-Président: ‘with one head but two bodies merged 

and fused from the neck and to the stomach: it has four arms and four legs.’ 

 They entered and went from the eighth cloistered Ward. 

 ‘Homo diprosopus,’ said the Président with a majestic wave over the naked men 

strapped on to their beds uncovered by bed-linens.  

 ‘Gentlemen,’ replied the Vice-Regal-Président: ‘with two heads on one body.’ 

 ‘Soldiers copulated by Death,’ said the Président with confidential tones: ‘and knew 

not that they be dead are removed in chambers so as not to give offence to the other 

members of the Asylum-Citizens.’ 

 ‘Science,’ said the Under-Imperial-Chamberlin; ‘Science for all the things that 

Nature does not wish.’ 

 
† 
 

 The Président and Madame Wreath and the Members of the Asylum had come to 

the electric-operated elevator; and, Madame Wreath departed from the lower Lake of the 

Asylum. 

 
† 
 

 The prostitute with dyscephaly sat in the pool as the thirteen Surgeons-Dwarves 

wandered into the Rubenesque harem bath scene set amidst the tiled and chromium 

baths as steams and vapours languidly rose from the pools.  

 The dwarf surgeons were nanocephalic with small heads and large eyes with long 

beak-like noses and lower jaws that were very small. 

 
† 
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 ‘All persons have been escorted from the Asylum because He-Who-Walks-With-

Raven-Wings has wakened and gone,’ said the Président with a profound sigh. 

 The Vice-Regal-Président handed a blind Barber-Orderly a small packet and said: 

‘L’Académie des Pathologies Morbides.’ 

 The Members of the Asylum departed in the darkness of the halls and of the alleys. 

 
† 
 

 The Grand Undertaker stood at the rear entrance as his assistants belaboured with 

the placement of the corpses in the horse-drawn hearse of ebony and glass. ‘All our 

coffins shall be borne on Voyage-Ascension,’ began the Grand Undertaker: ‘Pure or 

Unpure — Cleric and Statesmen and Pious and Blasphemous — shall be ascended unto 

Paradise in Silling’s patented zinc and oak ascension vessels. Silling’s patented coffins 

floating in graves and out to the Sea. One-Hundred-Year Déluge and coffins shall be 

taken from the graves and sepulchres and columbariums on their Voyages-Ascensions — 

for they are pure and honorable — on their ascensions down the rivers on the Sea unto 

Paradise in Silling’s vessels!’ The tall Under-Resurrectionist muttered ‘Wicked and 

unnatural rebellion of the dead.’ 

 The eminent Chancellor exited from the rear entrance. His pate was of white hair; his 

mustache and long side whiskers were grey. He was dressed in a plain black suit, a white 

shirt with black neck-tie and grey spats over his black boots. He was simply dressed but 

for the pearl in his lapel-hole. 

 ‘Good Evening,’ said the Chancellor. 

 The Grand Undertaker nodded. 

 ‘May we takes you for a voyage?’ said the Under-Resurrectionist. 

 ‘No,’ the Chancellor replied and said: ‘but afterwards, perhaps.’ 

 The Under-Resurrectionist shrugged. 

 ‘We’ve undertook,’ said the first Funéraille-Assistance-Auxiliaire triumphantly as 

they concluded loading the hearse. 

 The dignitary departed as the undertaker and his assistants departed on the hearse; 

they belaboured the horses with their rêverie. 

 ‘Night watch!’ sang the first Funéraille-Assistance-Auxiliaire. 
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 ‘Dead watch!’ sang the second Funéraille-Assistance-Auxiliaire. 

 ‘We takes them!’ sang the Under-Resurrectionist. 

 ‘And we bakes them!’ sang the Grand Undertaker. 

 ‘All for a penny’s worth!’ sang the funereal Company in shrilled falsettos. 

 
† 
 

 It was a looking-glass sky of blackened cobalt and prusse with lilac clouds. The 

Skylands were hidden by a single vault of whitened clouds; thin and pale luminous 

coloured clouds were seen before the vault and one-hundred ravens were suspended in 

flight at heights before the noctilucent clouds.  

 The shadow darkness of the deepening sky passed over vault and cloud. 

 
† 
 

 The Théâtre-piece was concluded: the curtains of blue silk Ferronnerie velvets were 

lowered and the Orchestra performed at the triumphant and exultant funeral March by 

Mallarmé. 

 
† 
 

 The lights were dimmed. The Théâtre-Maestro stood on the stage at the foot-lights 

and bowed. 

 
† 
 

 The illuminations in the Théâtre were extinguished as Zoë did descend on the grand 

staircase. 

 
† 
 

 And, as Zoë did exit from the lobby-foyer, the gas-discharged electric lamps were 

extinguished. 

 
† 
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 Zoë from the Théâtre de l’Opéra des Ténèbraes du Paradis did exit. 

 

† 
 

 It was a looking-glass sky of blackened cobalt and prusse with lilac clouds. 

 
† 
 

It was Night. The Skylands were hidden by a single vault of whitened clouds; thin and 

pale luminous coloured clouds were seen before the vault and one-hundred ravens were 

suspended in flight at heights before the noctilucent clouds. 

 
† 
 

 Merle was on rue de Grenelle strolling to the fontaine des Quatre-Saisons. He was 

accosted. “Papers!” It was a small, elder gentleman wearing a silk hat and dressed in a 

black frock coat over his dark grey suit and very pale lilac shirt with a bolo tie of sterling 

aiguillettes and a Naabeehó clasp, walking at his side. “He-Who-Walks-With-Raven-

Wings took lodgings in Paris.” 

 “Thank you,” replied Merle as he received the papers. 

 The small elder gentleman turning spit on the pavement; and, went. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë met none and naught as Zoë went on the High Road but for the streetlamps, 

réverbères and becs de gaz that were unextinguished as she went on the rue de la 

Providence which led to Tournon in the département of l’Ardèche. 

 
 
 
† 
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Tournon 
 

 

 

Potestates: France, 1913 — Monarchies, Republics, Terrors, Consulates, 

Confœderacies and Religions and Empires sought dominion over all things in 

Nature; and, by their extended acts of Colonialism, so would make Earth as 

sepulture in the vault of Æther. 

 

It was Dawn: Pandæmonium was fallen; the sky was covered with the noctilucent clouds 

coloured by the reflected luminousnesses of Lac de Sainte Croix: the dark Prusse 

darkened behind the clouds as stars were filament-suspended from the Æther-Vault. 

 

All was submerged beneath for brumes and fogs were descended. 

 
† 
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 Zoë went on the High Road that was become Avenue Principale in the ville of 

Tournon in the Grand Vallée du Rhône. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë was come upon Merle who was standing in the shadows of the Obélisque-Phare 

on which stood the headless wingèd statue of the Moon. 

 And, Merle slowly closed his eyes as would a black cat seated on the flying buttresses 

o’er-looking of the cité in philosophes of the Night. 

 “Have you ever seen persons struck by idiocy,” said Merle, “unchaste and unkempt 

speaking with themselves in laughter and anger? They are all known as scary fools.” He 

laughed silently and continued. “Bathe them, clothe them and press into their hands 

rosary-beads: they are sainted.” 

 A gentlewoman approached Zoë. 

 “Do I know of you, Mademoiselle?” asked Laure-Victoire Lenoir timidly. 

 “No, Mademoiselle Lenoir,” replied Zoë with a pleasant smile. 

 “Oh,” said Laure-Victoire Lenoir and she departed from Zoë. 

 
† 
 

 “In this hour,” said Merle as he bowed before Zoë: “Peace.” 

 Zoë curtsied. 

 “Of Night,” said Merle as he rose: “la Nature curative de la étreinte.” 

 Zoë smiled. 

 “After the impending Great War,” Merle began: “thereby shall Modern Man in this 

Age of Enlightenment cease. 

 “We are in odd and curious times—midst weights of Life’s marvellous spring-

balances: reason on the one scale and the most absurd fanaticism on the other... 

 “The diffusion of Lunacy and a blindness for the effulgences of Reason, over all 

classes of men, in every nation of Europe, or of European origin, seems to be the 

characteristic feature of the Modern Age.” 
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 Zoë did not speak but continued on Avenue Principale as Merle remained where he 

had been found. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë went on Avenue Principale: her shadow was set with aureoles of light on dew-

molecules were illuminated against the stone wall of the avenue. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë was playing at a game of chess with a black cat seated amoungst the stones and 

monuments in the cimetière while Dantalion le Duc read from the book he held in his 

right hand, The Island of Doctor Moreau. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë went by three withered Dwarves. They wore worn opera-hats. They were clothed 

in tarnished white shirts beneath soiled black frock coats and blue trousers anointed by 

damp. They were of bruised and bloated countenance and with palsied manner in their 

work. 

 They stood one on the other’s shoulders as they were pasting a large affiche on to the 

wall of the passage formed of arches of a structure that was once an abbey in the 

Fourteenth Century. The murale was pasted beneath the wooden sign on which was 

painted a rook riding a black cat with bridle and reins. 

 It was an affiche-murale of the errant light that did come from the Croix du Déluge. 

The exterior stairways of wrought and cast iron of the phare had been replaced and 

fashioned with a helter-skelter.  

 The helter-skelter was a ghost-train which had been taken and bent around the phare 

of the Croix du Déluge. 

 
† 
 

 Merle wandered ruelles and passages. He passed a Maestro with a 

Wonder Box who had a small group standing enjoying it. He paused. 
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He recognized one standing luciferous in the group standing and 

enjoying the Théâtre Tale of the Wonder Box. He smiled. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë went on the Avenue du Puits. The ground fog was vague in appearance. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë was walking on rue du Repos in the cimetière. 

 He was seated on a stool. He was writing in a notebook. A wooden cart filled stacked 

with notebooks was nearby. He was coughing. 

 “I shall die when if I stop writing which would mean I must never stop writing unless I 

collapse from exhaustion though I seem to write best when under sleep deprivation.” 

 “How many notebooks do you have?” asked Zoë. 

 He consulted the cover of the book in which he was writing. “This is Nº 28,657. My 

rooms are repository for the others.” He gestured to the cart. “Those are those that can’t 

be fit.” 

 “Who told you this?” asked Zoë. 

 “A fellow, a poet. ‘You are a poet. If you stop writing, you’ll eventually die,’” replied 

Achille-Théodore Mardy. 

 “A metaphor?” asked Zoë. “Or, was he spirit? Ghost? or, geist?” 

 “I do not believe so.” He pondered. “Perhaps,” said Mardy, “a different subject 

should be chosen.” 

 “Or, perhaps, you could continue this subject—which written began with Fear 

followed by Despair followed by Melancholy—and conclude your tale with triumphant 

return to your Senses before you were told you were poet.” 

 “Hope?” he asked. 

 “Hope was never gone,” said Zoë. “Contentment follows Hope. Hope is no longer 

required when and after Contentment is found.” 

 “I’ll die if I don’t write.” 

 “You sleep and do not write but you do not seem wraith or ghost.” 
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 “I cannot explain it,” Mardy said puzzled. “Perhaps, I am a wraith or a ghost. I don’t 

know.” 

 “You said you were told you would eventually die. All living things eventually die.” 

She smiled. “Ghosts and wraiths do not have rhumes banals.” 

 “Ah,” said Mardy as he suppressed a fit of coughing. He thought. “What should I 

do?” 

 “It is for you to decide,” said Zoë, “but le Jardin d’Éden may be preferred for 

divining thy thoughts.” 

 “I’ve never been there,” Mardy replied; “It may be.” 

 Zoë smiled and Zoë did continue on her walk. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë passed pages from a portfolio; and, the leaves were drawings from Garten der 

Aphrodite by de Bayros. 

 
† 
 

 Mademoiselle de Vienne was strolling on rue Chaziere filled with automobiles, 

carriages and folk; and, then she went on the cross street but the lightness was changed 

to grey dark umbrage over all she could see; and, the street was become an alley: all was 

silent, all were gone. She realised she had gotten lost. She ceased walking for a Shade 

darker than the shadows was waiting at the end of the alley for her. It was breathing. She 

was statue become. 

 A figure darker than that Shade grew until it covered the end of the street and was 

gone; light grew at the end of the street as grey dark umbrage remained over all things in 

that cité. The figure slowly walked towards her. She wanted to run but could not. 

 The Gentleman was strolling towards her with his hands in his trouser pockets. 

“Flowers?” 

 “I wanted to collect flowers from le parc de la Cerisaie. Odd. I have never felt the 

attraction of flowers others do. I felt compelled. And, oddly too was I felt compelled to 

turn on that corner of the street.” 
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 “May I?” said the Gentleman as he extended his hand. He took her bouquet which 

she half-stuporous offered at his request. He admired them. He sniffed several. He 

selected a rose. “This’ll do.” He returned her gathered flowers. “I prefer mistletoe in 

magical circumstances as these as you must imagine.” 

 She was most confused: she stared at the flowers in her hand; she stared at the 

Shadow waiting for her at the end of the alley; but mostly stared at the fellow having 

pleasant conversation with her. 

 He withdrew a dagger of extraordinary and exquisite design with a pearl and silver 

inlayed ebony handle. 

 “Where were you walking after your gardening?”  

 He cut the stem: it was the length of his middle finger to wrist.  

 “The amphithéâtre.” 

 He replaced the dagger in his inner coat-pocket. 

 “L’Amphithéâtre des Trois Gaules?”   

 He held the stem so the thorns were pointing at him. 

 “Yes.” 

 He held the stem. He released the stem by pushing it with his fingers and thumb 

quickly opened. It was shot. 

 “Listen.” 

 A few moments after, a muffled scream as if in brumes from leagues afar was heard: 

the light at the end of the street diminished as did the grey dark umbrage until becoming 

as the common dark shrouding over all things in that cité. 

 “It should be remembered that many old entrances were once where modern things 

exist like this alley was before a porte-cochère in the century past.” 

 He gestured and he began walking down the alley with de Vienne at his side. 

 “I haven’t been; but not on this day either. We could walk together as far as the 

amphithéâtre for I am expected at supper several miles passed, if you would not mind my 

company with you.” 

 She shook her head nodding in disbelief. 

 “Please.” 

 
† 
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 Zoë met Félix-Sebastien Vérard. Monsieur Vérard was carrying a pétanque box. 

 “Mademoiselle,” said Monsieur Vérard: “We have met on les Pénitents des Mées in 

Basses-Alpes?” 

 Zoë curtsied. 

 “Durance crossing?” said Monsieur Vérard. “No. Perhaps, la grotte des Loups ou la 

grotte du Magicien.” 

 Zoë smiled and said: “They were delightful in the Spring.” 

 Monsieur Vérard bowed as Zoë went on the Chemin du Dragon. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë went on the rue Belle-Vierge as a young boy wandered down the street with an 

empty pail for blood because his grandmother and grandfather had weak blood. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë was reading the affiches, broadsides and notices pasted on to the wall of the rue 

des Mûres: patriotic bulletins for those who would volunteer for War; steamship travels; 

expensive tours; an announcement for gas-lamps replaced by electricity; train schedules; 

théâtre affiches; the Dante Tour affiche which stated Paradise Sojourns were under 

development; Sages Mécaniques; and, others.  

 Twenty-two school children who approached in two columns were being led by an 

agèd Professor. 

 “Ma’am,” said the Scholar-Professor: “We are sightseeing on expedition on a 

Bakeneko Accumulated Knowledge Tour and wish to know if there are any suitable 

places for observation.” 

 “The Hôtel Mazarinettes is splendorous and large.” 

 One of the children asked if it was true they have different skins. 

 “Yes, they keep them in tansu,” said Zoë. They gasped. “Have you not seen them 

before?” 

 “No,” replied the Professor smiling at them. “This will be their first experience; they 

are from the mountains these who have not seen them before standing bare of disguise.” 

 “If I may,” said Zoë, “I would escort you until we reach the hôtel.” 
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 He accepted. 

 Zoë and the Professor discussed events of the coming War as they led the twenty-two 

school children walking in two columns as they tittered—from fright and curiosity—

conversing. 

 
† 
 

It was Night. 

 
  †  

 
 The Woman in Orange was walking on the High Road from Mauves when she met 

that which she sought. 

 The Apothecary was seated on the steps of a caravan. 

 “My apologies for troubling you in this late hour,” said she; “but what sands do you 

have?” The Apothecary led her inside and opened the door of a cabinet, pulling a drawer 

for her to see. She selected a phial. 

 “These?” 

 “Indeed, they are black sands,” said the Apothecary proudly. “My gift.” 

 “Very gracious, sir,” said she. “You may wish to close thy windows and door and set 

the horse aflight: Dark is coming.” 

 “Ah,” said the Apothecary as he peered into the dark far behind her. “Good Evening, 

Madame. I shall.” 

 The Woman in Orange went strolling on the lane in the direction she had come until 

she stood and waited. 

 A titanic large shade was approaching. 

 The Woman in Orange placed the sand on her palm and the particles of sand began 

glowing and moving in a cloud like tiny fireflies. She gently blew. They flew towards the 

Shade; they multiplied. 

 “My dear Auræ, if thou wouldst as we discussed assist me with this villain.” Auræ and 

zephyrs appeared wafting the sands toward the shade; the Woman in Orange murmured. 
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 The black sands were brightly lit with white light as they neared the darkness in the 

Night, and when they touched it, they ignited in specks of orange flames like small 

Catherine Wheels until ashes were rising wafted floating from the shadow. 

 The zephyrs were winds. 

 The flames were diminishing as the glowing ashes were scattered until that Shade was 

dissolved. 

 “I thank thee,” said the Woman in Orange. “The shade has departed but is not gone. 

It may return, it may not; but all’s well in this land for many decades coming.” 

 Auræ and zephyrs circled her in their gratefulness and were gone. 

 The Woman in Orange continued on the lane.   

 
† 
 

 “Sir!” 

 Merle turned. It was the small, elder gentleman standing at his side. “Astolpho.”  

 “Papers!” said Astolpho brusquely as he waved paper sheafs at Merle. 

 Merle received the papers; Astolpho did spit and exit.  

 
† 
 

 Zoë passed an affiche de théâtre on the wall of a cimetière. It was an affiche of a fog-

bound plain where stood a large building of Rococo and Art Nouveau style with painted 

show-cloths stating that the most hideous shades of Humanity would be in those halls 

found. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë met Merle. Merle was leaning against the wrought-iron railing of the wall of the 

cimetière.  

 They entered the cimetière. 

 “Natural history museums are zoos for the dead,” said Zoë: “It was told to me by 

Beauty.” 
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 Merle did not reply for his ponderings were monumental in their silences. He smiled 

and said: “Flocks — of flying foxes — doth be flying with roses and poppies — tied with 

blonde and hennaed and platinum lockses — for all that be sleeping in oblong boxes.” 

 “Did you from the tour de Notre-Dame at Night, after wakening as l’Aube rose, 

fall?” said Zoë. 

 Merle shook his head, smiling. 

 Zoë and Merle went promenading in the cimetière as a black cat wandered in and 

amoungst the monuments and stones. 

 “He is not dead but sleepeth walks.” 

 
† 
 

 Thirteen small Ministers went on the Chemin du Dragon. 

 
† 
 

 “Night’s illuminations are spied because of the remembrances of Dark,” said Merle 

as he peered at the sky. 

 Zoë departed from Merle in the cimetière and passed numerous deserted hôtels 

particuliers. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë wandered on the rue du Grand-Rond. 

 
† 
 

 A pregnant woman stood beside the fountain in the shadow of the monument. 

 A funereal-weeded dwarf was approaching from the far end of the avenue, Chemin 

du Dragon. He approached in his pedal-car on the sidewalk as he was chased by the 

Métropole. The dwarf entered the carrefour. 

 The pregnant woman spied Monsieur Corveille. “I am spoilt,” shrieked the 

gentlewoman as she swooned in a heap. 
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 Monsieur Corveille in the ancêtre de la roulotte automobile passed Zoë and tipped 

his hat. “Monsieur Corveille, at thy most beloved and reverenced service,” said Monsieur 

Corveille as he pedaled passed Zoë. 

 The gendarmes chased the dwarf in his voiture who was fleeing for his life as a Navy 

ambulance arrived for Margot-Amélie de Vaugirard and took her as Merle arrived. 

 
† 
 

 Suddenly, an elderly man dressed in a white long-coat ran into the square from the 

pharmacie à l’enseigne Au Saint Esprit. 

 

The Alchimiste diplômé 
 

 Doctor August-Barthélémy Gillot was balding with the sôle tuft of long hair that set 

at the top of his forehead. He was of normal and standard weight and height for an 

elderly sort of gentleman. 

 He was dressed in a plain dress coat with breeches and a waistcoat of cut silk velvet 

and lace over which he wore his surgeon’s gown. 

 “Cease!” 

 He ran directly to Zoë. He carried a small monochrome printed jar with a pot lid on 

which was printed:  

 

Pommade Dioptrice de la Mer 

 

 “You must take this to the tatouage in the 86ème division,” said Doctor Gillot. 

 “To whom are you speaking?” Zoë asked. 

 “Demoiselle! You! are the sôle person on this avenue! There are not other persons to 

speak with you but you!” l’Alchimiste shrieked. 

 “Pharmacies are pleasant places where Logic and Reason are dispensed,” said Merle: 

“I particularly like the ribbed bottles of green glass; and, those of blue glass bottles filled 

with medicaments in suspensions that state in the glass — ‘Do not take this.’” 
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 “I have something for you. It is a pomade that you must’n’t, must’n’t, must’n’t - 

promise to me that you’ll not! - you must never!” 

 He handed her the small jar. 

 “‘Tis dolphin scales,” Doctor Gillot whispered. “Do not take this.” 

 Zoë took the small monochrome printed jar. 

 “Dolphins do not have scales, Monsieur l’Alchimiste,” offered Zoë. 

 The Alchimiste diplômé eyed Zoë with profound disbelief. “They do. Or, if porpoises 

and dolphins do not have scales, then why would Venetian fountains have them with 

scales? and, English réverbères at the Thames have them with scales? and, Napoleon? 

Then, then, then they have the appearances of scales from an apothicaire shop? Eh? Eh? 

and! they do.” 

 He handed her a piece of paper on which was scrawled: 12. “The adresse is written 

on this paper.” 

 The Alchimiste diplômé leaned beside Zoë and whispered as he giggled: “Of course, 

my dear, you are very well versed in the proper method for scientific reasoning but all 

illustrated tomes and treatises and portfolios of loose plates from the Sixteenth Century 

are done with scales. Illustrated by gravures! Illustrated by steel-engravings with 

aquarelle!” 

 L’Alchimiste diplômé stood from Zoë. 

 “Réfutableless!” said the Alchimiste diplômé with smirky tones as he sauntered back 

into the pharmacie. 

 Merle bowed before Zoë and he wandered away in laughter. 

 “Flying foxes — with lockes — doth be flying in flockses — for all that be sleeping in 

oblong boxes.” 

 Zoë went and wandered in the cité of Tournon by rues and avenues that were bereft 

of street-signs and emblemages. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë went on the Avenue des Acacias. 

 
† 
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 “The Imperiled with Naught come and Mercy comes with Death!” 

 

The Bishop 
 

 Isidore Fourichon the Bishop announced as he did exit from the manse though none 

were in attendance as Zoë he saw walking away on the avenue. He scurried after her. 

 “Tu!” said Fourichon the Bishop: “Attends!” 

 Zoë turned and waited. 

 “That!” 

 “Dolphin scales,” said Zoë as she offered him the small monochrome jar. 

 “Pommade Dioptrice de la Mer,” he said as he read the pot lid. “These are not 

relics?” 

 She shook her head. 

 “That?” said Fourichon the Bishop pointing to the folded leaf of paper she held in 

her hand. 

 The Bishop took it and read scrawled on the recto side, 

 

        Spirit-immortalis  
     and Ghost-spirit  
    and Spirit-objet,  
     and Spirit of Existence  
      
                   dans un voyage du Rêve éternel 

 

and on the verso side read in different smaller scratched penmanship: 

 

  Physis is organized nature and those laws governing Nature  
   are Logos 
     —Anaximander (610-546) 

 

 “Le Demi-Monde might you be from for these things you traffic are highly dangerous 

in His Modern Age,” said the Bishop as he folded the page, placing it in his robes. 
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 “No, le Demi-Monde not of the Demimondaine but I would like to be of Flâneuse,” 

said Zoë pleasantly. 

 “I am of Merovingian descended from Remigius,” said the Bishop who then spoke of 

many things from the realms of Piety and Sin concluding thus: “My cousin is the 

redoubtable Blangis l’Évêque; and, so you as you have evidentially seen, as such, I know 

of the divine presence, in which the divine encompasses, or is manifested in the material 

world, so that the spiritual world permeates the mundane to receive glory and honor and 

power; for all things were created by the Supereminentia on High who being omnipotent, 

omniscient, omnipresent, immanent, and transcendent, of the Omnipotence who dare not 

look on the vile, contemptible, sinning creature that Man was created and not created in 

his own image, who they by means of glorious adulations and adorations of the glory, 

give offerings, prayers, sacrifices, worship to the glory beset on all from the immanence 

and the transcendence of the King in the kingdom of Kingdom Come.” 

 Zoë smiled. 

 “La fille du diable?” 

 Zoë shook her head affably. 

 “It is the crime of obstinately persisting in opinions that are contrary to the 

fundamentals of religion you suffer!” 

 “May you please return that jar of pommade,” said Zoë. “My condolences but — 

after listening an hour over — I am unable to comprehend any thought of your’s you’ve 

spoken on the Sacred and the Mundane. You have been speaking of a deity vainglorious 

in petty need of ceaseless adorations from the loathsome creatures of Man it created to 

be as adoring automata singing it’s praise and Glory. They your thoughts are lacking of 

and not belonging to any sense of logic or reason: you’ve made no rational statements. 

And, so— I must be on my way.” 

 “Insolence!” He roughly handed her the jar. 

 Zoë continued on her way as the Bishop opened the paper and read on which was 

scrawled: 13. 

 
† 
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 Zoë was come to the main gate of the Garden of Vaults and Monuments for the 

Fallen Sailors. 

 
† 
 

Corpus Solis rose. 

 
† 
 

 A sailor — Paul — without an arm and a sailor — Jaques — without legs, who sat on a 

glassed casement with wheels was playing his wretched concertina, were seated either side 

of a large framed painting of a shipwreck, at the gate. They removed their caps as Zoë 

came before them. 

 Zoë curtsied. 

 “Fallen sailors, drowned culs goudronnés,” replied Paul. 

 “That — be — pulled — beneath — the — waves — by — ghosts — that — would — attach 

— themselves — on — the — hulls,” said Jaques and then added: “Excepts — des — culs-de-

jatte.” 

 Zoë smiled. 

 “They ca’n’t be pulled by their legs and drowned,” said Paul in whispers. 

 Zoë smiled and said: “Do you have other marvells which you may tell?” 

 The sailor Jaques played at his small bellows-organ. 

 “Odd ages ago,” began the sailor Paul and said: 

 

The Exhumationist's Tale 
 

 Of all those tales, of all those tales that may be told of the Sea and of all those tales 

that may be told of Neptune’s dales and meadows that are leagues beneath the waves, it 

is of Hercule Némésis the Exhumationist that spoke shall be. 

 We were High Road Pirates but cripples makes poor villains. Until one night. We 

were at piracy and it was Hercule Némésis that we would rob. 

 He was exceedingly tall. A gentleman with a long beard brushed in forked halves. He 

was a gentleman in nightgown of lavender silk with ermine tufts. He was an 
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Exhumationist arcane that would resurrect the bodies from graves and place them in 

glass carboys and so be placed in the homes of Beloved or else they would be collected 

like art-pieces by persons of wealth and station. 

 Hercule Némésis plied his trade at Night. ‘Night’s illuminations are spied by the 

resonances of Dark,’ said he as he peered at the sky. 

 He took us and he made us his Exhumationists-Assistance-Auxiliaire in his trade: Me 

— as shovel — and him — as watch. 

 ‘We are all Resonances,’ said he. 

 We did well. And, we did well until, one Moon-lit night, we were come upon by three 

Croquet-Players. ‘Our services have raised them,’ offered Hercule Némésis. The three 

Croquet-Players were dressed in their finest evening clothes as they were come to the 

cimetière for a game of croquet. 

 They did not speak but they Hercule Némésis offered as fourth player and we they 

offered as mallets-men.  

 They went about setting the end-posts and the wickets on the mowed lawns of the 

cimetière. They laid out the wickets as an illustration that I’d seen of the Stations of the 

Cross in a cathédrale. They used thigh bones with ravens’s skulls as end-posts and they 

used single rib-cage bones as wickets. The bones and skulls were polychromes in 

lavenders and blues of all hues. They were Man’s bones. 

 The game was played with fetal skulls as the balls and the mallet-bats were ebony 

inlaid with silver of tendrils and vines. 

 The game was played in all of the Night. The three Croquet-Players did not speak as 

they played but smoked their cigars and made nimbuses with their luminous vapours. 

Hercule Némésis spoke with myself and Jaques regarding Science as we wandered on the 

grounds in play. 

 ‘Dreams ensphere Beauty,’ said he. 

 We nodded — ourselves — but lurid laughter was heard over the cimetière. 

 ‘Of the just and proper methods of Reason in investigating Truth: ‘tis Dreams,’ said 

Hercule Némésis and asked as he struck his ball: ‘How dream you?’ 

 ‘I — could’n’t,’ said Jaques with a sigh, ‘since — I ca’n’t — afford — that — I — may — 

sleep.’ 
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 ‘Aye,’ he replied. ‘Sleep induces impuissance against the weird spectacles of 

phantasmagoria that Life art.’ 

 ‘And, what be those?’ myself inquired. 

 ‘Effulgences,’ Hercule Némésis replied, ‘and, then: Brilliances — Coruscations — 

Radiant Splendours — Confluences of Moonbeams and starlight — Resplendences of 

fantasme in inhumation of Nightmare à la tombante.’ 

 Jaques raised his hands over his head in supplication. 

 ‘Fantômes.’ 

 ‘Gentlemen somnifacients,’ said Hercule Némésis pleasantly. 

 ‘Dæmons,’ said Jaques as he pointed with a shaking hand at the Croquet-Players. 

‘They — are — not — sleeping. They — should — be — sleeping!’ 

 They had completed the game. They were facing East. The pale Croquet-Player 

struck his ball and the ball struck the post as Nightfall fell and was gone: there the game 

was finished and they were gone. Hercule Némésis was not finished with his ball but it 

had gone all same as did the sticks and head-posts and wicket-cages. 

 It was Light. 

 We did not feel encouraged to ask any more questions about Truth: so we turned to 

Hercule Némésis and said, ‘Have you spied Beauty?’ 

 ‘Yesternight!’ exclaimed Hercule Némésis. 

 This was rather an odd and strange idea to myself and Jaques and we thought it over 

before Jaques made reply. ‘What?’ 

 ‘Of course,’ Hercule Némésis triumphantly said. He took a feuilleton from beneath 

his gown. ‘This sonnet was taken from lines written on head-stones and monuments and 

tituli on mausoleums.’ He coughed lightly and recited: 

 

  Night falls in hallowed maëlstroms, 
    Night of fear, Night of delicate violences, 
  As pure as Beauty as milk-teeth suspended 
    in glass Æther rounds filled of wax; 
    And as baptismal fonts of jet marble; 
 
  As pure as Beauty as a single rose ténébreuse  
         and translucent that blooms on decayed hedge; 
    As the Imbeciles’ eyes; 
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  As pure as blood from the breasts of Beauty 
    whence pricked by thorns of embraced roses; 
  And ashes from folios  
    of platinotypes of Beauty recumbent; 
 
  As lit hands of glorie from Beauty’s drowned swains, 
   whom had thence despaired of the blessèd mouth  
     and arcade; 
      As the resonances of the great iron bells  
      a-tolling beneath the Sea; 
      As stillèd shades at Night’s end; 
      As Beauty’s eyes; 
      Thus Beauty falls of delicate violences  
     as pure as Beauty doth be 

As Beauty wouldst. 

 

 Monsieur l’Exhumationist Hercule Némésis bowed. ‘Beauty laughed as her suitors 

wagered with my Life,’ said he. He fell down dead. 

 
† 
 

 The sailor Paul concluded his Tale and sat himself beside the large painting of the 

shipwreck. 

 “It — matters — little,” said Jaques somberly. “Lands — and — kingdoms — are — 

released — from — dæmons — because — all — dæmons — have — all — gone — to — the — 

Sandwich — Iles — for — their — waters.” 

 Zoë curtsied and Zoë left them seated at the gates of the Gardens of fallen Sailors 

with it’s vaults and monuments on pressed lawns. 

 
† 
 

It was that moment when it was neither Dark nor Solis risen. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë went on the rue du Mort-Homme. It was an ancient street. It was in the gravest 

decay. Three-hundred ravens stood silently on the rue and on rooftops and on lamp-
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posts and on all of those things ravens are wont to stand; they stood the length of the rue 

Zoë could see.  

 “Mesdames et Messieurs,” said Zoë, “I thank thee for thy concern but please 

comport yourselves with my wish and please let others know of it. So now return from 

whence thy came.” 

 They bowed. And ascending, departed. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë passed a Sage mécanique silently seated in her booth.  

 
† 
 

 Zoë passed a colourful affiche announcement for the arrival of La Sorcière grise at 

the théâtre performing. 

 She was delighted. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë passed a formal affiche announcement of remarkable type for the arrival of a 

Gentleman who would lecture on Dream Embodiments in the State of a Life in Madness in 

Lyon performing.  

 She was thoughtful. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë passed an arcade on allée des Dames. 

 

The Garden of Dementia 
 

 The arcade was large in width and depth and height. The roof was vaulted of a 

wrought iron structure with glass panes. The arcade’s façade was of large glass panes set 

in the woodwork carved of Art Nouveau designs. 
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Entrance   3 c 
Souvenir pamphlet   23 c 

Stereoscopic cards   17 c 
 

Appearing in the clothes as a Humour  
and photographed 

27 fr. 13 c 

 

 Three birch trees were growing in the walled courtyard garden. A stone block wall 

with steps to a large wooden door was set in the rear; and, the scene of the city was a 

painted backdrop curtain hung from the batten behind the stone block wall. 

 There were nine persons who represented the characters in the 1857 lithograph by 

Armand Gautier in the walled garden of the Hospice de la Salpêtrière. They were 

personifications of the Nine Earthly Temperaments: Ónirisme, l'Illusion, Hystérie, 

Idiotie, Melancholie, Melancholie érotique, Narcissisme psychopathologique, Paralysie, 

and Sérénité. 

 The persons were seldom all nine Humours in the garden: they would exit and enter 

but for Paralysie who would be led by two orderlies dressed in white as they would be 

arranged in an appropriate manner of their Humour until all nine were on stage, when all 

of the nine were attending, speaking recitations in cacophony; and, they then would take 

their place assigned posed in silence. Ónirisme was spectral in appearance standing on 

the wall. 

 All would recitations make but for Paralysie. Ónirisme was heard speaking from afar 

in a sedate voice of tones. 

 The persons were actual patients of an asylum in Clermont-Ferrand but not of the 

same dementia; they were paid wages for their performance. The patients often wanted to 

be Paralysie who were paid albeit less but they were allowed to travel from the hôpital by 

horse-drawn omnibus. The performers changed every eleven days. 

 Visitors in the arcade would stand on the carpeted boards between the glass of the 

façade and the garden sand; and, so be viewed by passers-by on the pavement. 

 The photographs were made by Autochrome Lumière cameras for stereoscopic 

cards. Nobles and Wealthy did delight in posing and circulating cards with others who 
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had done so, too; while common citizens often would pose in the character of their own 

dementia. 

 
† 
 

 A gentlewoman who wore an 1883-style ball gown in variant shades of brown took 

her exit from the Garden arcade while reading the pamphlet. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë walked until she entered the porte cochère of a flamboyant Gothic structure and 

passed beneath the apartments arched over the street. Zoë had come to 12 rue de la 

Ferrière. 

 She went to the vieille cour of that neighborhood and she ascended the tiled-

staircase of the single passage at the far-end of the court. 

 Zoë had come to the frost-glass door on which in gold lettering was lettered, 

 

Tatouage Night Mer 
Grégoire Fers 

 

 She pulled the bell-knob. The door was opened: it was a very elderly Butler. The 

Butler had tremors. The Butler led Zoë into the waiting-room. 

 It was a waiting-room designed by Bing. The waiting-room was large and it had a 

large door that opened on to the ocean in tempest. The aquarelles were of oceans and 

seas; and, tempests on the oceans and seas and waves; and, clouds over the seas and 

oceans; and, all manner of seas and oceans in blues and prusses and pallid hues and 

lurid darkened hues beneath illuminations: but all were of blues. All were fifty livres. 

 L’Artiste tatoueur — Grégoire Fers — was cadaverous with pale appearances and a 

beard of blond whiskers. His suit was black and his cravat and blouse were of paisleys. 

 He stood at the tempest and stared at the maëlstroms that were wrought. 

 “Mademoiselle’s brought mucous of mermaids,” said the Butler before he departed 

from the foyer. 
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 The Tattooist turned and bowed before Zoë. The Tattooist stood before the tempest 

but the tempest was moving-film projected on to a scrim that was raised as they entered 

into the atelier. 

 It was an atelier designed by Bing. 

 Cabinets of curios were set in the corners of the studio with a huge buffet filled of 

etching and engraving instruments, a wall sofa, hanging étagères with glass pieces, a 

second buffet filled with glass rounds, specie jars and carboys of volatile liquids and tars 

of colours; and, the room was surrounded by a dado of polished walnut and ironware; 

and, vitrines were displaced against the dado: the vitrines contained tattoo-pieces of 

oceans and seas on flesh beneath nebulised formaldehyde. 

 All was Art Nouveau of renderings of currents and tides. 

 The needle apparatus was a large wrought-iron electrical device manufactured by the 

Echoe and Nimbe Electrolytic Devices Company. 

 The Femme — Françoise-Pélagie Fayère de Marly — was arranged on a chaise in her 

nakedness. Her flesh was delicate and pale in it's translucence. 

 The Tattooist took the jar. The small jar contained soma and opium and salve of 

peyotl. The Tattooist prepared the inks by manufacturing a suspension of the contents of 

the jar with mercury. “The inks’ll keep in her blood by the first matter— Mercury,” offered 

the Tattooist. 

 “Mademoiselle,” said the Tattooist as he offered Zoë the bowl of prepared inks. The 

bowl was blue glass which had been dipped into molten white glass and covered; the 

white glass had been etched and engraved until the blue glass was exposed for bas-relief 

of an Ocean-scene of tempest rendered in the style of Art Nouveau. 

 Zoë held the bowl in which the needles were dipped. 

 The Tattooist began his delicate gravure of aquarelle in flesh. The electric lights 

flickered and wavered from the apparatus as the needles were worked; numerous needles 

were used of various weights but all were set long. The gentlewoman believed that she 

was being tattooed of oceans and seas; and, tempests on the oceans and seas and waves; 

and, clouds over the seas and oceans; and, all manner of seas and oceans in blues and 

prusses and hues of pale and lurid hues in darkened illuminations of flesh. 

 The gentlewoman sighed delightedly. 
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 “Maelstroms and waves of height that would drown Moon at Night,” said Grégoire 

Fers. “Watch! It shall undulate in tide and waves as ye move: it has become South Seas 

Doldrums.” 

 The electric lights flickered and wavered from the apparatus. 

 The gentlewoman exhaled delightedly. 

 “Leviathan in maëlstroms and waves of heights that would drown Moon at Nights,” 

said Grégoire Fers. 

 The electric lights flickered and wavered from the apparatus. 

 The gentlewoman sighed delightedly as her blood was become small pools on the 

carpet. 

 “Please, sir,” said Mademoiselle de Marly with harsh whispers: “Tell me another of the 

tales that you’ve brought with you from the Southern Seas.” 

 The Tattooist thought and spat on the carpets. 

 “Odd ages ago,” began Grégoire Fers and said: 

 

The Leviathan Tale 
 

 In the Age of Enlightenment, the cathédrale Notre Dame de Luxfer de Somme 

stood in Somme. It was large and Gothic in the splendour of all things as were set beside 

the Sea. 

 
† 
 

It was Moon-setting. 

 
† 
 

 The Priest was walking to the cathédrale. The Priest — Jean-Baptiste Delacroix — was 

the Confessor of the cathédrale. He had a thin face with a long aquiline nose. His hair 

was hoar and long over which he wore a powdered peruke. His carriage was tall and full. 

He was dressed in his large hat and gown and robes of black. The Priest was walking to 

the cathédrale and he spied a Serpent’s tail extending from the triforium of the 

cathédrale and the Serpent’s tail that was extending from the triforium wound from the 
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cathédrale down the avenue. He scurried over the tail. The dark lantern was suspended 

over the Sanctuary door on which was nailed a painted wooden carte with crown and 

cross on which was pressed in gold-foil an advertisement for Redemption. The sign had 

broken and the cross had fallen to where it appeared as, 

 

Con † fesse 
Every Night 

 
3c 

 

 The Priest scampered and he entered into the cathédrale by a window of the arcade. 

The Serpent’s body serpentined over the pews and in the chancels and feretory and 

through the presbyterium and in the concealed stairway of the canopied pulpit and came 

from the sarcophagus in the floor; the Serpent’s wings covered all else; and, the Serpent’s 

head was ensconced in the confessional-booth. 

 The Priest entered the confessional-booth and slid the panel aside. The Confessor 

peered through the black lacework at the Serpent and said, ‘Wither’re ye?’ 

 ‘I have sinned,’ said the Serpent with acrid breath: ‘My Life shall be done and have 

come for solace of forgiveness with my shrove.’ 

 The Confessor extended his cadaverous hand. ‘La Vie est done.’ He hurriedly poked 

the Serpent with his finger as he leaned through the confessional-booth’s window. 

 ‘And, your name — sage and most reverend Priest-Confessor: Pray, Holy Sir, on 

Good Paper scratch it — that I may light candles and hymnals sing for you — because my 

memory of names is poor.’ 

 ‘Jean-Baptiste de la Somme,’ said the Priest as he scrawled his name on a gelatin 

silver print, circa 1900, on which was scrieved H.C.W. Paris Nº 66 and handed it to the 

Serpent. 

 The Serpent thought silently as the Priest-Confessor read his pamphlet breviarium, 

L’Aube spirituelle: Le Léthé, Le Mort joyeaux et les Tristesses de la Lune. 

 ‘My sins, most gracious Jean-Baignade,’ began the Serpent with tragedy: ‘are done 

by Philosophy: mythologies invented, inventions of mythologies of the images of light that 

are done.’ 
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 The Priest spat on the carpet of the confessional-booth. ‘And, why me?’ 

 ‘The Tome d’Histoire Sainte was wrote Lucifer was Light,’ said the Serpent, ‘Good 

Jean le Bain.’ 

 ‘Light fell,’ replied the Priest in weedy tones, ‘Lucifer fell.’ 

 ‘Of the laws,’ began the Serpent: ‘of lights as proposed by Newton and Huygens, 

Lucifer was absent.’ 

 ‘Lucifer’d fallen,’ said the Priest, ‘and Devil was raised. Merely that; and, naught else 

would be more. ‘Sides — the Holy Society for the Suppression of Vice have issued a 

Certification of New Vulgarity Remover against Newton and Huygens and all papers 

issued forth by them.’ 

 ‘But they—The Holy Society—how do they speak of light?’ queried the Serpent. 

 ‘They do not!’ the Priest said: ‘They do not speak of light! since they — light’s high 

estate and the awe inspiring luciferousness of all things and the Bastille of the world 

ensphered with Night — are Holy Trade Secrets!’ 

 ‘Your cathédrale’s like a Jack-O-Lantern lit.’ 

 ‘Aye,’ the Priest said as he waved absently at the cathédrale: ‘My luminescenes’ve 

brung ye.’ 

 ‘My wings,’ replied the Serpent absently. 

 ‘Fie,’ the Priest said. The Priest spat. ‘My cathédrale ‘twas fashioned in 

preparadenesses for the one-hundred years of Déluge. And, by Century’s-end, it’s 

come.’ 

 ‘Déluge?’ said the Serpent in mild amusements, ‘Good Jean-Humidité.’ 

 ‘Déluge,’ replied the Priest with unctuousness: ‘All shall drown: naïades, Vénus 

blanches, les nues des cendres and les nymphes de la Mer.’ 

 ‘Mermaidens are merely Femmes séraphiques that came with Lucifer,’ said the 

Serpent. ‘Do you know why the deep blue sea’s salt-ridden?’ 

 ‘Three centimes,’ replied the Confessor in pompous tones, ‘and your Indulgence 

shall be posted. Good even.’ He began reading his breviarium with it against his nose 

and waved at the Serpent. 

 ‘The sea is salty because of the seraphs that weep,’ began the Serpent: ‘Les Nymphes 

de la Mer weep not because they have each a serpent’s tail but they are weeping because 

they did not fall under reformation and become Serpentes séraphiques.’ 
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 He ceased reading his breviarium. ‘Be gone,’ replied the Priest-Confessor with 

contemptuous tones. 

 ‘My wives,’ said the Serpent, ‘and numerous have become blind from crying all of 

their lives.’ 

 The Priest-Confessor went squinty-eyed and shut the panel of the confessional-

booth. 

 ‘My cathédrale ‘tis for them one-hundred years before in the Déluge,’ said the Priest 

as he exited from his confessional. 

 ‘May I bring my wives before we are all drowned in the Déluge?’ 

 ‘Fie!’ the Priest vehemently replied as he began marching toward the iron doors. 

 ‘Tu permets Justice, Good Jean le Chancelier.’ 

 ‘Fie!’ 

  ‘Tu permets Hope, Good Jean-Baptiste le Roi pirate.’ 

 ‘Fie!’ 

 ‘Tu permets Faith, Good Jean Delacroix, Philosophe occulte.’ 

 ‘Fie!’ 

 ‘Tu permets Charity, Good Jean-Baptiste Delacroix le Confesseur.’ 

 ‘Fie!’ 

 ‘Tu permets Knowledge, Jean le Gardien de phare de nuit.’ 

 ‘Fie!’ replied Jean-Baptiste Delacroix le Confesseur after several minutes had passed 

in thought. 

 ‘Tu permets Sanctity.’ 

 ‘Je tu l’accorde Purity.’ 

 The Priest removed his robes and stood naked. ‘Purity!’ 

 The Priest bent and peered closer and closer at the Serpent as he craned on either 

side of it's head. 

 ‘Fie!’ hissed the Priest and, with the same breath screeched, ‘and, foe!’ He stamped 

and exited. The Priest-Confessor strode in disdain from the cathédrale and on to the 

boulevard where he departed. 

 The Serpent roused itself from the confessional-booth. 

 ‘Dark at Night and Pâle at Light, Serpents rise in lucent-flight,’ screeched the Priest 

with screaky voice from in the darkness. ‘Monseigneur La-Vie-Est-Ton!’ 
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 The Serpent raised his head until it touched the stellar vaulting of the cathédrale and 

he peered through the clerestory. He spied full Moon. 

 He took Holy Water from the baptismal font of an Ocean-scene of tempest 

rendered in the style of Art Nouveau. 

 ‘Léviathan,’ mused the Serpent as it did exit from the cathédrale. The Serpent 

laughed: the Serpent laughed with grand mirth and, as it laughed, the cathédrale shook 

and, as the cathédrale shook, the cathédrale began crumbling and, as it was begun, it fell. 

 The Serpent did spread it’s wings and ascended in the Heavens that were revealed 

from the crumbled and shattered firmament of the cathédrale. 

 
† 
 

 “Ruins of the cathédrale may be found,” said the Tattooist as he ceased his delicate 

act of gravure. 

 “And, the Priest?” asked Mademoiselle de Marly. 

 “He devoted his life to lumières and illuminations,” the Tattooist replied. “And, the 

Serpent,— he’s about.” 

 The gentlewoman’s flesh was rendered indelicate: all her flesh but for her sex and her 

neck and head were pierced by needles and bleeding. 

 The ocean scenes were naught: all beneath blood and grave bleeding by the long 

needles employed by the Tattooist so that they would pierce flesh and muscle, 

Mademoiselle de Marly bathed in her blood on the chaise and believed in the ocean 

scenes. 

 Mademoiselle de Marly stood palsied and admired herself in the looking-glass. 

 “My Beauty,” Mademoiselle de Marly stated in grand admirations. “It moves and the 

movements are tidal and the waves are in tempests and the oceans are in doldrums.” She 

swooned in her nakedness into the tide pool of her blood. 

 Monsieur Fers stood from the table. He was bedecked by her blood. 

 “I haven’t my serviette. Pray give me your delicates,” said Grégoire Fers. 

 Zoë gave him her heavy cotton undergarments upon which he wiped his hands.  

 Mademoiselle de Marly was removed by the Butler. 

 Grégoire Fers the Tattooist offered Zoë her underpants but she graciously declined. 
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 “All persons come to this place,” said Monsieur Fers as the bell was rung and 

another naked gentlewoman entered for her tattooing. 

 Zoë took her exit. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë went on the deuxième Avenue Transversale. 

 
† 
 

It was that zone of descending Night. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë watched as a gentleman dressed in his finest suit of clothes was strolling on the 

pavement. The gentleman had a large club-foot orthopaedic shoe and peg-leg for his 

second leg. He spied a shiny object on the street and he pocketed the shiny object. The 

gentleman continued. He spied a second shiny object and he pocketed the second shiny 

object. He turned the corner and was gone in the alley. 

 He had gone but a few paces when he came to the body. He had been lithe with long 

black hair. He was dressed in an elaborate fashion from Belle Époque. It was the tin-type 

card at which the gentleman stared: Madame Hades. The tin-type card had been nailed 

into the forehead of the deceased. 

 He heard laughter from the farthest dark. 

 He fled. 

 
† 
 

 Minister Edouard Scree was walking from the gare with a gentlewoman he had met 

on the train who had given him her pamphlet breviarium, L’Aube spirituelle: Le Léthé, Le 

Mort joyeaux et les Tristesses de la Lune. 

  “It’s starting to get dark in the Evening,” said Scree. 

 “On this Night it seems so,” replied the gentlewoman. 
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 “There are times when I am walking on the streets I feel as if I am approaching my 

doom,” said Scree. “It is as if my next step will take me from this place and time and set 

me... elsewhere.” He shivered. “And, at different times, I see no one near on the walk 

from the train. And, if I do, they are at far distances but gone when I am at the place I 

saw in the distance. There are no voitures or carriages on the boulevard nor on streets 

athwart my way walking on the boulevard. I may see a few passing at the farthest end of 

those avenues but none near. Interestingly, it seems as if I am not walking in the proper 

time; the streets and voitures and carriages and people are as they should be but they 

aren’t.” 

 “Does this happen at Night?” 

 “No. These occurrences only occur during daylight. Admittedly, I am exhausted 

when they happen. They have increased frequency of occurring.” 

 They had come and stood at the corner of the Cemetery and the Ministry building. 

 “I worry. I don’t know what I’d do if they each occurred at the same time.” 

 “That would be unfortunate.” 

 “Yes,” said Scree. “It would be.” 

 “I must take an epistle to the Ministers that should be sleeping.” The gentlewoman 

hurriedly went from Scree until she was gone from sight into the gloominess of the 

Cemetery. 

 Minister Scree continued on his way to the Ministry building; he read the epistle as 

he went. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë went on the Avenue Aguado. 

 
† 
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 An ancient Historian wearing a simple black suit with a white shirt was dining in the 

Century House on the embankment of the River Thames. 

 
† 
 

It was Dark ascending. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë did come to the Minister buildings. The Cabinet of Obscurities was erected in 

1560 and modernised throughout the 1890s. 

 The buildings were huge. The buildings were designed by Jean Jacques Lequeu. The 

principle building was designed after the Temple of Divination but with an arcade and 

triforium and clerestory. The Temple of the Earth was designed as the observatory-tower. 

 Zoë paused and read the titulus over the entrance of the Ministry. 

 

Beware of friendship of a lord, of a leper, or of a lunatic 

 

read the inscription over the door of the Cabinet of Obscurities. 

 Zoë paused and read the inscription of inlaid iron in the marble on the threshold of 

the entrance. 

 

All who enter shall enter by their hand and of their conscience 
Knowledge will be given 

 

 Zoë smiled. Zoë entered the Ministry. 

 Zoë heard a shriek and the shriek was followed by a body thumping on the floor. 

 Zoë stood in the rotunda. The rotunda was cavernous rendered as Baroque but it 

had been fitted with Art Nouveau interior works fashioned of black polished chromium 

and wrought iron. 

 The floor tiles were glass-blocks set in amoungst the polished black granite of the 

floor. The floor tiles were helical and dwindled in width as they spiraled to the center of 

the rotunda. The glass-blocks were illuminated from beneath. In the center of the 
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rotunda beneath the basilica was a column of polished black basalt. On the capital was 

stood the Femme of Virtue. The light from the windows of the triforium fell as directed 

by glass and mirrors on the Femme standing on the column. The Femme was rendered in 

moulage of ivory and marble and wax; and, in her upward-held palms, she held bell-jars. 

The light fell on to the bell-jars in her hands. The Femme stood at the height of the 

rotunda and her upturned face peered through the glass of the basilica. The Femme-

moulage was stood on the column of basalt and the column was stood on a pedestal of 

black polished granite. On the pedestal of the column was a carved titulus that had been 

polished so that the carvings were nearly undone by the oceans’s tides but three words 

were seen: 

 
Cette foule hagarde! elle annonce: Nous sommes la triste opacité 

de nos spectres futurs 
 
† 
 

 Zoë stood relucent at the booth beneath the light of the basilica of the Ministry. 

 
† 
 

 Mister Tetch and Merle were walking on the lanes of the Herrenhäuser Gärten in 

Prussia.  

 “Silas Verge has requested you return regarding matters of State,” said Merle. “That 

you must do; but, before departing, I would seek your assistance.” 

 “Sir?” asked Tetch. 

 “Have you read about the mysteries surrounding bodies found with a tin titulus 

nailed into their skulls bearing Dame Hades’s name?” 

 Tetch replied he did. 

 “A few of your lads are involved.” 

 Tetch abruptly ceased walking and confronted Merle: “Never! I know them! They 

would never...” 

 Merle interrupted. “They are not from the flying squad but le Maréchal d’Empire 

Commons.” 
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 “Oh,” said Tetch regaining his composure. 

 “You are needed. If you would, Hiolle has particulars.” 

 “Gladly,” he replied malevolently.  

 
† 
 

 She went to the Minister of Intelligence in his spherical-booth in the rotunda. 

 The Intelligence Minister stood and stared at Zoë through the port-hole of his booth. 

 Zoë watched as a Minister shuffled crustacean-wise across the rotunda floor on his 

knees and hands. 

 The clothes of the Ministers were six button double-breasted pinstriped suits of dark 

grey wool and white starched shirts with black vests and black straight-ties; they wore 

black velvet slippers over which were tied strands of grey silk so that the weight of silence 

would be heard. 

 The Minister of Intelligence peered at Zoë through the glass of the ticket-booth. 

 Numerous Ministers were at crossing the rotunda but continuously slipped and fell. 

 “It is disrespectful,” said the Minister in his booth, “and rude that you should come 

and that you should come without a carte d’admission.” 

 The Minister in the Booth polished his lapel pin: it was a small pin of stamped tin 

with lithographical printing; it was of a pearl with horns that extended underneath it’s 

opera-hat. 

 Zoë smiled. She showed him the carte-admittance from the Théâtre de l’Opéra des 

Ténèbraes du Paradis. 

 The Minister-in-Booth nodded knowingly and consulted his fly-sheet and pulled his 

electrical bell-pull. 

 The Guide-Ouvreur came. The Minister Guide-Ouvreur consulted his horae 

canonicae. “It is tierce,” the Minister Guide-Ouvreur said: “Lord-Chancellor shall be at 

his absolutions.” 

 The Guide turned and slipped and stood and departed. The Intelligence Minister 

was at polishing of his lapel pin. Zoë curtsied and departed from the booth. 
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 She went to the entrance of the hallways and turned and curtsied for the moulage de 

la Femme de la Vertu. 

 
† 
 

 She arrived at the entrance of the Bois de Verdun in Parc de la Tête 

d’Or. She strolled to the Conservatory and, as she entered, Zoë was 

greeted by Caspar de Bruges. 

 Caspar de Bruges — Master Antiquarius — was an agèd gentleman of 

thirty years. His brown eyes were pallescent. His dark auburn hair was 

straggled on his shoulders. He was shaved. His flesh was pallid of an 

Iridescence that could be but seen by few. He was dressed in a two-piece 

sack suit with grey stripes and a white shirt. He wore grey spats over his 

boots. 

 “Monsieur Merle has told me we met in l’Hôpital Coulmier ten years 

ago but I cannot remember since I will not be allowed lodging until this 

August next,” said de Bruges. 

 “We did,” Zoë replied as she offered him an envelope. “This is the 

letter you wrote.” 

 He took the envelope. “Yes, my handwritten words.” He read the 

letter. 

 “L’Hôpital Coulmier, the 23rd Août in this most auspicious year of 

Her Majesty.” 

 He read silently. 

 “Morpheus portals bridge scenes in different théâtres deemed Past or 

Future but are neither.” 

 He read silently. 

 “Sleep deprivation is a novel discussion. This deprivation removes 

fogs and veils and shades until this plane may be viewed with the sense of 

dream-state. And Vice-versa else.” 

 He read silently. 
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 “Shadows reaching from the darkness. Light passing into the depths 

of the black pools reflecting the depths of light as it passes into the 

depths of darkening light.”  

 He read silently. 

 “Do acquainted folk exist if they are not visited or written? If I should 

send a letter to my Father and do not expect it’s replied, does he exist? 

If I should not send a letter to my Father and expect it’s reply, does he 

not exist? If my Father should send me a letter that should arrive Poste 

restante but lost, does it exist?” 

 He read silently. 

 “What did people dream fifty or one-hundred years ago when 

photography was not invented? Engravings were poor.”  

 He read silently. 

 “Shapes at night become shadows. Lights of moon or lamps are 

remained in the mind. Darkness is greater. Light lamps are diffused by 

darkness; fogs of darkness in the rooms hid light. Clarity comes when 

that place in different realms are visited. Shadows remain shadow.” 

 He read silently. 

 “We believe we know and remember all things here. I believe we know 

and remember all things when there. It is not a mirror image; it is not a 

looking-glass world. It is neither one is Good while one is Evil but 

different where single constants are one’s-self and those one knows in 

Here and There afters.” 

 He read silently. 

 “That sense of déjà-vu or true familiarity for one unremembered. Or, 

places and things unremembered.” 

 He read silently. 

 “Infants arrive stuporous. Agèd grow stuporous. Those individuals 

between are shrouded from stupor for which no reason is to be 

ascertained. By Essentiae unbeknownst.” He paused as if remembering 

those passages he would compose in years approaching. “By Essentiae.” 

 He read silently. 
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 “Sleep deprivation causes these fogs stuporous renderings of two 

lives. Or, more. For those who are neither infant nor aged.” 

 He read silently. 

 “Senility very often indicates that person has begun spending more 

hours elsewhere.” 

 He began pacing.  

 He was muttering to himself.  

 He stood becalmed. 

 “I remember writing those words I’ve read aloud but those remaining 

words I’ve written on these pages I’ve not spoken, I cannot believe I 

wrote them.” 

 He stood in rêveries. 

 “If you would,” began Zoë after several minutes had passed, 

“Monseigneur should like you to take dinner with us this evening and I 

would be obliged to attend you where he shall be.” 

 De Bruges bowed. 

 They departed.  

 
† 
 

 Zoë went in the alleys and halls of the Ministry. 

 
† 
 

 The walls were twenty feet in height in the halls and rooms and chambers of vaulted 

ceilings. 

 The alabaster halls were deserted; the floors were of waxed and polished black 

granite; the alleys and halls were illuminated by bluish effulgences but neither lamp nor 

candelabra were to be seen; the light appeared by naught known nor remembered nor 

invented by Man. Renaissance locks were on doors and wrought-iron signs were on 

chambers over the halls and tunnel-windows were in the walls between passage-ways and 

chambers. 
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 The stelae columns were over-abundantly found: the columns were carved with 

likenesses of Ministers and Royalty; and, the stelae were carved with likenesses of acts 

and department-types and objects for which the Ministry rooms and halls and wings were 

erected: no inscriptions or titles were to be found as direction signs nor locations. 

 Zoë heard shrieks and the shrieks were followed by bodies thumping on the floor. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë went in the hallways of the Ministry. 

 
† 
 

 Black iron busts with lapis and pearls and opals placed in the eye sockets were 

arranged in the niches of the hallways; a name-plate of the great Ministers of the Ministry 

was under each but each sterling name-plate had been polished until it was undone. 

 And, though the great Ministers were piously acknowledged for their works of 

Science and of Knowledge, all were forgotten. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë went in the hallways: she was given of coruscation as she passed beneath the 

umbrage of the Ministry. 

 
† 
 

 The furrowed glass doors were padlocked on the exterior but she spied shadows 

within those offices and heard voices. The names pressed in gold foil on the glass of the 

doors were taken from Notices nécrologiques. 

 One door was open: it was the Minister of Cartography of Skylands and Cumulus 

Topographickals. He had hung himself. His office was under stacks of maps, 

topographical and longitudinal. 

 A Minister was standing in the office and observed the corpse. He turned when Zoë 

stood at the doorway. 
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 “Scree,” said the Minister: “Poor despondent Scree. He was made despondent by 

clouds, you see.” He handed Zoë a pamphlet breviarium, L’Aube spirituelle. 

 The Lord-Minister came with two Ministers-Seconds. 

 Lord-Minister Gilles was a huge gentleman of girth and weight but not of grease. He 

nearly filled the halls with his height and girth. He had a speaking apparatus of 

oxygenated wires embedded in his throat attached to a bell-phone: it was a wet and 

metallic voice. 

 “Girouard,” began the Lord-Minister: “Attend you to your papers of the Sahara 

Topographickals. The Mortality Brigade have been summoned for this fœtid ornament. 

Clémendot, issue a note — Death waits or some puerilities of driveling-sense — for the 

Brigade and Scudéry before they take him to a réverbère over the bridge.” 

 The Lord-Minister paused: he slowly with great and miserable difficulties peered at 

Zoë. 

 Zoë smiled. 

 The Lord-Minister shuddered. “The Lord-Chancellor must know of your visit,” he 

said as he began walking in the corridors after Zoë. They went from the ground floor up 

the grand staircase beneath the rotunda of the basilica and on to the second floor. Lord-

Minister Gilles shuffled in laboured breathings. 

 “It is a splendid Evening,” Zoë offered. The Lord-Minister was taken aback by this 

pronouncement. 

 “Absurd,” Lord-Minister Gilles replied. He slipped and fell. “Verily.” He rose with 

great difficulty and stood silently as he stared at Zoë. 

 Zoë smiled. 

 “We have splendours: State’s splendours, pious splendours of all things that are 

pious of the State’s Piety. And, by acts and edicts: Casuistry Causes Act of 1857; 

Nocturnus’s Razor, a scientific and philosophic epistle of extracting confessed truths by 

exposing émigrés to the exhalations of Moon; diverse Vesting Acts; divers Sumptuary 

Taxes Laws; diverse Heritable Jurisdictions Act; diverse and various Acts of Attainder; 

Anatomy Acts; acts and edicts and lettres de cachet issued by the Committee of Public 

Safety; and,” He lowered his voice until he whispered: “Confessor’s Manual.” 

 They were come to an Operating-Théâtre. It was an Operating-Théâtre founded in 

the 1880s. Lord-Minister Gilles pondered as he stood in the Operating-Théâtre. 
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 The Doctor stood. “Lord-Minister, our pleasure.” 

 The Patient was seated by straps in a large overstuffed chair; he smiled weakly and 

nodded at the Lord-Minister. The Lord-Minister blushed. 

 The Assistants had completed trepanning. 

 Doctor Charles Verignel took a lamprey from a glass-carboy and placed the lamprey 

on the cranium-hole. He explained: “We have identified that frontal lobes are indicative 

of seizures. We shall henceforward relieve the pressure by these ministrations.” 

 Lord-Minister Gilles consulted his pocket watch. “On the third floor, in the Salle of 

the Antiquities of the Enlightened, where the regnant Lord-Chancellor shall be 

performing his late-morning absolutions, you should be.” 

 Zoë thanked him. 

 “Of splendid Evens,” Lord-Minister Gilles mumbled. 

 Zoë did exit. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë ascended on the second grand staircase and she came to the third floor. The 

Armand Jean du Plessis de Richelieu wing of the third floor had been destroyed by fire. 

 Zoë entered the François Joseph du Tremblay wing. 

 
† 
 

 Merle and the Cardinal were seated on a bench near the statue of Urbain Le Verrier 

in the courtyard of the Observatoire de Paris. 

 “The sky is not serene: nebulae constellations are turning filled with stars, planets, 

minor planets, moons, asteroeides, comets, meteors. Asteroeides and comets and meteors 

are forever passing orbiting about this fragile Orb; and, that star named le Soleil about 

which this sphere while rotating orbits about which la Lune orbits.” Merle gestured at the 

sky. “Stars seen as the light from a dead star are lamps in that sea of Dark before you. 

Large asteroeides which may have been considered moons; small asteroeides orbiting all 

of the planet spheres. Those spheres—fiery and simple globes—have about them celestial 

objects in orbit. Solar winds and magnetic waves; solar currents, lunar currents, streams, 

beams of light, particles of light, waves of light, meteors and comets following on currents 
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in the rivers of gravity; gravity and tides. Further, all things celestial are to be found on 

this orb. 

 “All of these things in eternal movements. 

 “All in clockworks.” 

 “Divine grace?” offered the Cardinal, smiling. 

 “Celestial mechanics are of the Laws of Nature,” replied Merle as he laughed 

congenially: “Physics.” 

 “Ah, yes,” the Cardinal mused. “Laws of Nature.” 

 
† 
 

 She was seated selling pamphlets. Vera Petrova-Stratiev was dressed in a dressing 

gown with blue and white pin-stripes. 

 The Monkey and the Dodo were each reading one of the pamphlets—On the 

Advent—they had purchased as she spoke. They were her crowd.  

 “Propaganda and arcane mechanisms are at colluded work. Lies! Progressing 

decrepitude of the clarity of sight afflicting agèd citizens is the médecine scientifique 

discourse for them who see things. These learnèd Physicians offer no explanation for 

Citizen-Enfants who see things. All Fauna are disdainfully ignored. Those who may see 

things in Life are lunatic infirmed though it may be that the borders of each realm are 

becoming more accessible with each passing decade by all folk and just not savants 

whereby all folk are becoming savant like them.  

 “They dream without knowing what they were nor how they were there. 

Encyclopædias of Dreams were popular for a time. They were written interpretatively. 

Oracles interpreted dreams as they would after having been declared messengers of the 

Essentiae unbeknownst. This then begs addressing for if oracles interpreted dreams were 

not their dreams simply states of visits in different kingdoms and would they not today be 

declared Lunatic and shunted into houses of the Mad where Lunacy works it’s mysteries 

for those who know the Truth of such feats? 

 “Those who cannot realise mysteries are doomed!” 

 The Dodo and the Monkey who had been standing for three hours listening to her 

speak peered up from their reading; and, nodded. 
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 A distinguished gentleman, who had arrived earlier and was standing beside the 

Dodo, clapped. 

 “It is time, Vera,” said the distinguished gentleman as he went to her.  

 “Docteur Guise,” said Vera. “It was a lovely day. These gentlemen encouraged me.” 

 She collected her pamphlets as he took the box on which they had been arranged. 

 “Thank you, gentlemen,” said Docteur Guise as they passed by the Monkey and the 

Dodo. 

 They bowed. 

 Docteur Guise led Vera to the waiting horse-drawn omnibus which was nearly full 

with passengers. 

 Vera went to the unclosed upper deck; Docteur Guise stood at the bottom of the 

curved steps. 

 The omnibus departed. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë passed a second Operating-Théâtre. It was an Operating-Théâtre founded in 

the 1600s. The Head Minister-Pathologiste — Louis-Marie Flesselles — for l'Académie 

des Pathologies Morbides was seated at a table as he tasted turds with knife and fork. 

 Zoë stood at the door. 

 “We examine morbidités because three Anatomistes succumbed from these turds in 

Bicêtre, Saint-Lazare and Charenton. All had attempted diagnosis but they went mad and 

died on excrement from a woman that was transferred amoungst those asylums,” said 

Louis-Marie Flesselles conversationally as he supped his evidence. “The previous Lesser 

Pathologiste here succumbed. The woman has been secreted and cloistered under edict 

from the Committee of Public Safety. The Committee of Public Safety have been 

trumpeting for State security and security of State begets silences where turds be.” 

 Zoë took her departure from the Pathologiste. 

 
† 
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 The gas-lit lamps hissed in the silences. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë had come to the salle which overlooked the Great Hall; the salle was the 

promenade which ensphered the Great Hall. 

 The Great Hall appeared as if it were a théâtre with it's fifty-foot-high ceiling with 

théâtre-boxes and chandeliers. It had a huge fireplace in a silver gilded Rococo frame 

and a great looking-glass in a silver gilded Rococo frame over the mantle. 

 She entered. The Lord-Chancellor held audience with numerous ministers with 

sheaves of papers and leaves of tomes. 

 

The Lord-Chancellor 
 

 Lord-Chancellor Claude Maximilien Bassompierre was an exceedingly large 

gentleman. He had a great beard with mustaches waxed in pin-curls. He was clothed as 

all Ministers but for the numerous large pillows of lilac and lavender and scarlet silks that 

were secured about his person by golden silk cords. He stooped so that he may speak 

with his Ministers. 

 Numerous Ministers entered with sheaves of papers and leaves of tomes and large 

maps of sizes of the lawns in Parc Luxembourg. They were all for the construction of le 

Grand Monument du Cénotaphe pour l’Âge des Lumières Modernes. 

 “We are going to cabinet bound with great necessities and grave importance,” Lord-

Chancellor Bassompierre said. 

 “We are setting the seconds-rates of the prostitutes,” said the first Minister. 

 “Public and private,” concluded the second Minister. 

 The Ministers of Monuments bowed and departed. 

 The Lord-Chancellor noticed Zoë as she stood beneath the errant striæ of 

illuminations that fell from the windows of the basilica. 

 He dismissed the Seconds-Rates Ministers. They fell and they departed crabwise in 

the hall. 
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 “Come,” said Lord-Chancellor Bassompierre. “We must speak. Myself was informed 

that you were given entrance but not admittance due to lack of papers.” 

 “It is a splendid Evening,” Zoë said. 

 “How do you have such knowledge,” began Lord-Chancellor Bassompierre with a 

tone of suspicion, “that it is a splendid Evening since we have not decreed that it is a 

splendid Evening and myself was but given knowledge of the splendiferous nature of the 

Evening mere moments before you came!” 

 Zoë smiled. 

 “We live curiously,” offered Lord-Chancellor Bassompierre with sighs: “We live 

amidst astonishing confluence: as those two archanges — Reason on the one hand, the 

most absurd Fanaticism on the other — are urinating in the vestal fonts of Justice, Logic, 

Virtue, Honour, Intelligence and Knowledge, whereby that confluence shall offer the 

diffusion of a general knowledge, and a taste of science, over all classes of men, in every 

nation of Europe, or of European origin.” 

 The gas-lit lamps hissed in the silences. 

 “The Age of Modern Enlightenment has given the Mundanes dangerous things of 

knowledge. And, that must not occur. The Age of Modern Enlightenment has given the 

villeins dangerous things of knowledge that should best be allowed an obscured demise. 

Citizens are not Ministers. The Committee of Public Safety has issued Committee-

certificated tomes on knowledge regarding Knowledge and Ministers are given them: we 

issue pamphlets that offer Ministry Truths.” 

 “Mendacious truth,” said Zoë. 

 “God’s Hooks, No! Pure knowledge begets pure knowledge: pure knowledge must 

remain unfound by common citizens,” said the Lord-Chancellor and he added with 

profound self-satisfaction: “We offer Safety Truths: by which the Ministry has exhumed—

and, offered gratis for all citizens under the Knowledge Causes Act of 1853 whereby all 

firmaments, as allowed by the Committee of Public Safety, shall be displayed—that 

Knowledge we have rendered as Safety Truths for all commoners since Knowledge is far 

too dangerous for commoners. We cannot countenance Knowledge amoungst the 

Commons. Knowledge remains silent.” 

 “Of silence was la Peste not bereft, sir,” Zoë offered. 

 The gas-lit lamps hissed in the silences. 
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 “And, therein, my child, lies the absolute and empirical evidence that silence is best 

suited for the Commons!” Zoë tilted her head slightly. “I shall explain.” He thought 

before he began. 

 “Odd ages ago,” began Lord-Chancellor Bassompierre and said: 

 

The Departed Tale 
 

 It was in Lyon. It was a cabaret which before was a saloon on a traboule of rue 

Lanterne. It was a narrow structure with three étages. It was founded in 1907 but all 

information remains mysterious for which we are not privy. 

 

L'Escapade 

 

 It was a small théâtre. It was a small théâtre with a small orchestra. It was open on 

oddly chosen days which were announced only a few hours in advance before the doors 

would open. There were always several different versions performed of the Disappearing 

Woman but it was the random more complex illusions which attracted attendance. Very 

exquisite. 

 Fifty patrons sat at small round tables dining and drinking while the performances 

were made but by the later stages, of the evening, all eating waned; the audience was 

always enthralled. 

 The orchestra performed as they are often done in these sorts of places. 

 A box where she is shown shoulders and legs only. She was returned. 

 The orchestra performed a popular sonata. 

 A glass case. It was covered with cloth. It was removed and she was gone. 

 The orchestra performed a popular dance song. 

 A volontaire stepped on to the stage. The Impresario asked for two women to assist 

him; they stepped on to the stage. They each held a hand of the fellow. A cloth was 

placed over him. The lights went out. Lights returned. The cloth remained but was of a 

different shape. The Impresario removed the cloth: the women were amazed as they were 

holding hands with the other. That fellow was gone. 
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 The orchestra performed an obscure concerto for batterie-fanfare by Paul Abraham 

Dukas. 

 A family of mother seated on a stuffed chair with the father seated on an arm of the 

chair, two young girls standing in front and the older brother standing beside his mother: 

no case nor cloth; lights were dimmed until their silhouettes were faintly seen. Lights were 

lit. They disappeared. 

 The audience had those of who had remained were skeptical. 

 All was silent as the Impresario spoke. 

 The Impresario with serene confidence stated a greater illusion was about to be 

performed to elucidate the skeptics these were not parlour tricks nor Spiritualisme hocus-

pocus. Everyone held another’s hand while remaining seated at their tables. The house 

lights were slowly dimmed as the Impresario expounded on mysteries of the pyramids in 

the Americas and Egypt, and all manner of realms from beyond the length of Time 

known to Man. Gasps were heard; a few screamed as soon as the théâtre was engulfed in 

absolute dark. Lights suddenly blindingly reappeared. Several in the audience had 

disappeared. 

 Merry applause was given. 

 They those remaining were thanked for attending by the Impresario.  

 The orchestra began Les Djinns by César Franck as all amidst lively conversations 

and arguments were had as they took their exits. 

 ‘Beware! for it could next be you!’ 

 He himself disappeared. 

 There was laughter. 

 Everyone was all amazed. 

 These performances were made regularly even if odd in fact and all was well as was 

before and all were amazed until one day - three months ago - all were amazed even 

more than before: the building disappeared. All three flights leaving a hollow space 

between two structures of the same architecture. It was gone. 

 
† 
 

 Lord-Chancellor Bassompierre concluded his tale. 
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 “And, therein, my child, lies the empirical evidence that silence must be kept for the 

safety of citizens!” 

 “That hollow place?” said Zoë. 

 “If you should pass by, it is the carapace of a building with great celerity constructed 

in similar fashion. It remains darkened.” 

 
† 
 

 They began walking slowly in the corridor as Lord-Chancellor Bassompierre was 

become melancholic.  

 “The Master of Cérémonies was familiar but I could never remember where I might 

have seen him because I am with great certainty I have indeed seen him but his name 

escapes memory. Monsieur Pétanque?  

 “There are days when I believe I am not myself but who that may be I do not know if 

it is my familiar state or an unfamiliar persona kept by impermanence as Heraclitus had 

once himself did say. I cannot remember.” 

 “How often do you fall?” said Zoë. 

 “Frequently.” 

 
† 
 

 The corridors smelled of urine. 

 “It smells like pee,” Zoë said. Lord-Chancellor Bassompierre cheerily replied: “The 

Ministers in Wintertimes perform at amusements of micturition on the steam radiators so 

as to make the greatest vapours rise.” He paused and then said: “Minister Malgaigne of 

the Bureau de la Putréfaction oft-whiles is victorious because of his drunkenness and 

incontinence.” 

 The gas-lit lamps hissed in the silences. 

 “We had had farting Jousts,” said Lord-Chancellor Bassompierre proudly but then 

continued with grave sorrow: “They ceased after fiery infernal maëlstrom of flames 

wrought the de Richelieu wing. Minister Ollier forever was victorious: he seeped vapours 

that were to be found second only to those of sumps in Paris. On that tragic evening, he 
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farted voluminously. The vapours were exceedingly vile and noxious. They reached the 

gas-lamps and the Éminence Rouge wing erupted in déluges of flames.” 

 The Lord-Chancellor fell and remained on the floor. “Farting Judgements were 

ceased by edict from the Safety Committee.” 

 Zoë handed Lord-Chancellor Bassompierre the carte-admittance from Théâtre de 

l’Opéra des Ténèbraes du Paradis. 

 “You’ll stay for supper: lampreie estuve shall be served,” Lord-Chancellor 

Bassompierre offered as he took the carte and stood and held himself standing with the 

door-handles. 

 The Lord-Chancellor viewed the carte: he screamed and dropped the carte and ran 

from Zoë but he slipped on the polished floor. He stared in terrors with frightened 

countenance at Zoë. He bellowed and then scampered across the polished floor as he 

would a monstrous crustacean be. 

 Zoë left the carte on the floor. 

 
† 
 

 The gas-lit lamps hissed in the silences. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë descended on the grand staircase. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë entered the rotunda. The Intelligence Minister was standing beside his booth. 

He stared upwards at the Pleurante of Liberty but it was not at the moulage that he 

stared: it was the pendulous corpse. Lord-Chancellor Claude Maximilien Bassompierre 

had made his gallows on the Pleurante’s arm which held the bell-jar of rarefied Æther of 

lurid Reason. 

 “I do not know how he did that,” said the Minister with awe. The Minister held a 

piece of oiled-paper which he handed to Zoë. 

 “Please,” said the Minister embarrassedly, “read this for me.” 
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 Zoë read: “Se Méfier! What to me was unknown to me has murdered me!” 

 She handed the paper to the Minister and departed from the rotunda. 

 
† 
 

 It was Night as Zoë departed from the Ministry and thirteen small Ministers stood 

beside the entrance of the Ministry building in a receiving line. 

 “Son petits Éminences,” said Zoë. 

 They singularly bowed before Zoë as she passed. 

 “Madame,” said Minister Mounard le Fougeux. 

 Zoë curtsied. 

 “Madame,” said Minister Soumise. 

 Zoë curtsied. 

 “Madame,” said Minister Serpolet. 

 Zoë curtsied. 

 “Madame,” said Minister Gazette. 

 Zoë curtsied. 

 “Madame,” said Minister Ludovic le Cruel. 

 Zoë curtsied. 

 “Madame,” said Minister Mimie Piaillou. 

 Zoë curtsied. 

 “Madame,” said Minister Felimare. 

 Zoë curtsied. 

 “Madame,” said Minister Lucifer. 

 Zoë curtsied. 

 “Madame,” said Minister Lodoiska. 

 Zoë curtsied. 

 “Madame,” said Minister Rubis sur l’Ongle. 

 Zoë curtsied. 

 “Madame,” said Minister Pyrame. 

 Zoë curtsied. 

 “Madame,” said Minister Thisbe. 
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 Zoë curtsied. 

 “Madame,” said Minister Perruque. 

 Zoë curtsied. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë departed as the thirteen Ministers entered at the entrance of the Cabinet of 

Obscurities. 

 
† 
 

 The gentleman was seated on the lowest step of the entrance to the Natural History 

Museum in Kensington where at his feet was an 18th-Century Navajo carpet on which 

were shoes and boots for sale. 

 Merle stood leaning on his cane viewing sales. He smiled as he approached the small 

gentleman. 

 “Hercule,” said Merle. 

 “Sir,” Hercule replied. 

 “Those?” said Merle as he waved his cane over the boots and shoes. 

 “They were left outside of the doors. Discarded they were,” said Hercule as he 

accepted payment. 

 “Where?” asked Merle. 

 “Hyde Park,” said Hercule. 

 Merle thought for a few moments until amused he asked, “Which?”  

 “It had red stripes,” Hercule replied. 

 “A fine selection,” said Merle as he perused Hercule’s wares.  

 Hercule nodded in agreement. 

 Merle walked up the steps and entered. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë went on the Promenade du Clair de Lune. 

 
† 
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 Zoë passed the Columbarium: the airship was an aeronautical dreadnought; the 

airship was anchored on the cross of the basilica of the Columbarium but the airship was 

but two feet from the ground. The Admiral spoke from the flying bridge. 

 

The Admiral 
 

 Paul-Pierre-Clément Duplessis was robust and boisterous in his demeanor. He was 

dressed in Navy dress of Admiralty; he had side-cropped hair and he had extensive side-

whiskers of oily black. 

 “Where are we?” said the Admiral as Zoë passed. 

 Zoë ceased her promenade. “Tournon,” replied Zoë, “in the Grand Vallée du 

Rhône.” 

 He disappeared in the suspended bridge for several minutes before he reappeared. 

“And, Sun? Did that fiery sphere pass by Tournon?” 

 “Yes, sir,” said Zoë. 

 “That body of water?” 

 “The Rhône,” she replied. 

 Admiral Paul-Pierre-Clément Duplessis shook his head ruefully and said: “Sun has 

departed: fallen through a plane of Oceans that be vaulted by weak waters which would 

not support iron-weights of frigates and barks and super dreadnoughts,— never mind that 

preponderant Orb! Air is an invisible and impalpable body; whereas, water ‘tis spied and 

‘tis given over in treacherous fits of scrofulous mettle.” 

 “Your aeronautical dreadnought offers safe passage over Sea and Ocean,” said Zoë. 

 “Sooth. My Admiralty offers safe passage. Æther’s neither weak nor palsied. Aye, my 

dreadnought offers safe voyages. Weak waters make weak vaults. And, since the waters of 

Sea and Lake and Oceans are merely vaults, there beneath the waves that are but the 

roofs of these vaults are caves and abysses and canyons of several hundreds of 

unfathomable leagues in height: subterranean cemeteries of galleries with recesses for 

tombs.” He paused and spoke in whispers. “Les Somnambules de la Mer are those that 

be not drowned but sleep.” 

 Zoë smiled and said: “Over darkness.” 
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 “Aye, ‘tis they,” he replied solemnly. “I have pursued the Sun but I remain always 

behind it except when it overtakes me. And he makes jests with me: it has departed into 

one of those canyons beneath the waves of the sea but then he shall come behind me and 

overtake me and — Laughing! — Sun shall descend and wait before it’s next Jest.” 

 “How many years have you sailed after the Sun?” said Zoë pleasantly. 

 “Fifty-odd,” replied the Admiral. 

 “Perhaps, were your Zeppelin turned around so that the Admiral may greet the Sun.” 

 The Admiral blushed embarrassedly. “I may offer for my single course that’s been set 

for all these years: I do not know how these mechanicals work any better than the voyages 

of comae.” 

 Zoë smiled sweetly. 

 “Do you know where The Skull and the Anchor may be?” queried Admiral Duplessis. 

 “Saint-Martin-le-Vieux,” said Zoë. “It would be best during the Gorey Fête.” 

 The Admiral sighed and began consultation of his maps and charts. 

 Zoë curtsied as the Admiral saluted Zoë. The Admiral rang Night-Watch bells. “To 

Jersey.” 

 Zoë took her exit as Admiral Paul-Pierre-Clément Duplessis ascended in his 

aeronautical dreadnought and was departed in the Night. 

 
† 
 

 The Mortality Brigade was attending an elder gentlewoman on the shrine of St. 

Thecla. 

 
† 
 

 The Gentlewoman walked into the reading room of the Imperial National Library. 

She was early forty years. She had grey eyes. She had greying brunette hair that fell 

beneath her large hat as her hatpins’s diamonds shone. She had opalescent skin. She was 

dressed in a tunic over her long narrow skirt of diaphanous Delphos silks and gossamer 

camisole under which she wore a corset. She wore black lisle stockings and black high-

heeled shoes. She appeared as Régence and Art Nouveau. 
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 The Gentlewoman stood in the foyer holding her parasol in a gloved hand. 

 
† 
 

 She stood as Venus luciferous. 

 
† 
 

 She was carrying a small parcelle wrapped in paper and tied with twine. She stood 

viewing the patronage until she spied Merle; she smiled. 

 Merle had watched her enter. He smiled contented and, as his eyes met her’s, he 

slowly closed his eyes. He roused himself. He took his gloves and hat and cane; and, 

approached her. 

 “Ma’am,” said Merle. 

 “Sir,” she replied. 

 She offered the small parcelle to Merle, saying: “For you” as Merle was delighted and 

embarrassed as he received it. Zoë gestured; and, Merle opened it. 

 “Dodgson’s Logica Symbolicus in the original printing,” said Merle. 

 “I know that you have been searching for this and I found it in a shop.” 

 Merle bowed and he thanked her.  

 “And, a cravate!” It was patterned black silk with exquisitely fine embroidery of faint 

white and sterling threads in an archaïc motif. Merle replaced his old one with his gift. 

 She offered him the pamphlet breviarium, L’Aube spirituelle. Merle sighed. “Her acts 

reproved?” 

 “Les Treize.” 

 She took his arm and led him and they did depart from the Bibliothèque Nationale; 

and, wandering on the boulevard, they spoke of many things. 

 
† 
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 The Mortality Brigade was cutting the gentlewoman from her gibbet on the shrine of 

St. Thecla. She had ceased her life with the knowledge that it was not she whom was the 

figure of Queen Catherine in Queen Catherine’s Dream by Fuseli. 

 
† 
 

 “Hell-made Holiday,” murmured Merle with grave melancholia: “The Great War. 

 “Verbose and vitriolic testimonials have been writ on the demise of modern Man in 

the Age of Enlightenment: by scholars; by pedant academia; by poètes in the guise of 

philosophers; by philosophers under ruse of Reason; by contretemps under ruse of 

Logic; by Clerics and by Statesmen in stuporous knaveries under ruse of Knowledge. 

 “However, read the cartes postale illustrée proffered by Death, cartes collected by 

Death at all remembrances of thy Life: Devil’s books, seraphs affiches of Love and 

Beauty and Death; of Passions, of Hopes and Fears of all things in Nature that be forgot: 

great bat-wingèd shapes in the umbrascence of Sleep where shade and shadow in Night 

are but the undulating waves of umbraescent light and where rose-perfumed airs divine 

their presence in Night. 

 “The Great War—Hell-made Holiday—shall have infernal châssis-presses overworked 

in the printing of it's cartes postale illustrée proffered by Death. All with State’s 

imprimatur placed on the illustration.” 

 Merle ceased their promenade and stood and stared into the Night sky. 

 “Do you suppose that the world is becoming as grievous as it is because penitents 

have ceased suffering for it’s sins. Nuns and monks during the Dark Ages prayed and 

suffered for the sins of the Earth: those penitents ceased; and, fewer and fewer and fewer 

penitents became cloistered so they could suffer Man’s sins’s existence. Do you suppose 

that because none pray for Modern Man—none in their sôle and simple existence in acts 

of prayer, as was done—Modern Man shall cease.” 

 Merle laughed with grim jollity at his joke. Zoë took his hand as a-promenading they 

in the Night began. 

 “The Great War. 

 “The gay and blithe Parties shall come for audience with Honour and Bravery and 

those bereft of knowledge of Reason. The Aristocracy and the Bourgeoisie shall come so 
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that they may witness and thus have spied those that would avenge besmirching by villains 

of the Divinity of State. 

 “Picnicking on hills that overlook the battlefields delighted spectators from Capitals 

of State shall be. 

 “Mirths! Merriments! Merry entertainments! 

 “Picnicking on hills that overlook the battlefields; picnicking on hills on Sunday late-

afternoon who shall not come as delighted spectators from Capitals of State and who 

shall not expect elegant cavalry in their formal glory,— all in circuses equestrian parades. 

 “Incendiary ordnances; ordnances of sulfur: these shall be but an allegory for Fire 

and Brimstone. Vagues Hades Man-Invented and Hell-Made Holiday. Théâtre-piece as 

seen by citizens and the royalties of Hades and of Pandæmonium and of Paradise. ‘Tis 

but a théâtre-piece acted in Horror by Man and viewed as Comedy by Paradise and 

Pandæmonium. 

 “Death on the battlefield begets Honour: how honourable then shall Death by 

mustard gas be; or, suffocation when trenches collapse from weight of the rains and mud; 

or, crucifixion on barbed wire strung across the fields and induced by bullets from 

machine-guns; or, infestation of maggots on gangrenous trunk where the legs were fallen 

from incendiary explosion. 

 “And but a théâtre-piece acted in Terror by Man and viewed as Farce by all in 

Hades. 

 “Mirths! Merriments! Merry entertainments! for blessèd invited Guests! 

Enlightenments! offered for all in attendances! Simple feats! Sacred fêtes! 

Entrancements! offered for all in attendances! Mirths and merriments and merry 

entertainments that are to be seen: ‘La Manoir du Homme.’ 

 “Death on the battlefield begets naught but entrance in Kingdom Come. 

 “Picnicking on hills that overlook battlefields and spectators shall expect elegant 

processionals and military parades; picnicking on hills on Sunday late-afternoons who 

shall not depart as indignant whence battlefields are spied as but Cotillion of the four 

Horsemen. 

 “The Great War — Resplendent Cause! Badges posthumous shall be offered: 

Honour! Courage! Bravery! Valour! Noble tragedy! and, Dignity! and, Justice! All 

ribbon-festooned objets de Vertu may be awarded on soldiers in battle! and, then Man 
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offers them but residence in Geek Shows and Side Shows and Umbrage-Tents of 

Horrors in Nature! until Man shall be feared of those stage-actors of war that shall 

descend! Man shall invent sufferance for the Circus Geeks and Blessés and, thence— 

Certifications of New Vulgarity Remover shall be issued: all fall down. 

 “All for but a théâtre-piece acted in Terror by Man and viewed as Comedy by 

Hades.” 

 He stood silently beneath wreathing clouds in Night. 

 “Of Pandæmonium,” said Merle with whispers, “all works were taken: all works of 

Reason and Logic tumbled in the furnaces of Pandæmonium. Pandæmonium by their 

own design invented. 

 “Modern Enlightenment shall cease after the impending Great War’s begun!” 

 Zoë took his hand as a-promenading they had begun beneath the wreathing clouds 

of Night. 

 “As bleeds Night doth pale Night and Pâle ‘twas spied,” said Merle as he stared at 

the lightning lit clouds in Night. 

 
† 
 

 Several gentlepersons approached. They were dressed in their finest mourning 

clothes of sable as they were on their way to the théâtre. 

 “Living persons are said to be snatched by God’s Hooks when they have finished 

their stay,” said one of the gentlemen of the group. 

 Zoë stood and watched: her shadow was set with aureoles of light on dew-molecules 

that were illuminated against the wall. 

 The villain leaped from behind the hedge-row: “Virtue!” screeched he. He murdered 

the first gentlewoman with numerous violent rendings by cavalry sabre. He fumed with 

gay laughter as the remaining members escaped in various directions. 

 “Virtue! Thy will be done!” murmured the Vampyre-Assassin as he shook with silent 

gaiety as he stood in the blood of the gentlewoman. 

 

The Vampyre-Assassin 
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 The Vampyre-Assassin — Joseph-Jérôme Rude — was of common height and weight. 

His nose was long and hooked. His visage was disguised by a large Imperial. He was 

dressed in a plain mottled grey dress coat with grey breeches, waistcoat of cut grey silk; 

his lavallière was grey. His hose and stockings were black. 

 Joseph-Jérôme Rude sighed as he concluded his laughter. He bent over the bleeding 

corpse. He laid his sabre reverently beside the pretty corpse. He smelt her clothes. He 

studied her. 

 “Perfumed!” hissed Joseph-Jérôme Rude. 

 He had an amputation set: a wooden box lined with metal trays which contained a 

saw, two spare blades, tweezers, a pair of cutters and five straight knives. He bent over 

the bleeding corpse: he dismembered her and he disemboweled her. 

 “By virtuous deeds! By virtuous acts! By Virtue’s Pursuivants profuse with 

profundities of Providence against the Plague profane!” shrieked Joseph-Jérôme Rude. 

 Merle silently stood beside Zoë as he smoked his cigar. 

 Joseph-Jérôme Rude laughed bitterly when he was done and said: “I was duped: she 

was not pure but she was not a vampyre!” 

 “How do you know who vampyres may be,” said Zoë. 

 The Vampyre-Assassin—frightened—shook his head violently. Merle smiled and 

departed. 

 “Foxes — pick lockses — on the oblong boxes — floating o’er the waves from Paradise 

dockses — for all that be raised by Resurrectionist clockses,” said Merle. 

 “‘Tis where seraphs be — with goblins who are blowing smoke-rings into the looking-

glasses — of Night,” recited Joseph-Jérôme Rude and peered upon her and gasped: “O 

me!” 

 He hissed. He raised his sabre. He scampered backwards away from Zoë as he did 

violently flail all towards her in the air. 

 He departed. 

 
† 
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 Hieronymus Virge le Maître and Morgause la Fey were seated on the 

couch in his study. They sat beneath the large painting of the two chess 

players by Anthony van Dyck. 

 “Something is in the air from the Sea,” said Morgause la Fey. 

 “My dear?” said Virge le Maître. 

 “We sense something wicked this way comes,” replied Morgause. 

“When does he come?” 

 Virge smiled perplexed. She absently pointed at the painting above 

them. 

 “The appearance of His Eminence is imminent.”  

 
† 
 

 Titus stood staring at the sign of the Baghlah. It was a curry-serving tavern situated 

on the High Road at the edge of Hook in the county of Hookland. He peered through 

the large glass window and spied whom he sought. He entered. 

 The Gentleman was seated on the upholstered wall bench at a table, waiting. 

 Titus approached. 

 “You are waiting?” 

 “A small coterie of les Sœurs lumineuses are expected for supper.” 

 “This is your kingdom yet they’ve misspelt your name,” said Titus; “and, even this 

quaint borough has an erroneous appellation.” 

 “Yes?” said the Gentleman. 

 “I was on my way to London and thought it unfitting if I did not visit. We’ve not 

spoken in Ages.” 

 The Gentleman gestured at an empty chair. 

 “I’ve been meaning to inquire and fain would like to know if you are Seer,” said Titus 

who remained standing. 

 “I am not Virge le Sage nor Lady Constance or any of the others, No.” 

 “What is that fine fragrance of fare I smell?” 

 “Punjabi.” 

 “You do speak with them?” said Titus. “Of course.” 
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 “Once; and, I did not waste my wish on thee.” 

 Titus nodded smugly. 

 “It is a Divertissement infernal you have set,” replied the Gentleman to his 

demeanour, “of that I know.” 

 The corner of his mouth flinched ever so slightly but Titus composed himself. “Still, 

you do not know what it may be.” 

 “No.” 

 “Unfortunate,” said Titus as he sat and did begin a fawning speech of his innocence 

in the intrigues and plots set forth by statesmen whose concludency would be the Great 

War and all of the effects it afterwards would cause for which he was to be held 

blameless for the ever perpetual mayhem performed with Lunacy as the Gentleman sat 

silently amused at that soliloquy. 

 Titus concluded; he stood and bowed from his shoulders before turning to depart. 

  “I’d be wary for dark things have appeared and be lurking in London,” said the 

Gentleman. Titus waved his hand over his shoulder. “L’Éminence malus departed Paris 

and has taken rooms, appears impatiently waiting for someone, at the Century House.” 

He smiled as Titus cringed imperceptibly as Titus he did exit.  

 
† 
 

 Three gentlemen approached. They had well-shaved whiskerless cheeks which were 

blued as by gun-powder tattoo. They were clothed in plain dress coats with breeches, 

waistcoats of cut silk velvet and of lace. 

 Grimod Chenavard de la Reynière d’Ogreville was blind. Donatien Neuve 

d’Ogreville was deaf. And, Valentin le Petit was mute. 

 Donatien Neuve d’Ogreville went with his hand over Grimod Chenavard de La 

Reynière d’Ogreville’s mouth. 

 They stood indifferent in the blood of the gentlewoman. 

 “Pure is pure in absolutes,” Grimod Chenavard de la Reynière d’Ogreville said: “The 

Moon’s luminescences are grand in pure absolutes as they are collected in the fogs 

beneath the surface of the Woods.” 

 Donatien Neuve d’Ogreville spat. “Reflected.” 
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 Grimod Chenavard de la Reynière d’Ogreville stood incredulous. 

 Donatien Neuve d’Ogreville offered calmly: “Limelight set on the phare on 

Northpôle illuminates Moon.” 

 Grimod Chenavard de la Reynière d’Ogreville stood incredulous. 

 “Goblin union,” Donatien Neuve d’Ogreville replied haughtily. 

 “Oh,” replied Grimod Chenavard de la Reynière d’Ogreville softly. 

 “Gobbling urine’s vile,” Valentin le Petit roused from his stupor scrawled with chalk 

on his blackened slate. 

 They departed. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë was northerly strolling beside the Rhône when she was come to the passerelle 

Seguin as the Trouveur arrived having crossed from Tain-l’Hermitage who introduced 

himself as he had recently arrived from Toulouse. He requested accompanying her in her 

promenade North in exchange for a story since he was going to Avallon.  

 Zoë accepted; and, they began walking. 

 “Odd ages ago,” began the Trouveur and said: 

 

The Trouveur's Tale 
 

 Albert Talloires was a Hansom cab driver in the cité of Toulouse. He lived in an 

abandoned carriage-house with his horse named Molière who stayed in the stable. They 

had had a very long life and watched as auto-buses and automobiles were used for 

traveling and most of those they had known were gone. One day, Albert Talloires found 

a small spider drowning in the basin which he saved because it had done no harm to him. 

He raised it. After several years, it was his friend much like Molière his horse had become 

for those number of years from which a horse becomes old. One afternoon, he went to 

the spider who had grown large. ‘I have thought much on this matter,’ said Albert 

Talloires: ‘Molière is good for a horse. I thought Voltaire would be good for you.’ The 

spider accepted. The spider continued growing until it filled a room in the carriage-house 

by which time Old Talloires had begun soliciting an Under-Resurrectionist to deliver 
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cadavers and goods from the slaughterhouse. Voltaire was allowed to go into the forest at 

night but was told it mustn’t let anyone see it. A few did see it wandering in the forest 

because a very large spider wandering in the forest is a difficult creature not to see. All 

three were happy. The horse and the spider became friendly but the horse remained wary 

still after all those years because a spider the size of a very large horse would make most 

wary of introducing themselves. One day, it came on that day of distress when his old 

horse Molière died, Old Talloires was told his services were no longer required because 

he was too old and his cab was no longer profitable when Modern carriages—

automobiles—were preferred by those in the Modern Age. He could not afford burial 

and he did not wish it to be sold to the slaughter factory. He wasn’t seen for days. They 

looked for him but could not find him. They knew about the spider. They found the 

spider’s room and most fortunately they could not find it. They warned him they said. He 

didn’t listen they did sadly say. They found dried blood on the floor. They found the 

clothes of old Talloires on the floor. They found human bones on the floor. The bones of 

old Molière were found in the room on the floor, too. The spider had eaten them and 

gone. 

 
† 
 

 “There may be a moral to that fable but I stand at a loss to know what it is,” said the 

Trouveur. 

 “Fable-morals do often find themselves, do they not,” said Zoë. 

 “Or, they needn’t one,” said the Trouveur. 

 “Or, they needn’t one,” said Zoë. 

 “Dear Madame, would you have any tales to tell that could be told or sung?” asked 

the Trouveur. 

 Zoë smiled and benignantly shook her head. 

 The Trouveur went strolling happily telling tales and singing tales until he would take 

his appointed route from Zoë who thanked him for his graciousness in accompanying her 

speaking fables without morals: he bowed deeply; and, was gone. 

 Zoë continued northerly. 

 
† 
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It was Aube. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë was fallen on by Moon; Zoë gave and reflected light in bright beams and flashes 

as she went from the commune of Tournon. 

 
† 
 

 Zoë stood and watched as her shadow was set with aureoles of light on dew-

molecules that were illuminated against the wall of the ruins of the cathédrale; and, 

through the iron grille where once were doors of the cathédrale was an ancient grove of 

black-polished oaks in Winter and snow. 

 

The Luciferous Cathédrale 
 

 “Venus lucifugous luciferous for all that see,” said Zoë as she viewed that scene with 

two Gentlemen walking from the entrance further until they were but two dark figures in 

the noctilucent snow lit by the Moon. 

 “The relevance of Revenants are Lucifer and Venus as immanent they be,” replied 

Merle. 

 “Immanent and transeunt,” said the Gentleman, “in a kingdom of fleas.” 

 “Thou remainest ever as thee would and were,” laughed Merle. 

 “This all seems like dime novels filled with purple prose written by obituary hacks,” 

said the Gentleman. 

 “And, before?” said Merle. 

 “Swift, Voltaire, Rabelais,” said the Gentleman after a lengthy pause, “are no longer 

satire.” 

 “So it seems,” said Merle.  

 “Ill-fated are the tomes of epochs past,” said the Gentleman: “Vaudeville en un acte. 

History of Tragedy and Farce, performances over decades are made in all Modern Ages 

being for the benefit of the Mirthless and Witless and Avarice-laden. 
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 “Docility generated by the potential fears and terrors found in Everyday Life of fear-

induced rage, rages bound by Ignorance and Fear; Terror of progress; Horrors waiting: 

the thieving airs of Humanity are what doth alight on those with voices whom so speak 

with they who listen; and, those airs extinguish light-flames in places of Dark.” 

 “What do they thieve?” said Merle. 

 “All things in Nature noble and dear.” 

 “They have always done so,” said Merle. 

 “The Great War,” said the Gentleman, “comes ‘midst plotted intrigues by les Enragés 

of Ministry and Mundane yet hold blameworthy the furtive whispers of Devils.” 

 “The simple premise that Lucifer as seraph,” said Merle, “was cast from Paradise fell 

after the War in the Heavenly Paradise and by his evil his self of Satan was seen. Devils 

are convenience. 

 “Lucifer and Satan as Janus is quaint burlesque.” 

 “Simple premise; simple conceit. How does one fall from Grace?” 

 Merle smiled. 

 “On a second premise,” continued the Gentleman, “that Man is not intrinsically evil 

but reduced to such acts as caused by Satan because, if Man were evil inherent by wish 

of obtaining Knowledge, it would make the plan of their Deity of Bénédictions flawed in 

the eyes of followers since Adam was an ignorant blameless dolt who was seduced by the 

wiles of Eve after ridicule by his first intimate, Lilith. Or, that potestates of crime and sins 

are offered Indulgences, Last Rites, penance and prayers for failings of virtuous trials of 

piety—set by their Deity of Malédictions—performed against the inherent evil in all of 

them. 

 “Thus,— all evil which has befallen Man was caused by two women: Pandora and Eve 

since Lilith’s gone ignored. Two. Les Filles du Diable. They neglect Miscellany of all for 

those in Essentiae: Charites, Horae, Moerae and those written set in Hesiod’s Theogonía. 

That hollow automaton—Man—whose movements are made by thoughts kept in Æther 

and wax, exhibits that the baseness of Humanity exists engaged without Hope nor an 

understanding of the purpose of Existence that those shall play by Calumniae or Truth. 

 “Lonely-Hearts hacks all.” 

 “Lucifer as Morning Star. Venus as Morning Star. They are the bringers of Light. 

‘Tis unfortunate what manner of Light was not indicated in those aide-mémoires. 
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 “Venus luciferous waits the arrival of Lucifer lucifugous,” said Merle as they 

continued walking lapsed in silence. 

 
† 
 

 Zoe was on rue des Lumières strolling from the zone de fortifications. 

 Nine small Ministers, constituents from the S. Langhorne Clemens Honorary 

Society, who had departed from the Artes Mechanicae and Artes Liberales arcades on 

their southerly way to those five arcades in Zone-Saint-Cloud, were waiting stood beside 

the lane in a receiving line. 

 “Les petits Éminences,” said Zoë. 

 They singularly bowed before Zoë as she passed. 

 “Madame,” said Minister Alcyoneus. 

 Zoë did graciously give a single downward nod. 

 “Madame,” said Minister Chthonius. 

 Zoë did nod. 

 “Madame,” said Minister Enceladus. 

 Zoë did nod. 

 “Madame,” said Minister Damysus. 

 Zoë did nod. 

 “Madame,” said Minister Mimas. 

 Zoë did nod. 

 “Madame,” said Minister Pallas. 

 Zoë did nod. 

 “Madame,” said Minister Porphyrion. 

 Zoë did nod. 

 “Madame,” said Minister Thoas. 

 Zoë did nod. 

 “Madame,” said Minister Polybotes. 

 Zoë did nod. 

 
† 
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 Zoë departed as the nine Ministers continued on their sojourn. 

 
† 
 

 “And, as History ages, all memories thus are mended,” said Merle: “Blighted or 

reasoned.” 

 “‘La modernité, c’est le transitoire, le fugitif, le contingent, la moitié de l’art, dont 

l’autre moitié est l’éternel et l’immuable.’ If I remember it written,” said Zoë. 

 Merle paused. 

 “Why do you perplexed frown? I was insisted by you to read from your papers,” 

replied Zoë gaily. 

 “My apologies,” said Merle peering at her with one eye closed and a crooked smile of 

belief. 

 “Le Figaro,” said Zoë: “26 and 29 in Novembre and the third of Décembre in the 

year of 1863.” 

 “Ah,” said Merle. “Bohême.” 

 “I have been fond of Monsieur Baudelaire since we visited him in l’Hôtel Voltaire.” 

 Merle held his hat and bowed low before her. “I shall not again doubt you.” 

 “Oh! But you must!” exclaimed Zoë; “I most heartily insist you do doubt me! 

Philosophers are preferred, if not entertaining; theologians are dullish and acrid.” 

 “I must!” said Merle as he laughing stood. 

 They merrily continued. 

 
† 
 

They were standing on misty boulevard while darkened shapes 

of things were passing in the atmosphere of fog. 

 
† 
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Zoë met none and naught as she went on the High Road, rue des Lumières which led 

over le massif du Pilat and thence Saint-Étienne in the département of Loire. 

† 

The sky was fraught with clouds set from Earth half-height to the sky. 

† 

All clouds were tinged from the Prusse and reflected on the clouds as Night was 

ascending over the Grand Canyon du Verdon that appeared remained beneath Ocean 

and Sea. 

† 

All was as of agèd and ancient effulgences: vertiginous incandescences and errant striae 

hid by the reflections from arcane automaton before the darkened prusse vault of the sky. 

† 

Dark was descended. 

† 
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